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ABSTRACT 

The current study has attempted to answer the question whether there is an 

interaction between the Aspect Hypothesis and the Discourse Hypothesis by investigating 

the use of Japanese tense-aspect morphology by native speakers of English learning 

Japanese as L2. These two hypotheses were argued for independently in previous 

studies, but never consolidated to account for the distributional pattern of L2 tense-aspect 

morphology. The Aspect Hypothesis claims that the LI and L2 learners initially mark 

lexical aspect of the verbs with tense-aspect morphology; they tend to associate past with 

achievement verbs and progressive with activity verbs. On the other hand, according to 

the Discourse Hypothesis, the learners use the tense-aspect morphology to distinguish 

grounding; they tend to mark foreground with past more frequently than background. 

The current research used two methods: a multiple-choice task and a story-telling 

task. The former task was referred to as Study 1. The use of tense-aspect morphology in 

the story-telling task was analyzed in terms of lexical aspect, referred to as Study 2 and 

grounding, referred to as Study 3. Study 1 and Study 2 examined whether the use of 

tense-aspect morphology is different in obligatory contexts and in narrative discourse. 

The results of Study 1 supported the Aspect Hypothesis; L2 learners initially 

associated past inflection with achievement verbs and tended to mark the process 

encoded in activity and accomplishment verbs with present durative. The results of 

Study 2 supported the Aspect Hypothesis as regards the association of activity verbs and 

present durative. However, the frequent marking of past on achievement verbs across the 
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proficiency levels suggest that the textual function of tense-aspect morphology plays a 

role in narrative discourse. Study 3 argued that the Japanese tense-aspect morphology 

weakly mark grounding. Finally, I claimed that the Aspect Hypothesis and the Discourse 

Hypothesis account for the different acquisition stages of the L2 tense-aspect system. 

There is a time lag among the tense-aspect morphemes in the process of acquisition; past 

marking functions as the temporal and textual device in narrative discourse at the 

relatively early stage while present durative remains as the marker of lexical aspect. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of the present study is to investigate the use of Japanese tense-

aspect systems by a group of native speakers of English learning Japanese. Tense 

indicates temporal relation among the events or between an event and a speech time. 

Aspect shows internal structure of an event, referring to lexical aspect and grammatical 

aspect. Lexical aspect is inherently embedded in a predicate, while grammatical aspect is 

marked by means of linguistic devices, denoting a speaker's point of view. However, the 

use of tense-aspect morphologies is complicated since they mark not only temporal 

relationship but also narrative structure in discourse. 

The use of tense-aspect morphology by second language (L2) learners has been 

examined based on two theories: the Aspect Hypothesis and the Discourse Hypothesis. 

The former proposes that the learners use tense-aspect morphology to mark lexical aspect 

of the predicate. The latter, on the other hand, claims that L2 learners tend to use tense-

aspect to organize the discourse. That is, some events are considered significant and put 

on the actual story line, and others that describe static situations or evaluations are 

considered less important since the story can move forward without them. A series of 

previous studies investigated the L2 learners' use of tense-aspect morphology within a 

framework of either the Aspect Hypothesis or the Discourse Hypothesis and supported 

both hypotheses individually. To my knowledge, Bardovi-Harlig (1998) is the only study 

that examined the influence of lexical aspect and narrative structure on the use of L2 
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tense-aspect morphology. 

The present study investigates how a group of native speakers of English 

learning Japanese use tense-aspect morphology with respect to lexical aspect and 

narrative structure. The Japanese language is unique with respect to the following 

linguistic features. First, unlike the English progressive -ing, the Japanese durative 

morpheme has two meanings depending on a verb type to which it is attached: action in 

progress and resultative state. In other words, the simple association of activity verbs and 

the durative marker does not hold in Japanese. Another linguistic characteristic is that 

Japanese is a clause-chaining language, in which clauses are cormected with nonfmite, 

medial verb forms and unified with a finite verb. The current study investigates the use 

of a nonfinite form (i.e., /e-conjunction) in a narrative in addition to the main verbs of full 

sentences. The re-conjunction is prevalent in both written and spoken discourse. 

Previous studies have focused on verbal inflections in the main clauses (i.e., finite forms). 

Myhill and Hibiya (1988) was the only study to investigate the use of nonfinite forms in 

narrative discourse. Although the /e-conjunction (e.g., tabe-te 'eat-te') may not be 

considered a tense-aspect morpheme since its temporal interpretation relies on tense-

aspect morphology presented in the final main verb, the investigation will reveal 

influence of lexical aspect and/or narrative structure on the use of /e-form. 

The present study used the multiple-choice task and the story-telling task. The 

former tests whether learners can successfully supply appropriate tense-aspect 

morphology in obligatory contexts. The latter examines the distributional patterns of 

tense-aspect morphology in a narrative. The non-native speakers' behavior was 
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compared with the Japanese natives' in both tasks. The two tasks were utilized with 

considering task effects. A problem of the story-telling task is that often there is an 

imbalance in numbers and percentages of lexical aspectual categories since it is a 

production task (Bardovi-Harlig, 1999). That is, there are more achievement verbs 

marked by simple past than any other lexical categories (i.e., states, activities, and 

accomplishments) in a narrative task and this causes a higher percentage of use of past 

with achievement verbs. In order to compensate for this imbalance, the multiple-choice 

task was designed, in which each verb type appeared with equal fi-equency. 

The organization of the current paper is as follows. Chapter 2 provides the 

theoretical background of tense-aspect morphology and reviews previous studies on 

acquisition of L2 tense-aspect systems within two distinctive hypotheses: the Aspect 

Hypothesis and the Discourse Hypothesis. After the introduction of background, the 

questions to be examined are presented. The current research includes three studies. The 

multiple-choice task is referred to as Study I, and the story-telling task is divided into 

Study 2 and Study 3 depending on the analysis. The lexical aspectual analysis of the use 

of tense-aspect morphology in a narrative is presented as Study 2 and the analysis in 

terms of narrative structure as Study 3. Chapter 3 shows the results of Study 1 and 

discusses the distributional patterns of Japanese tense-aspect morphology by the L2 

learners in terms of the Aspect Hypothesis. Chapter 4 reports the results of Study 2 and 

argues for the distributional patterns of tense-aspect morphology with respect to the 

Aspect Hypothesis. The reason why the multiple-choice task and the story-telling task 

were conducted is to compensate for imbalance in the number of lexical aspects in a 
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narrative. In the multiple-choice task, each lexical aspect appears with equal frequency. 

Also it investigates whether there are any differences in distributional patterns observed 

in obligatory contexts and narrative discourse. In other words, does narrative structure 

influence the use of Japanese tense-aspect morphology? Presenting the results of Study 

3, chapter 5 focuses on the question of whether narrative suaicture referred to as 

grounding influences die use of L2 tense-aspect morphology. The results are examined 

within the fi-amework of the Discourse Hypothesis. The last chapter presents the 

conclusion and implications. 
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CHAPTER 2 

TENSE-ASPECT SYSTEMS IN THE ASPECT AND DISCOURSE HYPOTHESES 

The present study concerns linguistic encoding of temporality of events in 

second language (L2) acquisition. The purpose of my study is to investigate whether 

lexical aspect and/or narrative structure will influence the use of Japanese tense-aspect 

morphology by the native speakers of English learning Japanese and if so, how. The 

distributional patterns of verbal morphology will be examined based on two frameworks: 

the Aspect Hypothesis and the Discourse Hypothesis. My study will provide the answer 

to the question of whether one of these two hypotheses better accounts for the use of 

Japanese tense-aspect markers by the English native learners, or if both hypotheses 

operate at different stages. In this chapter, I will introduce the linguistic representations 

of tense and aspect and present the theoretical framework for each hypothesis, followed 

by a review of relevant studies. 

2.1. Tense: temporal location 

The notion of tense should be distinguished from the concept of "time." 

Presumably all human beings have the concept of 'time' across languages. Time is a 

deictic notion, where human beings locate an event on a time line (Lyons, 1977; Comrie, 

1985; Frawley, 1992). The present time, or a speech moment, is a central zero-point. 

On the time line as conventionally represented graphically, a certain event which took 

place in the past is located to the left of the central point and the one which will occur in 
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the future is located to the right of the central point. Human languages have the ability 

to express event and its temporal notion. The action is often expressed by a verb, which 

denotes a process, a change, or a state of event, and this verb is often inflected into an 

appropriate form to indicate the temporal relation to the speech time. For example, the 

verb run indicates the process where a person moves rapidly over the ground with long 

strides in such a way that the feet are temporarily off the ground. In the case where this 

action has already taken place prior to the speech time, this temporal notion is expressed 

as the past tense: he ran. The grammatical representation of the temporal relation of 

events is referred to as tense, which is obligatorily and systematically expressed by some 

grammatical device such as verb inflections in many languages. Tense is detmed as the 

grammatical means for locating events in time, although the concept of "time" can be 

expressed both lexically and grammatically. A certain specific time is expressed with 

lexicon such as ai 7:30 pm and last year, but such precise time cannot be grammatically 

denoted. 

Linguistic representations of temporal notions are plausibly diverse across 

languages. The pastness may not be grammaticalized in some languages but may be 

expressed lexically. However, lack of grammatical device for the pastness does not 

mean that speakers of those languages lack the notion of pastness. Other devices such 

as lexicon must be used to compensate for its lack. It should be also noticed that the 

number of subcategories of 'time' is not necessarily equal to that of grammatical 

distinction of tense. That is, although human beings conceptualize three temporal 

distinctions (i.e., past, present, and future), they are of^en grammaticalized into past vs. 
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non-past (i.e., present and future) in some languages such as Japanese. In English future 

tense is often denoted by means of the present tense form as well as adding the au.\iliary 

will to a base verb form. In Japanese, the verbal morpheme ru covers both the present 

and future time. In other words, the present tense in English and Japanese does not 

mean to refer to present time but to an interval that includes present time. The past 

tense indicates that an event is located prior to a speech time on a time line so that it 

literally refers to past time. The semantics of the present tense is complex, since it is 

relatively rare for a situation to coincide exactly with the present moment. Typically, 

the present tense form refers to states (e.g.. She feels happy) and habituality (e.g.. He runs 

in the morning). 

2.2. Grammatical aspect and lexical aspect 

Besides tense (i.e., the temporal relation between the event and the reference 

time), the event can be perceived either as ongoing or as a completed act with 

beginning and end points, independent of its relation to any reference time. 

This internal status of the event is referred to as aspect. It is necessary to 

distinguish an actual situation and speakers' linguistic representation of the 

actual situation. Speakers choose aspectual forms in order to present actual 

situations from a certain point of view. In other words, they can describe the 

actual situation in more than one way. Consider the situation 'John rims 

every day' Talking about this event, a speaker can describe it as a whole, 

focus on the beginning, end, or middle of the event, or present it as an on
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going process. S/he chooses a certain linguistic representation to present 

different viewpoints: 

(2.1) a. John is running. 
b. John started running. 

In (2.1a) the process is marked by the progressive morpheme ing, while in (2.1b) the 

beginning of the event is marked by means of another verb start. 

A speaker captures an actual situation as a certain type, such as event, state, or 

process and then chooses the linguistic representation of her/his viewpoint of the situation. 

The former has been referred to as inherent lexical aspect {situation aspect in Smith, 

1983) and the latter as grammatical aspect {viewpoint aspect in Smith, 1983) respectively. 

A certain situation is captured as an event, state, or process, which corresponds to 

predicate'. The situation of John's running is marked as the event by means of the verb 

RLfN. This example shows that individual verbs describing a certain situation denote 

aspectual characteristics. This type of aspect is referred to as lexical aspect. The most 

widely accepted verb classification is Vendlers (1967). He categorized verbs into four 

groups based on the temporal properties of the situation to which the predicate refers: 

states, activities, achievements and accomplishments. State verbs, such as know and 

understand, refer to a static situation in which the event has a homogeneous character. 

Activity verbs, such as work and run, imply ongoing process, and efforts must be made 

continually in order for the dynamic situation to remain. Achievement verbs, such as 

find and arrive express events that occur at given points in time. Finally, 

accomplishment verbs, such as write a book and walk to the store, refer to a situation 
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where there is a process leading up to the end point, when the action is completed. Note 

that the accomplishment is a combination of an activity verb and a noun or prepositional 

phrase (e.g., a book^ to the store). 

Grammatical aspect denoting a speaker's veiwpoint of a certain situation is 

marked by linguistic devices, usually auxiliaries and verbal inflections. The most 

prominent aspectual opposition is the contrast between the perfective and imperfective. 

Comrie (1976) outlined these aspectual distinctions as the following: 

...: perfectivity indicates the view of a situation as a single whole, without 
distinction of the various separate phases that make up that situation: while the 
imperfective pays essential attention to the internal structure of the situation, (p. 
16) 

Compare the following examples. 

(2.2) a. John ate breakfast. 
b. John was eating breakfast. 

The event of eating breakfast in (2.2a) and (2.2b) has taken place prior to speech time. 

But the event in (2.2a) is viewed as bounded including the inceptive point, process, and 

the end point. The internal temporal structure of the situation is not referred to with 

perfeictve form. On the other hand, in (2.2b) the situation is viewed from within and 

described as on-going by means of be- V-ing in English. 

2 J. Japanese tense-aspect system 

The temporal and aspectual distinctions are grammaticized in Japanese as well. 

With respect to tense, the verbal morphemes -ru and -tcr distinguish the non-past tense 
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(i.e., present and future) and the past tense respectively. The present tense form 

combined with non-state verbs (i.e., activity, achievement, and accomph'shment) could be 

interpreted as either habitual or future as shown in (2.3a). The interpretation is context-

dependent. A lexical item is often used to provide a clear interpretation as shown in 

(2.3b) where the adverbial phrase ashiia 'tomorrow' marks the future tense. 

(2.3) a. NON-PAST (habitual or future) 
John wa asa hashi-RU. 

TOP morning run-NPST 
'John runs/will run in the morning.' 

b. NON-PAST (fliture) 
ashita Mary wa marason taikai de hashi-RU. 
tomorrow TOP marathon event for run-NPST 
"Mary will run in the marathon event tomorrow' 

c. PAST 
Mary wa san-ji ni ie ni kaet-TA 

TOP 3 o'clock at home to retum-PAST 
'Mary returned home at 3:00.' 

Aspectually, both -ru and -ta mark the perfective (Okuda, 1977). They view the 

situation as bounded including the beginning, process, and the terminal point. Besides 

the past and perfective meanings, -ta indicates present perfect, which refers to the past 

situation having a present relevance (Kokuritsu-kokugo-kenkyuu-jo, 1985; Kudo, 1995). 

Kudo (1995) has argued that -la is interpreted as present perfect when either the previous 

or following sentence conveys non-past tense. Present perfect marks the past event and 

its current result at a speech time. 

(2.4) A; nimotsu wa? 
package TOP 
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'Package?' 
B: im, todoi-TA-yo. 

Yes, arrive-PERF -SFP 
"Yes, it's arrived' 

A; sassoku ake-yoo. 
immediately open-let's 
Let's open it now.' 

In (2.4) the phrase todoi-TA-yo "it has arrived' implies that the package arrived prior to a 

speech time and since then it has been there. 

The current study investigated the use of the gerund le in addition to the non-

past, past, and durative forms. Japanese is a clause-chaining language, in which clauses 

are connected with nonfinite, medial verb forms and unified with a finite verb. Japanese 

has various kinds of nonfinite clauses marked by conjunction such as te, tara, to, and 

zero-conjunction^ as shown below. 

(2.5) a. Asa oki-TE, kao o arat-ta. 
morning wake up-/e, face ACC wash-PAST. 
i woke up and washed my face." 

b. Asa oki-TARA, yuki ga fut-te i-ta. 
morning wake up-tara, snow NOM fall-PROG-PAST 
'When I woke up, it was snowing." 

c. Asa oki-ru-TO, 
morning wake up-NPST-/o 
shirainai hito ga tonari ni ne-te i-ta. 
stranger NOM next sleep-PROG-PAST 
'When I woke up in the morning, the stranger was sleeping next to me.' 

d. Kesa hayaku tonari machi de kaji ga ar-I, 
this morning early next town in fire NOM exist-STEM, 
suunin no kega irin ga de-ta. 
a few POSS hurt peopte NOM come out-PAST 
'Fire started early this morning and a few people got hurt.' 
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The present study focuses on the /e-conjunction, which is prevalent in Japanese 

narratives. 

The /tf-conjunction connects two clauses and normally is not connected to any 

inflectional endings. It does not carry any tense-aspectual meaning and its temporal 

notion depends on verbal inflection appearing at the final clause. The /t;-conjunction is 

used to show sequentiality when the connected clauses share the subject. 

(2.6) Ayako wa gohan o tabe-TE, terebi o mi-TE, ne-ta.^ 
TOP mean ACC eat-/e TV ACC watch-/e sleep-PAST 

Ayako ate a meal, watched TV, and went to bed.' 

In (2.6) Ayako did the action described in each clause (i.e., eating a meal, watching TV, 

and sleeping) in chronological order. In other words, -te also captures the event as a 

whole when the perfective form occurs at the end. Interestingly, however, with respect 

to the durative form te achievement and activity verbs require a different 

interpretation. The notion of completeness is presented when achievement verbs are 

connected with -te and the durative form -te i- follows, while simultaneity is denoted 

when activity verbs are marked by -te and the durative form -te i- appears in sentence 

final position. 

(2.7) a. Bob wa mori ni it-TE, ana o mitsuke-TE, 
TOP woods to go-re hole ACC find-fe 

sono ana no naka o mi-TE I-RU. 
that hole inside ACC see-DRTV 
"Bob has been to the woods, found the hole on the ground, and now is 
looking inside the hole.' 

b. Bob wa gohan o tabe-TE, terebi o mi-TE I-RU. 
TOP meal ACC eat-te TV ACC watch-DRTV-NPST 
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"Bob is eating meal and watching TV 

As seen in the English translation of (2.7a), the function of te is similar to the present 

perfect ta. The action of looking inside the hole is happening because of previous 

actions (i.e., going to the woods and fining the hole in the ground) described with the 

achievement verbs iku 'go" and mitsukeru 'find.' On the other hand, the sentence in 

(2.7b) shows the simultaneous events of eating a meal and watching TV. Both taheni 

"eat' and mint 'watch' are activity verbs. 

Researchers have been examining functional differences between the te-

conjunction and nonfinite clauses. For instance, Kuno (1973) accounted for the 

difference between the /c^-clause and the zero-conjunction in terms of self-controllability. 

That is, both situations in the /e-marked clause and the following clause must be either 

self-controllable or non-self-controllable. See the following examples from Kuno (1973. 

p. 123). 

(2.8) a. Taro wa hikoojoo ni tsui-TE, 
TOP airport at arrive-rf, 

nimotsu no kensa o uke-ta. 
luggage POSS inspection ACC take-PAST 
'When Taro arrived at the airport, he got his luggage inspected.' 

b.?Taro wa hikoojoo ni tsui-TE, ie ni denwa shi-ta. 
TOP airport at arrive-^t;, home phone-PAST 

'When Taro arrived at the airport, he phoned his home.' 

c. Taro wa hikoojoo ni it-TE, ie ni denwa shi-ta. 
TOP airport to §,o-te, home phone-PAST 

'When Taro went to the airport, he phoned his home.' 

d Taro wa hikoojoo ni tsuk-l, ie ni denwa shi-ta. 
TOP airport at arrive-STEM, home phone-PAST 
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"Taro arrived at the airport and phoned his home.' 

In the above sentences the verb tsuku "arrive' is non-controllable while the verb iku "go' 

is controllable. The sentence (2.8a) has two non-controllable situations, "arriving at the 

airport" and "getting his luggage inspected." On the other hand, in (2.8b) the following 

situation "calling home" is controllable, which conflicts with the previous situation that is 

non-controllable. In (2.8c) both situations "going to the airport" and ""calling home" are 

controllable. The self-controllability constraint does not hold for the zero-conjunction 

as presented in (2.8d). 

Ono (1990), investigating te, and zero-conjunction and finite forms in a cook 

book, described differences among them in terms of the degree of continuity. He 

measured the degree with respect to participants, time, and place. His hypotheses were 

that the re-conjunction would be used more frequently when participants, time, and place 

are the same, while the zero-conjunction and the finite form would when those three 

items in the previous and following clauses differ. The statistical analysis supported his 

hypotheses. 

Watanabe (1994) studied te, to, and zero-conjunctions in terms of action/event 

continuity. She defined it as the predictability or conceptual connectedness of 

action/event sequences. In discourse, some clauses that are familiar, expected, and 

predictable tend to be perceived as part of a single unit. Compare the following 

sentences in which two situations are connected with a different conjunction (i.e., te and 

to). The distinctive conjunction appears due to a speaker's different intent. 
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(2.9) a. Oomisoka ni depaato ni it-TE, 
New Year's Eve on department store to go-te 
chuugakkoo no kurasumeeto ni at-ta. 
Junior high school POSS classmate meet-PAST 
"I went to the department store on the New Year's Eve and met one of 
my classmates from the junior high school.' 

b. Oomisoka ni depaato ni iku-TO 
New Year's Eve on department store to go-to 
chuugakkoo no kurasumeeto ni at-ta. 
Junior high school POSS classmate meet-PAST 
"When I went to the department store on the New Year's Eve, I ran into 
one of my classmates from the junior high school.' 

In (2.9a) where the /<?-conjunction connects two events, the consequent event "meeting 

one of my classmates from the junior high school" is planned and expected to have taken 

place. On the other hand, the notion of expectedness is not denoted in (2.9b) because of 

semantic properties associated with a clause-connective particle to. The /o-conjunction 

typically indicates generic and future-predictive conditionals, whose English equivalent is 

if. It also expresses past specific events, which connotes the speaker's discovery (Fujii, 

1993). Therefore sentence (2.9b) with the clause-connective particle to shows the 

speaker's surprise at encountering one of his classmates. 

The semantic difference is clear when the adverbial phrase guicen "by accident' 

is embedded in each example. 

(2.10) a. Oomisoka ni depaato ni it-TE, 
New Year's Eve on department store to go-te 
GUUZEN chuugakkoo no kurasumeeto ni at-ta. 
accidentally Jimior high school POSS classmate meet-PAST 
? 'I went to the department store on the New Year's Eve and met one of 
my classmates from the junior high school by chance.' 
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b. Oomisoka ni depaato ni iku-TO 
New Year's Eve on department store to go-to 
GUUZEN chuugakkoo no kurasumeeto ni at-ta. 
accidentally Junior high school POSS classmate meet 
'When I went to the department store on the New Year's Eve, I 
ran into one of my classmates from the junior high school.' 

In (2.10a) the predictability of the planned event conflicts with the notion of 

unexpectedness denoted in the adverbial phrase and makes the sentence anomalous. In 

(2.10b), however, the unexpectedness is expressed by the /o-conjunction so that the 

adverbial phrase guuzen "accidentally' matches the unpredictability of the event. The 

notion of unpredictability or uncontrollability denoted by the /o-conjunction is attributed 

to the conceptual scheme proposed in Fujii (1993); the first clause with to establishes the 

perceptual/cognitive/temporal setting for the cognitive change which is realized or 

discovered in the second clause. 

As mentioned in Hasegawa (1996), the nonfinite form te per se does not express 

sequentiality, continuity or expectedness. 

(2.11) a. Tom wa umi ni it-TE, tsuri o shi-ta. 
TOP sea to go-te fishing ACC do-PAST 

Tome went to the sea and fished.' 

???b. Tom wa tsuri o shi-TE, umi ni it-ta. 
TOP fishing ACC do-/e sea to go-PAST 

Tom fished and went to the sea.' 

The example (2.1 lb) is anomalous. Those who consider it acceptable might have some 

reason to connect two clauses temporally. This observation suggests that some 

background information is necessary to interpret the clauses connected with -te. 



Hasegawa (1996) introduced the notion of abductive reasoning to account for the 

connective function of -te. A given observation evokes many different principles which 

are subjective and context-dependent. For the above example, it is possible to invoke a 

principle that people fish in a situation where they are at the sea. So it is more 

temporally natural to perceive the event in the first clause prior to the one in the second. 

Also Hasegawa proposed a setting relation of clauses marked by -te. The preceding 

clause with te gives a framework for the following clause. Given this, in (2.11a) the 

clause of going to the sea gives a spatio-temporal setting for the second clause, namely 

fishing. Furthermore, both abductive reasoning and setting relation could be ascribed to 

the conventional knowledge of sequential action schemata proposed in Givon (1995). 

This knowledge triggers the sequential order of the situations expressed in the /c-clause 

and the following clause. Why do we perceive that the event of going to the sea 

provides the setting for fishing? It is because the order is natural due to our knowledge 

of sequential action schemata. 

In Japanese, the imperfective aspect is marked by -te i- regardless of tense. 

(2.12) a. NON-PAST 
Mary ga arui-TE I-RU. 

NOM walk-IPFV-NPST 
"Mary is walking.' 

b. PAST 
Mary ga arui-TE I-IA. 

NOM walk-IPFV-PAST 
"Mary was walking.' 

Unlike English, the Japanese imperfective marker -te i- has a unique 
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interpretation depending on the semantics of the verb; it refers to the progressive state in 

cases of activity verbs and resultative state in cases of achievement verbs. Consider the 

following examples for each verb class: 

(2.13) a. Activity: PROGEIESSIVE 
Mary ga arui-TE 1-ru. 

NOM walk-PROG-NPST 
"Mary is walking.' 

b. Achievement: RESULTATIVE STATE 
Denki ga tSui-TE l-ru-
light NOM turn on-RSTV-NPST 
'The lights are on.' 

In (2.13a), -te i- conveys the progressive meaning; Mary is in the middle of walking. 

On the other hand, the te /-form in (2.13b) indicates resultative state, implying that the 

event of the light turning on has taken place and that it is still on. I will call -te i- the 

durative marker instead of the imperfective in the current study so as to capture both 

progressive and resultative state meanings^ 

Adopting Smith (1991), which claims that imperfective focuses on three phases 

marked as A, B, and C in the diagrams below, Shirai (1998) shows the differences 

between Japanese and English imperfectives as illustrated below. In the diagram. Phase 

A is the process leading up to the terminal point, as in John is reaching the summit. Phase 

B denotes the process between I and F, and Phase C refers to the resultative state. The 

Japanese durative marker -te i- can apply to Phases B and C. Due to the lack of interval 

between I and F in achievement verbs, only the resultative state reading is available. On 

the other hand, the English imperfective -mg marks Phases A and B. The resultative 
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state (Phase C in the diagram) is also marked as in John is sitting on the rock although its 

use may not be so frequent. 

Japanese 
-te i -te i 

A B C  
I = the initial point, F = the final point (Shirai, 1996: 10) 

English 
-ing -ing (-ing) 

> [ > F > 

A B C  
1 = the initial point, F = the final point (Shirai, 1996; 12) 

The semantic distinction of -te i- has been used as one of the criteria to classify 

Japanese verbs. Kindaichi (1976) suggested four groups according to their behavior 

with the durative morpheme -te /-: Jootai "state verbs' (e.g., arn "exist,' clekiru "be able to 

do,' yoosuru "need'), Keizoku "continuative verbs' (e.g., vo/wu "read,' kaku "write," warau 

"laugh'), Shunkan "instantaneous verbs' (e.g., kekkon-suru "get married,' shinu "die," 

tsuku "arrive') and Dai yon-shu "type IV verbs' (e.g., sobieru 'tower,' niru "resemble,' 

sugureni "surpass'). The Keizoku and the Shunkan are equivalent to Vendler's 

activity/accomplishment and achievement verbs respectively. The four verb classes are 

differentiated according to their behavior with the aspectiial marker -te State verbs 

are distinguished from type IV verbs by the fact that the former cannot take -te i- while 

the latter must take it. The distinction between continuative and instantaneous verbs 

correlates with the dual interpretation of \3ns-te i- form; it conveys the progressive 

interpretation with continuative verbs and the resultative meaning with instantaneous 
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verbs. 

However, particular types of changes, referred to as "degree predicates' in Smith 

(1991), are not clearly categorized by means of the durative form -te Degree 

predicates such as futoru "become fat' and sameru "cool down" show gradual change, so 

a unique moment of change cannot be pinpointed. The -le i- form marks the resultative 

state but not the on-going event when associated with such type of verbs. 

(2.14) Mary wa futot-TE I-ru. 
TOP become fat-DRTV-NPST 

"Mary is fat.' 
*'Mary is becoming fat." 

Jacobsen (1992) discusses a systematic interaction of the interval of change encoded in a 

predicate and the semantic feature of -te i-ru. His claim is that the change of state is not 

necessarily instantaneous, but that the interval of process is possibly larger than the 

instant, such as futoru 'become fat' and tsukareru 'become tired.'" These examples 

show that the instantaneous characteristic is not responsible for the resultative reading. 

Those verbs in which the meaning includes a gradual interval of change are categorized 

as achievement verbs in the present study. 

2.4. Acquisition of tense-aspect markers in L2 

Previous studies on both first and second language acquisition have recognized 

learners' systematic but non-native-like use of verbal morphology at the early stages of 

language acquisition. The Aspect Hypothesis and the Discourse Hypothesis are two 

major attempts to account for systematic pattern of tense-aspect morphology. 
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2.4.1. The Aspect hypothesis 

The use of tense-aspect morphology by children was examined in the 1970's and 

early 1980's. A series of studies claimed that children marked aspect rather than tense 

with past tense morphology (e.g., Bronckart & Sinclair, 1973, on French, Antinucci & 

Miller, 1976, on English and Italian, Bloom, Lifter, &. Hafitz, 1980, on Enlgish). 

Investigating the use of French verbal inflections in the descriptions of the 

actions by 74 children aged between 2; 11 and 8;7, Bronckart and Sinclair (1973) found 

that the children tended to mark actions with a clear result (i.e., an event described by an 

achievement or accomplishment verb) by the passe compose and those that do not lead to 

any result by present forms. Antinucci and Miller (1976) found similar results by 

examining the longtitudinal speech of 7 Italian and 1 English-speaking children. Both 

studies - Bronckart & Sinclair and Antinucci & Miller - claimed that along conceptual 

development within the Piaget's framework children mark events with a clear result by 

past inflection and that they do not use tense-aspect morphology to encode tense until the 

later stage of linguistic development. Their claim was referred to as the principle 

ASPECT BEFORE TENSE in Bloom, Lifter, and Hafitz (1980) and the defective tense 

hypothesis in Weist et al. (1984). On the other hand. Bloom et al. (1980) argued that 

children learn tense relations as well as aspect at the same time, although their results 

were consistent with Bronckart and Sinclair, and Antinucci and Miller verbal inflections 

were influenced by the inherent aspectual meaning of the individual verbs. Weist et al 

(1984) found that children learning Polish mark the deictic relationship between present 

and past tense as well as the aspectual distinction between imperfective and perfective 
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aspect. Their results suggested that the speed at which children start to mark tense 

would depend on how tense is encoded linguistically in the morphology of the language 

they learn. 

Shirai (1991) and Andersen & Shirai (1996) summarized the claims as the 

following (p. 533); 

1. Children first use past marking (e.g., English) or perfective marking (Chinese, 
Spanish, etc.) on achievement and accomplishment verbs, eventually 
extending its use on activity and state verbs. This roughly corresponds to 
Bikerton's (1981) punctual-non-punctual distinction (PNPD). 

2. In languages that encode the perfective-imperfective distinction, imperfective 
past appears later than perfective past, and imperfective past marking begins 
with stative verbs and activity verbs, then extending to accomplishment and 
achievement verbs. 

3. In languages that have progressive aspect, progressive marking begins with 
activity verbs, then extends to accomplishment or achievement verbs. 

4. Progressive markings are not incorrectly overextended to stative verbs. This 
corresponds to Bickerton's (1981) state-process distinction (SPD). 

Studies on the acquisition of verb morphology in L2 have consistently found the 

tendency in which adults acquiring L2 strongly associate the inherent aspect of the verb 

with verbal inflections, as do children acquiring an LI. For example, Andersen's (1991) 

study on two untutored adolescents learning Spanish as an L2 showed that the preterite 

occurred with the achievement and then extended to the accomplishment, the activity and 

finally to the state verbs. Imperfective past morphemes started with the state and 

expanded to the activity, accomplishment, and finally achievement verbs. Robison 

(1990) studied utterances fi-om an interview with one adult native speaker of Spanish who 

had lived in the United States since late 1980 and had not received much formal 

instruction in English. The result showed a tendency for past marking to occur with 
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punctual verbs (e.g., killed), and progressive with durative verbs (e.g., having). Not 

only the untutored learners but also the tutored learners have shown a similar tendency 

claimed as the Aspect Hypothesis. Robison (1995) analyzed oral interviews with 

twenty six Spanish native speakers learning English in Puerto Rico. The finding was 

that non-native speakers associated -.v with state, -ing with activity and past with 

achievement verbs. Bardovi-Harlig and Reynolds (1995) investigated 182 adult learners 

of English at six levels of proficiency. The participants were given a text with the base 

form of the verb and requested to fill in the blank with the morphologically marked verb. 

The result showed that in the first stage achievements and accomplishments were marked 

with the past morpheme, states with non-past, and activities with progressive. 

The linguistic phenomenon of limiting a tense-aspect marker to a certain class of 

verbs is knows as the Aspect Hypothesis (Andersen & Shirai, 1994: Robison, 1995, 

Shirai & Kurono, 1998). One explanation for this tendency is that learners initially 

mark inherent aspect with tense-aspect morphology rather than tense or grammatical 

aspect (Andersen, 1991; Bloom et al., 1980). This is referred to as the Redundant 

Marking Hypothesis in Shirai and Kurono (1998). To support the validity of the Aspect 

Hypothesis, Andersen (1993) proposed four principles as presented below; 

(a) The Relevance Principle (fi-om Bybee, 1985 and Slobin, 1985); an aspectual 
morpheme is placed closer to the verb stem than a tense morpheme since its 
meaning is more relevant to the stem in terms of aspectual notion. 

(b) The Congruence Principle (Andersen, 1993); a grammatical morpheme is 
primarily attached to a verb which is semantically congruent. That is, the 
semantic feature of the activity (e.g., run) is consistent with the progressive 
marker in terms of durativity, while punctual verbs (e.g., find) are 
semantically congruent with the past morpheme since they share the 
semantic feature of completedness. 
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(c) The One-to-One Principle (Andersen, 1984): learners assume that a verbal 
morpheme has a unique function and occurs with a certain type of verbs. 

(d) The Subset Principle (Hymes, 1986, p.24, footnote 7): learners start with the 
more conservative form-meaning relation. So they mark only telic and 
punctual events with past or perfective inflections at the beginning and then 
expand the inflections to any verb type. 

Besides the four principles, Andersen also argued that because our perceptual system 

makes it possible for us to distinguish figure and ground, learners perceive the punctual 

or telic events as important and the non-punctual or atelic ones as background. 

Andersen and Shirai (1996) discussed the Subset Principle as a prototype theory. 

According to the theory, the learners start with the least marked member of each 

category; the prototype past tense is completion of a punctual event in the immediate past 

and action in process is the prototype of progressive aspect. Then the learners expand 

the scope to the more marginal meanings. 

Andersen and Shirai (1994) and Shirai and Andersen (1995) proposed the 

Distributional Bias Hypothesis and the prototype account to explain the findings that 

confirms the Aspect Hypothesis. The former explains adult native speakers" distribution 

patterns of tense-aspect morphology; they tend to use past or perfective marking with 

achievements and accomplishments and progressive inflections with activities most 

frequently. These skewed patterns recognized that linguistic input could influence the 

acquisition process of tense-aspect morphology in both LI and L2. Through input 

learners initially identify 'completed action' of past or perfective marking and 'action in 

progress' of progressives as the prototypical association of verb and tense-aspect 

morphology in their target language. This identification limits their use of L2 tense-
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aspect moqjhology at the early stages of acquisition; speakers use past or perfective 

inflections on achievements and accomplishments and progressives on activities. 

The dual interpretations of the Japanese durative marker -le /-, however, would 

challenge the principles stated above since it refers to an ongoing situation when attached 

to activity verbs while it refers to resultative state when attached to achievement verbs. 

In other words, the same form appears in the two different environments; progress and 

resultative state. The Congruent Principle and the One-to-One Principle predict that 

learners of Japanese start progressive meaning with activity verbs. Investigating the 

Distributional Bias Hypothesis, Shirai (1995), however, reported that native speakers of 

Japanese use -le i with achievement verbs more frequently than with activity verbs. The 

discrepancy between the predications and the actual usage of te i- by Japanese natives 

shows that the associations of -te i- with activity and achievement verbs would be 

problematic to the learners of Japanese. 

According to Andersen & Shirai's (1996) summary, the majority of studies on 

the acquisition of L2 tense and aspect systems have been conducted on those whose 

target language is English. There are five studies conducted on the use of Japanese 

tense-aspect morphology in the L2 context: Kurono (1994), Shibata (1998a), Shibata 

(1998b), Shirai (1995), Shirai and Kurono (1998)'. Shirai and Kurono (1998) 

investigated the distributional characteristic of the durative morpheme -te i by non-native 

speakers of Japanese, in which the results supported the Aspect Hypothesis. They first 

analyzed distribution patterns of -ta and -te i morphemes in taped interviews with three 

native speakers of Chinese learning Japanese in Japan. The length of stay in Japan was 
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eight months at the time of the research. It revealed that the L2 learners dominantly 

associated the durative marker -te i with activity verbs and the past inflection -ta with 

achievement verbs. The second study included a grammaticality judgment task with 17 

learners of JSL who had lived in Japan and whose native languages were non-European, 

such as Chinese and Bengali. They took the same test three times; the first one was 

given after 2 or 3 months after they had come to Japan, the second and third ones were 3 

and 6 months later from the first one respectively. The results showed that after nine 

months 52.4% of judgments for progressive meaning were appropriate, while the 

appropriateness rate for resultative state was only 21.4%. The results of the two 

experiments supported the Aspect Hypothesis: the durative morpheme -te i is strongly 

associated with activity verbs. 

On the other hand, Shibata (1998a) and Shibata (1998b) did not fully support the 

Aspect Hypothesis. In both studies the nonfinite form te was included in analysis in 

addition to non-past ru, past ta, and durative morpheme te i. In Shibata (1998a), a 

Brazilian worker who had lived in Japan for five years and never received any formal 

instruction in Japanese language was interviewed in terms of various topics such as daily 

life in Japan, the reason she came to Japan, her future plans, and differences between 

Brazil and Japan. The interaction between verb types and tense-aspect markers was 

then investigated. The results showed that (1) 93% of the non-past tense marker 

occurred with state verbs; (2) 38% of the past tense form -ta appeared with activity verbs 

and 31% with achievement verbs; and (3) 75% of the nonfinite -te were used on the 

accomplishment verbs. In addition, she constantly attached the durative marker -te /- to 
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the achievement verb okoru "get angry." 

The inconsistency between these findings and the Aspect Hypothesis is that in 

the Brazilian worker's use, the past tense -ta is associated with activity verbs as well as 

achievement verbs and the durative form te i- with the achievement verb. Her 

conceptualization of telic vs. non-telic may be reflected in her use of past inflection. 

The learner marked state verbs (i.e., non-telic) with the non-past form ni while she 

marked activity and achievement verbs with the past morpheme ta, and accomplishment 

verbs with the gerund - te. Inherently activity verbs are [-telic] (e.g., Andersen & Shirai, 

1996: Comrie, 1976). However, the learner seemed to have categorized activity verbs as 

[+telic], where the notion of termination was marked with the past tense form ta. Both 

inherent and arbitrary endpoints are the conceptual prime to be given grammatical 

marking in her tense-aspect system. In other words, process is not linguistically marked 

in her utterances. The lack of te i-ru with progressive meaning suggested that she may 

have not developed inflectional durative marking on verbs to mark process at a time of 

interview. 

Li and Shirai (forthcoming) claimed that the inconsistent results were due to 

different verb classification; for instance iku "go' and kuni 'come" were classified as 

activity in Shibata (1998) but they were as achievement in Shirai. His reanalysis of the 

verb types showed the consistent results with the Aspect Hypothesis; 50% use of the past 

was with achievement verbs and 100% of the present durative with activity verbs. 

The results in Shibata (1998b) only partially supported the Aspect Hypothesis in 

so far as most verbs appearing with the past morpheme represent achievements. Those 
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also to that of achievements, which did not confirm the hypothesis; 41% of te i-ni were 

attached to activity verbs and 48% to achievement verbs." A discrepancy was also 

found between Shibata (1998b) and Shirai & Kurono (1998). The findings fi^om the 

former and the latter came from type and token counts respectively. In token count 

every occurrence of each verb is counted and the total number of occurrence of each 

morpheme is added, while in type count only the verb type is counted no matter how 

fi-equently it occurs. To be consistent with their results. Table 2.1 provides a token 

count of verbs marked with the durative form te i-ru by non-native and native speakers 

of Japanese as well as type count from Shibata (1998b). 

Table 2.1. Distribution of -TE I-RU by Non-native and Native Speakers in Shibata 
(1998b) and Shirai St Kurono (1998) 
Subjects STA ACT ACH ACC 

NNS in Shibata (type) 3% 41% 48% 8% 
NNS in Shibata (token) 3% 55% 37% 5% 
NNS in Shirai & Kurono (token) 2% 55% 37% 6% 

NS in Shibata (type) 0% 45% 55% 0% 
NS in Shibata (token) 0% 56% 44% 0% 
NS-1 in Shirai & Kurono (token) 3% 37% 59% 0% 
NS-2 in Shirai & Kurono (token) 4% 32% 64% 0% 

Note. NNS = non-native speakers, NS = native speakers, STA = state, ACT = activity. 
ACH = achievement, ACC = accomplishment. 

Based on token count, the L2 learners attached -te i-ru to achievement verbs less 

often than activity verbs in non-native speakers' narratives (37% use of achievement 

verbs vs. 55% of activity verbs) in both studies. Native speakers of Japanese did so with 

56% of activity verbs and 44% of achievement verbs. Based on a token count analysis. 
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the non-native speakers' tendency is consistent with the pattern claimed as the Aspect 

Hypothesis. However, the native speakers' pattern is inconsistent with the observations 

made in Shirai and Kurono (1998). 

The data analysis appears to be inconsistent in previous studies on acquisition of 

L2 tense-aspect morphology. Rohde (1996) repeated the results based on type count in 

that two German children learning English mainly marked achievement verbs with the 

English progressive form ing. He interpreted this tendency as the children's marking 

the future reference with the progressive form. On the other hand, Bardovi-Harlig and 

Reynolds (1995), examining L2 verbal inflections in cloze passages by L2 learners of 

English, showed that achievement verbs were mainly marked with the past form while 

activity verbs were marked with the progressive. Another discrepancy was observed in 

Robison (1990) and Shibata (1998b). Robison presented the results from both type and 

token counts, which were similar in terms of percentage of distribution. In Shibata, 

however, type and token counts represented different patterns. The discrepancy 

recognized in previous studies suggests that it is necessary to examine the distributional 

pattern in both type and token counts to provide a solid basis for the Aspect Hypothesis. 

The present study shows both type and token counts. 

2.4.2. Discourse hypothesis 

2.4.2.1. Review on the textual function of tense-aspect morphology 

Speakers need to organize their linguistic representations in a certain way so that 

their text can be consistent. This is referred to as discourse^. Clauses in a text provide 
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the information about agents' action and/or patients' state-change. The actions and the 

state-changes are related with respect to space and time, and some clauses have a causal 

relation. 

We normally perceive that the story moves forward when a series of events are 

temporally ordered. Then, what makes us perceive that the events are clironologically 

sequenced? The causal inference between the clauses is presumed to play a crucial role 

in reading comprehension (Trabasso & Sperry, 1985; van den Broek, 1988; Trabasso, van 

den Broek, & Suh, 1989). There are six types of inferred relations between statements: 

motivation, psychological causation, physical causation, enablement, temporal succession 

and temporal coexistence (Trabasso & Sperry, 1985; Trabasso, van den Broek, &. Suh, 

1989). Assuming that a clause A is temporally prior to a clause B, if clause A contains 

goal information, the relation of the two clauses is motivation. If clause A does not and 

if clause B implies an internal state or reactions, the relation is psychological causation. 

If an action in clause A physically causes the outcome in clause B, the relation is physical 

causation. Enablement involves actions, occurrences, or states, which are necessary but 

not sufficient to cause other actions. Finally, in temporal succession, two events happen 

in sequence, and in temporal coexistence, two events happen simultaneously In 

temporal succession and coexistence, two events are not causally related. The first 

event does not trigger the second event in either case. Each relation is illustrated below 

using The Father, His Son and Their Donkey from Trabasso and Sperry's study (1985). 

a. Motivation: The donkey, not liking to be tied, kicked so ferociously that he 
broke the rope, tumbled off the pole into the water, and scrambled away into 
the thicket. The psychological state of not liking to be tied motivates the 
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donkey to kick so ferociously that he can be untied, which is a goal state. 
b. Psychological causation; They tied the animal's legs together and, taking a 

pole, tried to carry him on their shoulders over a bridge that led to the 
marketplace. The donkey, not liking to he tied, kicked so ferociously that he 
broke the rope, tumbled off the pole into the water, and scrambled away into 
the thicket. The act of tying the donkey's legs has the psychological effect of 
the donkey not liking his state of being tied. 

c. Physical causation; The donkey, not liking to be tied, kicked so ferociously that 
he broke the rope, tumbled off the pole into the water, and scrambled away 
into the thicket. The donkey's kicking physically causes the rope to break. 

d. Enablement; They tied the animal's legs together and, taking a pole, tried to 
carry him on their shoulders over a bridge that led to the marketplace. The 
donkey, not liking to he tied, kicked so ferociously that he broke the rope, 
tumbled off the pole into the water, and scrambled away into the thicket. 
Being over the bridge enables the pole to tumble into the water. 

e. Temporal succession; The father and his son hung down their heads and made 
their way home again. These two events are temporally successive, but the 
first event does not cause the second one. 

f Temporal coexistence; The young girls were talking and laughing, when am. 
of them cried out. "Look there. Did you ever see such fools, to be walking 
alongside the donkey when they might be riding onitf^" Two events of the 
young girls' talking and laughing, and one of them crying out happen at the 
same time but neither caused the other. 

Hopper (1979) referred to the temporally ordered events as the foregrounded 

events, distinguishing them from the non-temporally ordered events (background). 

Given that a speaker wishes to call attention to some events in narrative discourse and to 

relate them to one another within the narrative discourse. Hopper proposed that there is a 

binary notion involved in building the discourse; foreground and background. In 

discourse, the former indicates temporally ordered events and forwards the story while 

the latter provides additional information to the story. That is, in foreground any change 

in the ordering of the main clauses alters the chronological order of the events of a story. 

Hopper stated the characteristics of the foreground-background distinction; 
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(a) The foregrounded events succeed one another in the narrative in the same 
order as their succession in the real worid, while the backgrounded events are 
concurrent with the foregrounded events, amplifying or commenting on the 
events of the main narrative. 

(b)In backgrounded clauses, topic changes and new information tend to be 
introduced in the preverbal position (i.e., indefinite subjects). On the other 
hand, in the foregrounded clauses the new matenal in the story is introduced 
in the predicate, either in the verb or in the combination of verb plus 
complement. 

(c) Punctual verbs appear with perfective aspect in the foregrounded clauses 
indicating dynamic and active events, while durative/stative/iterative verbs 
occur with imperfective aspect in the backgrounded clauses referring to static, 
descriptive situations. 

We may all agree that temporally ordered events are all equal candidates to be 

reported as foreground. As Fleischman (1990) stated, however, the sequence of 

temporally ordered main clauses is not sutficient to identify foreground and background. 

In any narrative not all temporally ordered events are equally significant. A narrator 

may distinguish significant and insignificant events. 

Tomlin (1984, 1985) claims that the foreground-background distinction defines a 

continuous thematic relationship of centrality or importance which a given proposition 

bears with respect to its superordinate discourse theme. In the following text Augment 

(Tomlin, 1984 p. 119), P2 is more central to text development than PI in the case in which 

the overall theme is Miss Muffett's fright. 

Little Miss Muffett sat on a tuflfett 
PI - Eating her curds and whey. 

Along came a spider 
And sat down beside her 

P2- And fhghtened Miss Muffett away. 
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Besides temporal order and significance, unpredictability is another criterion to 

categorize foreground in a narrative (Fleischman, 1990). Contextually unexpected 

events tend to be considered salient in a particular context. These criteria, however, are 

not mutually exclusive, but rather they entail one another as will be argued later. 

It has been claimed that the foreground and background distinction is realized by 

means of some linguistic devices. For example. Hopper (1979) claimed that the 

foreground is marked by tense-aspect morphology in French and Russian, word order in 

Old English, and voice in Malay and Tagalog. There is, however, no correspondence 

between grounding and a single linguistic feature. That means Hopper found other 

features to mark either foreground or background in addition to the single linguistic 

property. For example, in Old English, active and punctual verbs tend to appear in the 

foreground in addition to the word-order propert>'. Myhill and Hibiya (1988) also made 

a similar claim that individual forms are not simply associated with "foreground' or 

'background' but rather with particular features of foreground and background. They 

considered continuation of the same subject, chronological ordering, perfective aspect, 

and human subject as foreground features. 

Hopper and Thompson (1980) proposed that grounding is inferred from a cluster 

of properties recognized as Transitivity. The Transitivity features are participants, 

kinesis, aspect, punctuality, volitionality, affirmation, mode, agency, affectedness of 

object, and individuation of object. Hopper and Thompson proposed that more 

transitivity features are recognized as more foregrounding. Three features out of ten, 

kinesis, aspect, and punctuality, will be introduced here, which are most relevant to the 
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ciurent study. Kinesis is a feature indicating action. Aspect is classified into two 

subcategories: telic and atelic. Telic is a feature that specifies a terminal point while 

atelic is the one that does not. Punctuality refers to having no duration. The predicate 

indicating action, telic, and punctual is interpreted as high transitivity, so it has affinity 

with the foreground. The predicate with these characteristics is viewed as being in its 

entirety and it is sequentially bounded at the beginning by the termination of the previous 

event and at the end by the initiation of the next in discourse. Hopper and Thompson 

provided empirical evidence by analyzing three texts. The Brendan voyage, Newsweek, 

and European discovery, in terms of Transitivity. The results showed that foregrounded 

clauses indicated a strong correlation with high transitivity: 88% kinetic in foregrounded 

clauses vs. 49% in backgrounded clauses, 88% telic in foreground vs.27% in background, 

55% punctual in foreground vs. 10% in background. 

Pointing out that Hopper and Thompson's Transitivity scale is limited to clauses 

and cannot account for direct quote and subordination, Chvany (1985a, 1985b) developed 

the Saliency Hierarchy. One of the practical purposes of the hierarchy scale is to 

account for the transfer of grounding in translations. Unlike Hopper and Thompson's 

(1980) Transitivity scale in which features are categorized by means of binary parameters, 

the Saliency Hierarchy's parameters are presented in terms of two to five factors. For 

example, aspect is reflected indirectly on a five-factor scale, avoiding reference to 

particular inherent verbal aspects encoded in particular languages; (0) State, (1) Habit, 

uncounted iteratioa, (2) Activity, (3) Event-Achievement, (4) Accomplishment. The 

higher the number in the parenthesis, the more foreground the predicate shows. 
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Dry (1981,1983) suggested that definite change of state is perceived as temporal 

movement along a narrative timeline and that the inherent temporal structure in a 

sentence influences grounding distinction. The aspectual characteristics of the sentence 

are defined in terms of Vendler's categories: states, activities, accomplishments, and 

achievements. Accomplishments and achievements always state a final point, while 

states and activities in general do not. However, if situations represented as states or 

activities in sentences indicate the outcome of change by means of sentence adverbials or 

the neighboring sentences, they are perceived as forwarding on a narrative timeline. In 

other words, grounding is not inferred from a single morphosyntactic feature, but fi'om a 

cluster of properties. 

As argued in Tomiin (1984, 1985), however, there is a circularity problem since 

the foregrounded and backgrounded information is not identified independently of the 

syntax: 

In order to argue for any particular form-fiinction hypothesis, it is necessary that 
the pertinent syntactic forms and semantic/pragmatic functions be identified 
independently of one another (1985, p.86). 

For the syntax-independent identifications of semantic/pragmatic functions, Tomiin 

(1984, 1985) hypothesized that the significant events should be referred to frequently. 

The individual events in a story were identified either as significant or non-significant 

with the following criteria: events were considered significant if they began with the 

introduction of new background scenery, and/or if they represented a new character, and 

an attack on the main character. Foregrounded information was defined by the 
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frequency of subject reports. The results were that the events which the subjects 

perceived as more significant psychologically during viewing the video were mentioned 

more frequently in on-line descriptions. Tomlin concluded that the correlation of 

foregrounding and event significance was identified independently. 

Another problem is that the definition of the foreground and background 

distinction is not really agreed upon among researchers, which makes it difficult to 

classify the grounding. The concept of grounding might depend on an intuitive notion 

without testing its validity, as mentioned in Takahashi (1996). Negative assertions in a 

text notably show this difficulty. As stated in Tamanaha (1997), negations would be 

classified differently depending on which criteria are applied, namely formal or 

functional criteria; according to the former, foregrounded clauses are temporally ordered 

main clauses, while according to the latter those are the clauses considered important for 

a plot development. According to formal criteria, negative constructions are considered 

as backgrounded clauses since they express nonexistent states, but not events. On the 

other hand, according to functional criteria, negatives are considered to be foreground if 

they are judged to advance the plot line. Bamberg (1991) stated that "the negation can 

be viewed as serving the function of establishing the context within which the previous 

and subsequent events are taking place (p. 281)." 

In the current study I will follow functional criteria. Presumably a story has a 

thematic goal and individual events can be related each other to achieve the goal 

(Bamberg, 1991; Suh & Trabasso, 1993). The story would continue until the 

protagonist achieves the initial goal and unsatisfied subgoals motivate actions to connect 
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episodes. Given this, there is some danger that negatives normally expressing a failed 

outcome might be automatically classified as background. Bamberg (1991) found that 

narrators referred to nonexistent states that were not pictorially presented in the story-

situated picture. In their narratives negations indicate a failed outcome of a 

protagonist's attempt against the background of expectations. Reference to negative 

states breaks down linear, sequential events and marks the instantiation of another series 

of temporally ordered events. In this sense, negations are considered significant and 

classified as foreground, although they do not present actual events. 

Further, the vertical/hierarchical axis of narrative structure argued in Bamberg 

(1991) favors the functional criteria. The emphasis of the temporally ordered clauses 

wrongly seems to suggest that the discourse structure is linear and unidirectional. A 

narrator, however, connects narrative events hierarchically as well as temporally 

(Bamberg, 1991; Bamberg & Marchman, 1991). Bamberg and Marchman (1991) 

proposed that there are two kinds of processes involved in narrating a story; referential 

activity and discourse activity. The former is the process of presenting a sequence of 

events, while the latter is that of presenting the hierarchical relation of events toward a 

global theme of a story. In their study where a storybook consisting of 24 pictures was 

used, American and German narrators used particular linguistic representations to mark 

transitions in the structiu-e of a text. For instance, they used the markings of inceptive 

aspect to signal the instantiation of overall goal in narrative. They concluded that 

narrators related events to a global theme beyond their sequential organization on a 

timeline. 
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2.4.2.2. Studies on L2 tense-aspect morphology in the Discourse Hypothesis 

The use of L2 tense-aspect morphology in narrative discourse has been studied 

in Kumpf (1984), Flashner (1989) and Bardovi-Harlig (1995) on the assumption that 

tense-aspect morphologies play a role in organizing discourse in addition to presenting 

the temporal relations between narrative events. Analyses of the structure of learners' 

narratives have shown that morphology correlates with the foreground/background 

distinction. However, research findings are contradictory. Although these studies 

found the distribution of tense-aspect markers to be influenced by discourse organization, 

conflicting marking has been reported. Kumpf (1984) investigated the English 

narratives of one adult native speaker of Japanese who had been in the United States for 

28 years. She marked punctual verbs in the foreground with based forms and 

background with various forms. In the background all state verbs were tensed. Active 

verbs in the background were marked for habitual and continuous aspect and irregularly 

for tense. On the other hand, Flashner (1989) found that three Russian natives learning 

English marked actions in the foreground with simple past and left background clauses 

unmarked. Examining 37 oral and written narratives in a film-retelling task, which were 

graded into 7 levels, Bardovi-Harlig (1995) found that foreground verbs typically carry 

past tense marking in both oral and written narratives, whereas background verbs carry 

non-past marking such as base and simple present. The distribution characteristics 

across levels showed the developmental process of the use of L2 tense-aspect marking. 

At the beginning of tense-aspect development, base form and present tense appeared as 

well as simple past in the foreground and then in later stages past appeared predominantly. 
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The use of past as the dominant tense emerged in the background later than in the 

foreground. 

To my knowledge Kurono (1996) is the only study conducted on the use of 

Japanese tense-aspect morphology by L2 learners in narrative discourse. Four non-

native speakers of Japanese were requested to narrate two sets of a four-picture cartoon 

four times, the first time was after six months from their arrival, and the fourth time after 

one year and three months. The results were that they used past in the foreground and 

non-past in the background. Regarding aspect, perfective marking predominately 

appeared in the foreground and state verbs with the perfective forms ru and ta 

appeared in the background. Present and past durative morphemes le i-ru and te i-ia 

barely occurred in their background. Kurono also claimed that past morphology 

appeared in the foreground first and expanded to the background, which is consistent 

with Bardovi-Harlig (1995). 

In order to code the narratives into the binary contrast (i.e., foreground and 

background), Bardovi-Harlig (1995) and Kurono (1996) provided the criteria for 

grounding that they used in their studies. The temporal and informational criteria in 

Bardvoi-Harlig limited clauses that narrate the events sequentially and provide new 

information as the foreground. Kurono summarized that the foregrounded events are 

those which are significant, temporally sequenced, and contain new information. The 

criteria used in the present research will be presented in chapter 4. 
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2.5. The present study 

The Aspect Hypothesis and the Discourse Hypothesis account for the systematic 

distribution of verbal morphology with respect to different factors. The former claims 

that verbal morphology correlates with lexical aspect at the early stages of L2 acquisition, 

while the latter claims that grounding influences L2 learners" verbal inflections. The 

two hypotheses have been treated separately and previous studies investigated the use of 

L2 tense-aspect morphology by one or the other hypothesis. As pointed out in Bardovi-

Harlig (1994), both hypotheses predict that telic verbs (i.e., achievement and 

accomplishment verbs) are associated with simple past morphology while atelic verbs 

(i.e., state and activity verbs) lack the frequent association with past tense marking. 

However, the two hypotheses provide different prediction in terms of the telic verbs in 

background and the atlic verbs in foreground. That is, the Aspect Hypothesis predicts 

that telic verbs in background should be marked by simple past while the Discourse 

Hypothesis predicts that foreground events described by atlic verbs should be marked by 

simple past. 

Bardovi-Harlig (1998) tested the above prediction with adult learners of English 

as a second language (ESL). She investigated the distribution of tense-aspect 

morphology in the 37 written and oral pairs produced by the ESL learners from a various 

proficiency level. The findings are summarized as follows: 

1. Achievement verbs are the most frequently marked by simple past regardless 
of grounding. In other words, there is no influence of grounding on the use 
of simple past combined with achievement verbs. 

2. Foreground activities were inflected for the past tense more frequently than 
background activities, which were not marked by the simple past tense until 
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much later. Background activities show frequent use of progressive. 
3. Accomplishment verbs show the same distribution pattern as activities; that is, 

foreground accomplishments tended to be marked by simple past and 
background accomplishments by progressive. The past tense, however, was 
higher for accomplishment verbs than for activity verbs. 

The current study investigates the influence of lexical aspect and grounding on 

the Japanese tense-aspect morphology within the fi^mework of the Aspect Hypothesis 

and the Discourse Hypothesis. The data were collected from 59 English natives 

learning Japanese, who were grouped into three levels based on proficiency measured by 

a placement test. Early studies investigating tense-aspect morphology from the 

perspective of narrative structure involved a small number of participants. There are 

few large-scale studies. One Japanese learner of English participated in Kumpf (1984), 

3 Russian learners of English in Flashner (1989), and 3 Chinese learners of Japanese and 

17 learners of Japanese in Shirai and Kurono (1998). The data from a large number of 

participants should provide solid empirical evident to both hypotheses. 

Two methods, namely the multiple-choice task and the story-telling task, were 

used in the current study. The former is to test whether learners can successfully supply 

appropriate tense-aspect morphology in obligatory contexts. The latter is that a 

participant narrates a story using a storybook 'Frog, where are you?'' which consists of 

24 pictures without words. The reason for using the two methods is that one problem of 

the story-telling task is that an imbalance in the number of lexical aspectual category 

since it is a production task (Bardovi-Harlig, 1999). That is, more achievement verbs 

are marked by simple past than any other lexical categories (i.e., states, activities, and 

accomplishments) in a narrative task, and this causes a higher percentage of use of past 
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with achievement verbs. In order to compensate for this imbalance, the multiple-choice 

task was designed, in which each verb type appeared with equal frequency. 

Another concern is how to present the distribution of tense-aspect morphology. 

There are the two-way presentations of the results in previous studies: the distribution of 

a single tense-aspect morpheme across lexical aspects (e.g., Shirai, 1995, Shirai & 

Kurono, 1998) or the distribution of a single lexical aspect across L2 tense-aspect 

morphology (e.g., Bardovi-Harlig, 1998; Bardovi-Harlig & Bergstorm, 1996). They 

have led to the different calculation of the distribution. 1 reanalyzed the distributional 

patterns from Shibata (1998b) in which non-native and native speaker's narratives were 

compared in terms of distribution of Japanese tense-aspect morphology by means of two 

calculations. Table 2.2 shows the distribution of past and present durative forms on four 

verb types (i.e., state, activity, achievement, and accomplishment verbs). 

Table 2.2. Distribution of Past and Present Durative on Lexical Aspect 

Non-native STA ACT ACH ACC 
-TA 8%<2) 4%(1) 88%(27) 0°/o(0) 
-TEl-RU 3%(2) 41%(26) 48%(30) 8%(5) 

Native STA ACT ACH ACC 
-TA 10%(4) 7%(3) 83%(34) 0%(0) 
-TEl-RU 0%(0) 44%(33) 56%(42) 0%(0) 

Table 2.3. Distribution of Activity and Achievement Verbs across Verb Morphology 
Non-native -RU -TA -TEI-RU -TEI-TA -TE 

ACT 10%(4) 3%(1) 65%(26) 3%(1) 20%(8) 
ACH 17%(16) 24%(22) 33%(30) 0%(0) 27%(25) 

Native -RU -TA -TEI-RU -TEI-TA -TE 
ACT 7%(4) 6%(3) 61%(33) 2%(1) 24%(13) 

ACH 7®/o(9) 28%(34) 34%(42) 3%(4) 28%(34) 

Table 2.3 shows the patterns in terms of marking activity and achievement verbs with 
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different verbal inflections. 

Two calculations presented in Tables 2.2 and 2.3 indicate different pictures. As 

presented in Table 2.2, past form was strongly associated with achievement verbs in both 

non-native and native groups: 88% by the non-native group and 83% by the native group. 

And present durative occurred with not only activity but also achievement verbs with a 

similar percent: 41% use on activity verbs and 48% on achievement verbs by the non-

native group, and 44% on activity verbs and 56% on achievement verbs by the native 

group. On the other hand, in Table 2.3 activity verbs were marked most fi-equently by 

present durative in both groups: 65% by the non-native group and 61% by the native 

group. Achievement verbs were marked by present durative -te i-ru and the re-

conjunction in addition to past in both non-native and native groups: 24% use of la, 33% 

of le i-ru, and 27% of te by the non-native group, and 28% of-/a, 34% of-/£? i-ru, and 

28% of -te by the native group. 

The different presentations are attributed to the question to be addressed: 

"Where do various morphemes occur" and "How is each of the lexical aspectual 

categories marked by learners?" (Bardovi-Harlig, 1999, 359). The results presented in 

Table 2.2 answers the former question and those in Table 2.3 the latter question. 

However, the different presentations can lead to a same argument. That is, the statement 

that the past form expands from achievement verbs to accomplishment verbs to activity 

verbs and finally to state verbs along proficiency means that achievement verbs are less 

frequently marked by past with increasing proficiency. Also the statement that 

progressive marks activity verbs at the early stage and expands to accomplishment or 
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achievement verbs is interpreted such that activity verbs are marked with progressive less 

and less along the proficiency level. Since only four non-native speakers of Japanese 

participated in Shibata (1998b), the decreasing pattern can not be recognized in Table 2.3. 

Moreover, the table does not show differences between the non-native and native groups 

in marking activity and achievement verbs with progressive and past respectively. This 

might be due to the learners' relatively high proficiency of the Japanese language. In 

order to test the above interpretation, the present study involving three language 

proficiency levels analyzes the results in both ways. 

The present study also investigates the use of the nonfinite form /£;-conjunction. 

Note that the previous studies have focused on verbal inflections in the main clauses (i.e., 

finite forms). Japanese is a clause-chaining language, in which clauses are connected 

with nonfinite, medial verb forms and unified with a finite verb. The re-conjunction is 

fi"equently used in both written and spoken Japanese. One may point out that the te-

conjunction is not a genuine tense-aspect morpheme since it is claimed that it does not 

convey any tense-aspect meaning. But investigating whether the re-conjunction is 

associated with any particular lexical aspect in narratives will reveal some semantic 

and/or textual characteristics of -te. 

In sum the present study attempts to answer the following questions: 

(a) Does the lexical aspect influence the use of tense-aspect morphology in both 
obligatory contexts and narrative discourse? That is, do the English natives 
learning Japanese frequently associate past with achievement verbs at the 
beginning of acquisition? And do they also associate activity verbs with 
durative, conveying the progressive meaning in spite of the dual semantics of 
durative (i.e., on-going action and resultative state)? 

(b)Do the L2 learaers use the Japanese tense-aspect system to distinguish 
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grounding? 
(c) How do the lexical aspect and the narrative structure contribute the L2 

learners' use of Japanese tense-aspect system? 

2.6. Summary 

I introduced the Aspect Hypothesis and the Discourse Hypothesis to account for 

L2 learners' use of tense-aspect morphology. First, I stated that the temporal relation of 

an event is denoted linguistically when human beings describe a situation in the real 

world with a language. Tense marks the temporal relation between an event and the 

reference time, and aspect indicates the internal constituency of a situation. There are 

two types of aspect; lexical aspect and grammatical aspect. The non-native-like but 

systematic pattern of tense-aspect morphemes observed in usage by L1 and L2 speakers 

has been accounted for by claiming that lexical aspect influences the use of tense-aspect 

morphology in both LI and L2 language acquisition process. At the early stage of 

acquisition process, learners tend to mark achievement verbs with past inflection and 

activity verbs with the progressive morphology. This tendency has been interpreted 

such that they initially mark lexical aspect with the tense-aspect morphology rather than 

tense. 

Besides the referential function, tense-aspect morphology has the textual 

function for organizing the text; it is used to distinguish plot-advancing events and 

background information. Previous research found that L2 learners used tense-aspect 

systems to differentiate foreground and background. However, since the results were 

inconsistent among the studies and a relatively small number of learners were involved in 

the studies, with the exception of Bardovi-Harlig (1995, 1998) it is difficult to identify a 
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consistent use of tense-aspect morphology as distinguishing foreground/background. 

Finally, early studies provided preliminary support for both hypotheses but no 

study was conducted to investigate the interaction of them. As far as I know, Bardovi-

Harlig (1998) was the first and only study to integrate both lexical aspect and narrative 

structure as the influential factors and investigate L2 tense-aspect development of ESL 

learners. The current study investigates the influence of both factors on the use of 

Japanese tense-aspect morphology by 59 English natives using the multiple-choice task 

and the narrative task. The study also examines the use of the /e-conjunction in 

narratives. 

' I will use predicate in the present study since most of the situations are presented with a single verb but 
some with a verb plus some arguments. However, 1 will refer to predicate as verb when it includes only a 
verb. 

" In addition to -m and -/a, their polite forms -masu and -mashita appear in the current paper 

' This term is from Watanabe (1994). Researchers, however, use different terms. Kuno (1973) uses the 
s/rZ-form. Inoue (1984) infinitive ending, Iwasaki (1993) renyoo-kee, and Ono (1990) the /-clause. 

' The past-tense morpheme ta and the gerund -te participate in a number of assimilatory 
morphophonemic processes that respond to the final consonant of a consonant-final verb stem. For 
example. 

The past morpheme -ta 
( a )  mi-ru 'see' + -ta mi-TA 
(b) i-u 'say' + -ta i|-TA 
(c) simi-u 'live' + -ta sun-DA 

The gerund 
(a) mi-ru 'see' + -te -> mi-TE 
(b) i-u 'say' + -te it-TE 
(c) sum-u 'live' + -te -> sun-DE 

' Okuda (1984), Kokuhtsu-kolmgo-kenkyunjo 'National Japanese Language Institute' (1985) and Kudo 
(1995) stated that -te i-ru referred to Keizoku soo (durative). 

Similar discussions are found in Okuda (1984) and Shirai (in press). Okuda argued that Kindaichi's 
durative approach (continuative or instantaneous) is problematic; the interaction of -te i- and duration 
denoted in a verb does not always account for the semantic interpretation of -te /-. Some verbs such as 
fitioru 'get &t,' and iku 'go' do not show instantaneous action but they indicate resultative state with 
durative marking -te -iru. Shirai proposed that the reason why degree predicates such as fiitoru 'get fat' 
express resultative state with the durative is that they focus on the change itseiC and each change is 
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punctiial so the durative form can only focus on the resultative state after the change. 

' Two experiments in this study were initially reported in Kurono (1994) and Shirai (1995). 

' The learners' frequent marking of progressive and resultative state might be promoted by the precise 
instructions "I would like you to describe what's happening in the pictures." One could argue that if they 
had described the picture as it was, they could have narrated the static situation with only ~te i-ru. This, 
however, was not the case. They used the non-durative forms (mainly the past form -la) in describing the 
picture besides -te i-ru 

'' Schiffrin (1994) provided three definitions for discourse; 
(a) from a formalist assumption discourse is "language above the sentence or above the clause," 
(b) from a functionalist view, discourse is a socially and culturally organized way of speaking 
through which particular functions are realized, 
(c) discourse is utterances, which SchifFrin followed. She defined utterances "as units of 
language production (whether spoken or written) that are inherently contexutalized' (p. 41). 

In this paper, I will adopt SchifFrin's definition since tense-aspect morphology will be investigated beyond 
the sentence level and a particular function of a single morpheme. 

It was not clear why those are considered as foreground features. There was no explanation provided. 
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CHAPTER 3 

STUDY 1: THE MULTffLE-CHOICE TASK 

Most previous studies on acquisition of L2 tense-aspect morphology assume 

either the Aspect Hypothesis or the Discourse Hypothesis exclusively. These two 

hypotheses compete in studies of the development of tense and aspect systems in L2. 

My study investigates whether one of the hypotheses better accounts for L2 learners' use 

of tense-aspect system or whether both hypotheses start off from the beginning but with a 

different degree along the proficiency levels. The development of Japanese tense-

aspect morphology is examined by means of two methods; the multiple-choice task and 

the story-telling task. 

This chapter discusses the results from the multiple-choice task. The 

distribution pattern of tense-aspect morphemes (i.e., non-past, past, present durative, and 

past durative) associated with four verb types (i.e., states, activities, achievements, and 

accomplishments) across four groups (i.e., novice, intermediate, advanced, and native) is 

statistically analyzed. The Aspect Hypothesis predicts that at the early stage of L2 

acquisition the learners strongly associates past tense inflection with achievement verbs, 

and present durative marking with activity verbs. As proficiency increases, this 

tendency decreases and each tense-aspect morpheme should extend to other verb types. 

As stated in chapter 2, the Japanese durative marker -te i- is problematic to the 

hypothesis since its interpretation depends on what lexical aspect it is attached to. That 

is, it marks progressive when attached to activity verbs and resultative state when 
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attached to achievement verbs. Shirai and Kurono (1998) found that the learners of 

Japanese started to use the durative form as the marker of progressive meaning by 

attaching it to activity verbs. Their result came from a relatively small number of 

participants - 3 in Experiment 1 and 17 in E.xperiment 2. The present study investigates 

the use of Japanese tense-aspect morphology with 59 grouped into 3 protlciency levels. 

The results confirmed the Aspect Hypothesis as regards using past inflection on 

achievement verbs and the present durative morphology on durative verbs (i.e., activity 

and accomplishment verbs). The low proficiency learners frequently tended to mark 

achievement verbs with past not only in the obligatory context but also in other temporal 

contexts. Interestingly, however, the past form -ta was correctly chosen in the past 

context for all four lexical aspects across the non-native groups. In other words, 

learners were not reluctant to use past with other lexical aspects such as state, activity, 

and accomplishment verbs. They also tended to use present durative inflection not only 

on activity verbs but also on accomplishment verbs. This tendency suggests that L2 

learners of Japanese first use present durative in order to mark the process leading up to 

the end point, which is lexically denoted in accomplishment verbs in addition to action in 

progress inherently encoded in activity verbs. 

3.1. Data collection 

3.1.1. Subjects 

Fifty-nine native speakers of English learning Japanese either in formal or 

informal situation in Japan participated in the study.' Of those, forty-seven were 
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studying Japanese in Japan: 11 at Chubu University, 35 at Nanzan University, and 1 at 

the University of Tokyo. Twelve participants were working in Japan at the time of data 

collection; 5 of them were working for a Japanese company and 7 teaching English at 

various places (1 at a junior high school, 2 at a private language school, and 4 at a 

university). Five out of twelve never received any formal instruction of Japanese. 

They learned it through self-study (See Appendix A for details). Twenty native 

speakers of Japanese also participated in the study as a control group. They were 

majoring in Japanese language teaching at Nanzan University. They were chosen with 

assumption that they all had a Japanese linguistic background and were familiar with 

standard Japanese and that their own dialects might not influence their judgement. 

3.1.2. Placement 

Participants with different learning background were grouped into three 

proficiency levels using SPOT (Simple Performance Oriented Test)." The test was 

designed to measure an on-going processing ability of grammar. The test consists of a 

set of sentences in which one hiragana letter^ is deleted. Each sentence is read at a 

natural speed and the participant is to provide missing hiragana as s/he listens to it as 

shown below. 

(3.1)gohan o tabe( )kudasai. 
rice/meal ACC eat please 

"Please eat rice/the meal.' 
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(3.2) atama ( ) itai-ndesu. 
head hurt-be:NONPAST 

"I have a headache.' 

Each deleted hiragana is related to a certain grammatical item. For example, the 

nonfinite form -te and the nominative case marker ga are missing in (3.1) and (3.2) 

respectively. Individual test sentences are semantically independent and have no 

contextual relationship with each other. On the tape, each sentence is read once, and 

there is two-second pause between sentences. The SPOT test has two levels: the SPOT 

A with 65 sentences designed for intermediate and advanced learners and the SPOT B 

with 60 items designed for beginners. Only the SPOT B was utilized in the current 

study. 

In both the second and foreign language learning situations, the reliability and 

validity of SPOT have been examined. Kobayashi and Ford (1992) found that there was 

high correlation between SPOT and the grammar section of the placement test used at the 

University of Tuskuba in Japan. Hatasa and Tohsaku (1997), investigating the test 

quality and applicability of SPOT at a foreign language learning environment, reported 

that the high discriminability and reliability estimates demonstrate that SOPT is effective 

as a placement test of Japanese in the U.S. What does SPOT measure then? The on

going processing of language is involved to process the item in SPOT. A learner needs 

to match sounds coming into her/his auditory system and letters appearing in the test, 

comprehend the word meaning, predict what is coming next, retain the words and 

syntactic information s/he has comprehended, and actually write down a hiragana letter. 
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SPOT measures not only the grammatical knowledge but also the ability to process the 

language (e.g., letter recognition, listening comprehension, and word retrieval). Iwasaki 

(personal contact) reported that there was significant correlation found between OPI 

(Oral Proficiency Interview) ratings and the SPOT B scores (Pearson correlation efficient 

0.85 at p<0.0001). 

Based on their scores on the test, the participants were categorized into three 

groups (Table 3.1): 

Table 3.1. Proficiency Levels based on the SPOT test 

Proficiency level Scores Subjects 
Advanced 55-60 20 

Intermediate 45-54 20 
Novice 0-44 19 

Twenty participants were placed in advanced, 20 in intermediate, and 19 in novice 

groups. 

3.1.3. Materials 

Four verbs were chosen for each verb type as presented below and a second 

experienced coder who is familiar with the tense-aspect morphology studies checked 

whether each verb represents a lexical category appropriately. 

State: mieru 'be able to see,' aru 'there is/are,' dekiru 'be able to do,' iru "need' 
Activity: hanasu 'speak,' utau 'sing,' aruku 'walk,' benkyoo-suru 'study' 
Achievement'*: owaru 'finish: intransitive,' aku 'open: intransitive,' shinu 'die,' 
kekkon-suru 'get married' 
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Accomplishment: tempura o tsukuru 'make tempura,' shoosetsu o issatsuyomu 
'read one novel,' repooto o kaku 'write a report,' kimono o kiru "wear kimono' 

All verbs above are considered as basic verbs in a vocabulary list in A Study of 

Fundamental Vocabulary For Japanese Language Teaching (1984) so that learners 

should be familiar to the participants from all levels and institutions. 

Each verb appeared in four different temporal contexts, namely non-past, past, 

present durative, and past durative. Each test item consisted of a short dialogue with a 

verb phrase deleted (See Appendix B). The participant was to identify temporal context 

in which the verb appears and judge which form is the most appropriate for the context. 

For instance, the context in (3.3) is as the following: A says, "What did you wear on the 

New Year's Day last year?" and B says, "I wore the western style clothes." The 

adverbial phrase kyonen "last year' should cue the past tense context. Therefore, past 

inflection ki-MASHlTA "wore" is the most temporally appropriate form among the four 

choices; A is non-past, B is past, C is present durative, and D is past durative. . 

(3.3) A: Sato-san wa kyonen no oshoogatsu ni nam o ka. 
TOP last year POS New Year's Day on what ACC Q 

B: watashi wa yoofuku desu. 
I TOP western cloth PRED 

A. ki-MASU B. ki-MASHITA C. ki-TE-I-MASU D. ki-TE-l-MASHITA 

There were 60 test items since state verbs do not occur with present and past durative 

forms. Originally five achievement verbs were included but one was discarded^. One 

native speaker took the multiple-choice task to see whether a target form would be 
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chosen based on the temporal context. The result was that her choices matched mine. 

3.1.4. Procedures 

The data were collected in three locations (Nagoya, Saga, and Tokyo,) in Japan 

between January and February of 1998. In Nagoya I went to Chubu University for two 

days and the Nanzan University at various times over two months. The director of the 

Japanese program at Chubu University strongly encouraged all students enrolled in the 

program and two faculty members teaching EFL courses at the university to participate in 

the study. On the first day, the SPOT test was given to them first in a classroom, and 

then the multiple-choice task followed. There was no time limit for the task. The 

procedure for the story-telling task will be introduced in chapter 4. The students from 

Nanzan University received a small payment for their participation. I met each 

participant, and the SPOT test and the multiple-choice task were performed individually. 

In Saga, where a finend of mine ft-om U.S. had been living, the data was 

collected from four English natives and one Japanese native. For the non-native 

speakers the SPOT test and the tasks were administrated individually. Due to the time 

conflict the researcher could not collect the data in Tokyo. A third person living in 

Tokyo, who had training in Linguistics and TESL (Teaching English as a Second 

Language) collected the data from each participant for me. I explained the procedures 

and sent all materials to her. She collected data individually following the instructions 

and mailed all data back to me. Twenty Japanese natives took the multiple-choice task 

in a classroom at the Nanzan University. They were not timed. 
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3.2. Data analysis 

The data from the multiple-choice task were statistically analyzed. 

3J. Overall results 

Figures 3.1 shows the overall mean frequency" scores of the target forms on 

each lexical aspect across four groups. The frequency score is how often the 

participants chose the target form for all four items of each lexical aspect. With four 

items for individual verb types under each temporal context, the highest mean score is 

four when a participant chooses the target form for all four items of each verb type. The 

overall mean frequency is the mean of means from four temporal conditions. 

Figure 3.1. Mean Frequency Scores of Lexical Aspect 
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As presented in Figure 3.1, state verbs were marked most frequently with the target form 

in all groups. On the other hand, achievement verbs were least frequently marked with 

the target form among the four verb types in the non-native groups (M=2.12 by the 

beginners, M=2.49 by the intermediate level learners, M=2.90 by the advanced learners). 

Figure 3.2. Mean Frequency Scores of Temporal Contexts 
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Figure 3.2 presents the mean frequency scores on each temporal context across 

proficiency levels. As clearly shown in the figure, the beginning level learners chose 

the target form under the past durative context least frequently, and the frequency of 

choosing the target forms increased with proficiency levels: M=1.47 by novices, M=l .97 

by intermediate level learners, and M=2.77 by the advanced, and M=3.92 by the Japanese 
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natives. This suggests that the development of past durative inflection is slower than 

other three tense-aspect morphemes. 

Table 3.2. Means and Standard Deviations of Frequency Scores of Lexical Aspect in 
Non-past and Past 

Verb types 

Subject group n STA ACT ACH ACC 

M SD M SD M SD M SD 

Non-past 
Total 79 3.81 0.48 3.26 0.78 2.91 0.90 2.89 1.03 
Novice 19 3,47 0.77 2.63 0.89 2.36 0.89 2.10 1.04 
Intermediate 20 3.90 0.30 3.35 0.48 2.80 0.89 2.90 1.02 
Advanced 20 3.85 0.36 3.40 0.75 3.0 0.99 3.35 0.87 
Native 20 4.00 0.00 3.65 0.58 3.0 0.50 3.20 0.76 

Past 
Total 79 3.25 0.77 2.94 0.84 3.40 0.80 3.67 0.59 
Novice 19 3.10 0.73 2.89 0.87 3.00 1.00 3.47 0.84 
Intermediate 20 2.95 0.82 3.15 0.81 3.35 0.74 3.55 0.60 
Advanced 20 3.25 0.78 2.65 0.87 3.40 0.82 3.70 0.47 
Native 20 3.70 0.57 3.10 0.78 3.85 0.36 3.95 0.22 

Table 3.2 presents the means and standard deviations of each group regarding the non-

past and past markings. The total mean score of non-past morphology shows that it 

marked state verbs most frequently with the target forms (M=3.81), next activity verbs 

(M=3.26), and least frequently the accomplishment (M=2.89). The association of past 

inflection with accomplishment verbs shows the highest frequency (M=3.67), and the one 

with activity verbs occurred the least frequently (M=2.94). 

The present and past durative markers do not appear in Table 3.2 since state 

verbs are not associated with them in the Japanese language. In spite of this norm. 
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however, some native speakers marked the state verbs with durative in the past context as 

shown in Table 3.3, which lowered their mean score (M = 3.70). In (3.4), 4 native 

speakers chose the past durative marking mie-te i-mashita 'be able to see-DURATIVE-

PAST (polite)' instead of the target form mie-mashita 'be able to see-PAST (polite).' 

The simple non-past form mie-ru 'be able to see' refers to present situation without 

involving any iteration and it is classified as the state verb. State verbs normally do not 

occur with the durative form. But some Japanese stative verbs can be combined with 

durative marking, in which case they indicate a dynamic situation and the durative form 

marks temporariness of the situation (Shirai, in press). 

(3.4)A;Kinoo wa kokokaraumi ga mie-MASHlTA 
yesterday TOP here from sea NOM be able to see-PAST 
Demo kyoo wa ame ga fut-te i-ru kara dame-desu ne. 
but to^y TOP rain-PROG-NPST because not-PRED SFP 
"I could see the ocean from here yesterday. Since it is raining today, 
we cannot see it.' 

B: Ee. Zannen-desu ne. 
yes too bad-PRED SFP 
'Yes. It's too bad, isn't it?' 

Table 3.3. Distribution of Tense-aspect Morphology on the State Verb mieru 'be able 
to see' in the Past Context 

Novice Intermediate Advanced Native 

non-past 0 2 6 0 
past 15 16 14 16 
present durative 1 0 0 0 
past durative J 2 0 4 

The association of the state verb and the durative form was also observed in the use of 

non-native speakers; 3 novices and 2 intermediate level learners (See Table 3.3). 
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Interestingly some non-native speakers tended to mark the same state verb mieru 

"be able to see' by means of present durative in the non-past context as shown in Table 

3.4. 

(3.5) (On the bullet train) 
A; Koko kara Fuji-san ga mie-MASU ka. 

from here Mt. Fuji NOM be able to see-NPST Q 
"Can we see Mt. Fuji from here?' 

B: Ee. Kyoo wa tenki ga ii kara. 
Yes. Today TOP weather NOM good because 
• Yes. It's because the weather is nice today." 

Table 3.4. Distribution of Tense-aspect IVIorphoiogy on the State Verb mieru 'be able 
to see* in the Non-past Context 

Novice Intermediate Advanced Native 

non-past 13 18 18 20 
past J 0 1 0 
present durative J 2 1 0 

The non-native speakers' marking the state verb mieru "be able to see' with durative 

suggests that they consider some state verbs as dynamic verbs. The state verbs in which 

the dynamic situation can be recognized require some energy for the situation to exist. 

For instance, for mieru "be able to see" we need to put some energy or make efforts for 

some object to become visible. The dynamic characteristics might lead the learners to 

associate with durative -te /-. 

Kudo (1995) proposed a 3-way of Japanese verbs as shown below. 

(A) Gaiteki undoo dooshi 'dynamic verb' 
(B) Naiteki jootai dooshi 'inner state verb'^ 
(C) Seitai dooshi 'stative verb' 
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Gaiteki undoo dooshi 'dynamic verb' includes Vendler's activity, achievement and 

accomplishment verbs and Seitai dooshi "static verb' is Vendler's state verbs. Naiteki 

jootai dooshi such as omou "think', kangaeru "think', kanjiru 'feel', mieru "be able to 

see' are those which are categorized into neither Gaiteki undoo dooshi "dynamic verb' 

nor Seitai dooshi "stative verb.' But aspectually they show the pertective and 

imperfective distinction by ru and te i-ru like Gaiteki undoo dooshi "dynamic verb." 

In this sense, Naiteki jootai dooshi "inner state verb' has the semantic feature [+dynamic]. 

Given this, it is plausible that the non-native groups recognized [+dynamic] in the state 

verb mieru 'be able to see' and marked it by means of the durative form. 

The use of tense-aspect morphemes on lexical aspects across the groups was 

subjected to a three-way analysis of variance having four levels of proficiency (novice, 

intermediate, advanced, and native speakers of Japanese), four levels of verb types (state, 

activity, achievement, and accomplishment), and two levels of tense (present versus past). 

Table 3.5 shows the results of the repeated-measures ANOVA. For an alpha level of 

0.01, proficiency was found to be statistically significant, F(3, 75)=13.57, p=0.000; the 

native speakers of Japanese (M=3.61) most frequently chose the target forms while the 

novice group (M=2.88) least frequently did. The type was found significant, F(3, 

225)=30.91, p=0.001; state verbs (M=3.53) were most frequently marked with the target 

forms while activity verbs (M=3.10) were least frequently. The interaction effect of 

verb types and tense was found to be statistically significant, F(3, 225)=10.94, p=0.000; 

the non-past state verbs (M=3.81) were most often marked with the appropriate form 

while the non-past accomplishment verbs (M=2.89) were least often. The interaction 
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effect of proficiency and verb type and tense was not found to be statistically significant. 

Table 3.5. Analysis of Variance for Non-past and Past on Lexical Aspect across 
Groups 

Effect df MS F (p>F) 
Proficiency J 13.91 13.57 < 0 1 *  
Error (Proficiency) 75 1.02 
Type J 16.14 30.91 <.01* 
Proficiency x Type 9 1.32 2.53 > 0 1  
Error (Proficiency x Type) 225 .52 
Tense 1 3.53 7.27 > 0 1  
Proficiency x Tense J .49 1.00 > 0 1  

Error (Proficiency x Tense) 75 .49 
Type X Tense J 4.93 10.94 < 0 1  •  
Proficiency x Type x Tense 9 .78 1.73 > 0 1  
Error (Proficiency x Type 225 .45 
X Tense) 

Table 3.6 shows the means and standard deviations of frequency scores on 

activity, achievement, and accomplishment across four verbal inflections (i.e., non-past, 

past, present durative, and past durative). As shown in the table, throughout the levels 

the highest total sample mean was the score on accomplishment verbs with past 

(M=3.67) while the lowest was the one on achievement verbs with past durative 

(M=2.45). Association of achievement verbs and present durative became more 

frequent along L2 Japanese proficiency levels: M=1.73 by the beginners, M=2.00 by the 

intermediate level learners, M=2.50 by the advanced group, and M=3.65 by Japanese 

natives. The distributional pattern of present durative will be discussed extensively in 

section 3.4.3. The developmental pattern of acquisition of past durative was observed 

in the mean scores across all three verb type as shown in the table. 
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Table 3.6. Means and Standard Deviations of Frequency Scores of Lexical Aspect in 
Four Temporal Contexts 

Verb types 

Subject group n ACT ACH ACC Subject group 

M SD M SD M SD 

Non-past 
Total 79 3.26 0.78 2.91 0.90 2.89 1.03 
Novice 19 2.63 0.89 2.36 0.89 2.10 1.04 
Intermediate 20 3.35 0.48 2.80 0.89 2.90 1.02 
Advanced 20 3.40 0.75 3.05 0.99 3.35 0.87 
Native 20 3.65 0.58 3.40 0.50 3.20 0.76 

Past 
Total 79 2.94 0.84 3.40 0.80 3.67 0.59 
Novice 19 2.89 0.87 3.00 1.00 3.47 0.84 
Intermediate 20 3.15 0.81 3.35 0.74 3.55 0.60 
Advanced 20 2.65 0.87 3.40 0.82 3.70 0.47 
Native 20 3.10 0.78 3.85 0.36 3.95 0.22 

Present durative 
Total 79 3.46 0.71 2.48 1.09 3.20 0.86 
Novice 19 3.10 0.93 1.73 1.09 2.89 0.99 
Intermediate 20 3.50 0.68 2.00 0.72 3.05 0.88 
Advanced 20 3.75 0.44 2.50 0.88 3.15 0.81 
Native 20 3.50 0.60 3.65 0.48 3.70 0.57 

Past durative 
Total 79 2.58 1.30 2.45 1.27 2.59 1.16 
Novice 19 1.57 1.30 1.36 0.89 1.47 0.61 
Intermediate 20 2.05 1.14 1.80 1.05 2.05 0.82 
Advanced 20 2.80 0.95 2.65 0.87 2.85 0.93 
Native 20 3.85 0.36 3.95 0.22 3.95 0.22 

Notice that some mean scores by the native spealcers are relatively low: M=3.40 

for the non-past achievement, M=3.20 for the non-past accomplishment, M=3.10 for the 
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past activity, and M=3.50 for the present durative activity. This is due to the fact that 

there is more than one appropriate form for some test items. I will discuss the 

problematic cases below. I considered those in which the mean score is lower than 3.50 

to be problematic. 

The low mean score for the achievement in the non-past context (M=3.40) is 

one test item. As presented in Table 3.7, 10 Japanese natives out of 20 marked the 

achievement verb shinu 'die' with the present durative form -te i-ru in the non-past 

context. 

(3.6) A; Mazushii kuni de wa tabemono ga amari-nai node, 
poor country in TOP food NOM little-NEG because 
mainichi takusan no kodomo ga shin-IJ soo-desu. 
Every day many POSS children NOM die-NSPT I hear-PRED 
T hear that many children die in the poor countries every day because 
there is little food.' 

B; Hidoi-desu ne. 
Awftil-PRED SFP 
"It's awful, isn't it?' 

Table 3.7. Distribution of Tense-aspect Morphology on the Achievement Verb shinu 
*die* by the Native Speakers of Japanese 
shinu 'die 

non-past (target form) past present durative past durative 
10 0 10 0 

The durative form -le i- indicates resultative state when combined with achievement 

verbs. Therefore, shin-de i-ru "die-DLTRATIVE-NONPAST' should yield resultative 

sense. However, the Japanese durative marker -te i- conveys the habitual meaning in 

addition to progressive and resultative state.'' When an event occurs repeatedly on 
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different occasions, it is marked by means of the durative form -te marking habitual 

reference.^ The durative marker with habitual meaning can be used with any dynamic 

verbs (i.e., activity, achievement, and accomplishment verbs) and does not necessarily 

mark on-going action at the reference time (Shirai, in press). In (3.6) the adverbial 

mainichi 'every day' shows that the action of dying occurs repeatedly on different 

occasions. 

Under the non-past context the accomplishment verbs tenpura o tuskuni "cook 

tempura' and shuosetsu o issatsiiyomu "read one novel' presented in (3.7) and (3.8) were 

marked by other forms in addition to the non-past morpheme in native speakers" 

distributions (M=3.20). 

(3.7) A; Sumisu-san, kyoo tenpura o tsukuri-MASU kara, 
Smith-Mr. today tempora ACC cook-NPST because 
watashi no ie ni ki-masen ka. 
My house to come-would like to Q 
"Because I will cook tempura today, would you like to come to my 
house?' 

B: ii-ndesu ka. 
OK-PRED Q 
"Is it OK?' 

A: Ee, zehi doozo. 
Yes by all means please 
"Yes, please.' 

(3.8) A; Sumisu-san no senkoo wa nan-desu ka. 
Smith-Mr. POSS major TOP what-PRED Q 
"What is your major, Mr. Smith?' 

B: Nihonbungaku-desu. 
Japanese literature-PRED 
Maitoshi natsu-yasumi ni wa 
Every year summer-vacation at TOP 
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nihongo no shoosetsu o issatsu yomi-MASU. 
Japanese POSS novel ACC a volume of book read-NPST 
•Japanese literature. [ read one novel every summer vacation.' 

A: Sugoi-desu ne. 
amazing-PRED SFP 
it's amazing, isn't it?' 

Table 3.8 shows that 3 native speakers out of 20 marked the accomplishment verb 

tenpura o tsukuru 'cook tempura' with past -la and 1 with present-durative, and 3 

marked the accomplishment verb shoosetsu o issatsu yomu "read one novel' with past, 7 

with present durative, and 1 with past durative. 

Table 3.8. Distribution of Tense-aspect Morphology on the Accomplishment Verbs 
tenpura o tsukuru 'cook tempura' and shoosetsu o issatsuyonut 'read one novel' by 
the Native Speakers of Japanese 
tenpura o tsukuru 'cook tempura' 

non-pa.st (target form) past 
16 3 

present durative 
1 

past durative 
0 

shoosetsu o issatsu vomu 'read one novel' 

non-past (target form) past 
9 3 

present durative 
7 

past durative 
1 

The target form for tenpura o tsukuru "cook tempura" in (3.7) is non-past indicating 

future reference. The temporal adverb kyoo "today' can denote long intervals and can 

refer to any point on time line within today. When it is interpreted some time early 

today, it refers to past time, which is marked by past tense. It also refers to the durative 

situation, which is marked by present durative indicating that the action of cooking is in 

progress. The target form ^ox shoosetsu o issatsu yomu 'read one novel' in (3.8) is non-

past indicating habitual. Both non-past yomi-masu "read-NONPAST (polite)' and 
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present durative yon-de i-masu 'read-DURATIVE-NONPAST (polite)' indicate habitual 

in Japanese as argued for (3.6). When the situation described in (3.8) was perceived as 

past habitual, both past and past durative forms were appropriate. The past tense 

interpretation is possible when speaker B recollects his past habitual. Although both 

non-past and durative convey the habitual meaning, the durative form -te i- connotes 

temporariness. This will be discussed more in section 3.4.1. 

The following activity verbs were marked by duratives in addition to past in the 

past context. The mean score of the native group is 3.10. 

(3.9) A; Lii-san, hidoi koe-desu ne. 
Lee-Mr. awful voice-PRED SFP 
"Your voice is awful, isn't it, Mr. Lee?' 

B: Ee. Kinoo ookina koe de utat-TA kara. 
Yes yesterday loud voice in sing-PAST because 
kyoo wa nodo ga totemo itai-ndesu. 
Today TOP throat NOM very hurt-PRED 
'Yes. Because I sang in a loud voice yesterday, I have a sore throat 
today.' 

(3.10) A;Pan-san, tsukare-te i-ru yoo-desu ne. 
Pan-Mr. get tired-RSTV-NPST look-PRED SFP 
"You look tired, Mr. Pan.' 

B;Ee. Sakae no chikagai de mayot-te. 
Yes. POSS underground shopping mall in get lost-/e 
ni-jikan mo arui-TA-ndesu. 
For two hours as much as walk-PAST-PRED 
'Since I got lost in the underground shopping mall in Sakae, I walked 
for two hours.' 

A: Hontoo? 
Really 
'Really?' 
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Table 3.9. Distribution of Tense-aspect Morphology on the Activity Verbs utau 'sing' 
and arulat *walk* by the Native Speakers of Japanese 
utau 'sing' 

non-past 
0 

past rtarget form) 
17 

pre.sent durative 
0 

past durative 
3 

aruku 'walk' 

non-past 
0 

past (target form) 
6 

present durative 
J 

past durative 
11 

In Table 3.9, 3 Japanese natives chose the past durative form for the activity verb utau 

'sing' and 11 for the activity verb aruku walk.' In both cases, the temporal adverbs 

kinoo 'yesterday" and ni-jikan "for two hours" influence their judgement. That is, some 

native speakers of Japanese interpreted them as durative situation. 

Finally, the activity verb hanasu "talk' in the present durative context was 

marked by both present and past durative forms (M=3.50); 12 Japanese natives chose the 

present durative and 8 the past durative form (See Table 3.10). 

(3.11) A; Wan-san wa doko-desu ka. 
Wan-Mr. TOP where-PRED Q 

'Where is Mr. Wan?' 
B; Etto, ima ofisu de Yamada-sensei to hanashi-TE l-MASU yo. 

Well, now office in Mr. with talk-DRTV-NPST SFP 
"Well, he is talking with Mr. Yamada in his office now.' 

Table 3.10. Distribution of Tense-aspect Morphology on the Activity Verb hanasu 
'talk' by the Native Speakers of Japanese 
utau 'sing' 

non-past present durative ftarget form) past durative 
0 0 12 8 

Hanashi-te i-ru 'talk-DURATTVE-NONPAST' denotes the action of talking in progress 
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in Mr. Yamada's office. In this case, the temporal adverb ima "now' refers to speech 

time. This adverb also refers to immediate past. Hanashi-te i-ta "talk-DURATIVE-

PAST' shows that the speaker B saw Wan-san talking with Mr. Yamada just now. 

The use of tense-aspect morphemes on verb types across the levels was 

subjected to a three-way analysis of variance having four levels of proficiency (novice, 

intermediate, advanced, and native speakers of Japanese), four levels of verb types 

(activity, achievement, and accomplishment), and four levels of tense (present, past, 

present durative, or past durative). Table 3.11 shows the main effect of L2 proficiency, 

F(3, 75)=59.05, p=0.000; novice learners least frequently chose the target verbal 

inflections (M=2.38) while the native speakers most frequently did (M=3.65). The 

statistical significance was found in the main effect of verb type, F(2, 150)=35.30, 

p=0.000; the association of accomplishment verbs with the target forms was the most 

frequent (M=3.09) while the one of achievement verbs was the least frequent (M=2.81). 

The main effect of tense was also significant, F(3, 225)=30.76, p=0.000: the past 

morpheme was most frequently chosen as the target form in the obligatory context 

(M=3.34) while the past-progressive morpheme was least (M=2.54). 

There was the interaction effect of proficiency and type, F(6, 150)= 12.28, 

p=0.000; the native speakers most frequently chose the target forms on achievement 

verbs (M=3.71) while the beginning level learners least frequently did on achievement 

verbs (M=2.11). The interaction effect of proficiency and tense was found significant, 

F(9,225)=3,19, p=0.00l. The Japanese natives chose past durative as the target form in 

the past durative context most fr-equently while the beginning level learners did least 
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frequently. The interaction effect of type and tense was also significant, F(6, 

450)= 14.79, p=0.000; accomplishment verbs were most frequently marked with the past 

morpheme la (M=3.67) while achievement verbs were least frequently marked with the 

past durative morpheme te i-ta (M=2.45). The interaction effect of proficiency and 

verb type and tense was found significant as well, F(18, 450)=4.08, p=0.000. A Tukey 

test was conducted in order to examine the nature of the interaction effect of three factors 

(i.e., proficiency, verb types, and tense). The test was applied to each verb type. The 

results will be presented and discussed in section 3.5. 

Table 3.11. Analysis of Variance for Temporal Contexts on Lexical Aspect across 
Groups 

Effect 
Proficiency 
Error (Proficiency) 
Type 
Proficiency x Type 
Error (Proficiency x Type) 
Tense 
Proficiency x Tense 
Error (Proficiency x Tense) 
Type X Tense 
Proficiency x Type x Tense 
Error (Proficiency x Type 
X Tense) 

MS 
66.20 

1 . 1 2  

24.23 
8.43 
.69 

15.64 
1.62 

.51 
9.10 
2.51 
.62 

14.79 
4.08 

30.76 
3.19 

35.30 
12.28 

F 
59.05 

< 0 1 *  

<.01» 

< 0 1 »  

<.0l* 

<.01* 
< 0 1 *  

(p>F) 
< 0 1 *  

In the next section, the distribution pattern of a single tense-aspect morpheme 

across lexical aspects will be examined. 
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3.4. Marking lexical aspects in obligatory contexts 

3.4.1. Non-past 

Figure 3.3 shows the mean frequency scores among the four groups when the 

non-past morpheme is the target form. State verbs were marked with the non-past 

morpheme most fi-equently throughout proficiency levels: M=3.47 by novices, M=3.90 by 

the intermediate group, M=3.85 by the advanced group, and M=4.00 by the native 

speakers. 

Figure 3.3. Mean Frequency Scores of Non-past -RU 
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The novice group least frequently chose the non-past marker as the target form 

on accomplishment verbs in the non-past context (M=2.10), and so did even Japanese 
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natives (M=3.20). The distribution of verbal inflection on accomplishment verbs (i.e., 

kimono o kiru "wear kimino,' lempura o tsukuru "cook tempura,' issatsu yomu "read one 

volume,' and repooto o kaku 'write a report') in this temporal context was carefully 

examined. The results are as follows: 

(3.12) A; Seijinshiki ni wa 
Coming of age ceremoney for TOP 
onna no hito wa kimono o ki-MASlJ ka. 
women TOP kimono ACC wear-NPST Q 
"Do women wear a kimono on the coming-of-age day?' 

B; lie. Saikin, yoofuku no hito mo 
No. Recently western clothes POS women also 
takusan i-masu yo. 
many exist-NPST SFP 
No. Recently there are many woman who wear western style clothes.' 

Table 3.12. Distribution of Tense-aspect Morphology on the Accomplishment Verb 
kimono o kiru *put on kimono  ̂

Novice Intermediate Advanced Native 

non-past 12 14 16 19 
past J 2 1 0 
present durative J J J 1 
past durative 1 1 0 0 

In (3.12), the non-past verbal inflection indicates habitual aspect. Three novices judged 

that the past inflection was appropriate (See Table 3.12). Three from each non-native 

group associated the present durative morphology with the accomplishment verb, kimono 

o kiru 'wear kimono.' 

In (3.13) the adverb kyoo "today' can indicate future reference, which motivated 

most Japanese natives to mark the verb with non-past as shown in Table 3.13. 
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(3.13) A; Smith-san, Icyoo tenpura o tsukuri-MASU kara, 
Smith-Mr. today tempura ACC cook-NPST because 

watashi no ie ni ki-masen ka. 
my house to come-would like to Q 
Because I will cook tempura today, would you like to come to mv 

house?' 
B; ii-ndesu ka. 

OK-PRED Q 
•Is it OK?' 

A; Ee, zehi doozo. 
Yes by all means please 
'Yes, please." 

Table 3.13. Distribution of Tense-aspect Morphology on the Accomplishment Verb 
tempura o tsukuru *cook tempura  ̂

Novice Intermediate Advanced Native 

non-past 7 12 15 16 
past 4 J 0 J 
present durative 6 5 5 I 
past durative 2 0 0 0 

The adverb kyoo "today' could be interpreted as past or present reference. In the case of 

past reference time, the verb should be marked by past and in the case of present 

reference or speech time the present durative form is appropriate. Intuitively the past 

and present reference interpretations could be more natural in the telephone conversation 

than the face-to-face conversation. Each interpretation is reflected in the distribution of 

Japanese natives; 3 of them chose the past morpheme -ta and 1 the present durative form 

-te i-ru. The past interpretation was also observed in both novice and intermediate 

groups. Table 3.13 shows that the non-native group tended to mark this 

accomplishment verb with present durative; 6 novices, 5 intermediate level learners, and 

5 advanced learners. 
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As for the accomplishment verb shoosetsu o issatsuyomu 'read one volume of a 

novel' in (3.14), the adverbial phrase maitoshi "every year' should enhance their 

association of non-past and the accomplishment verb to indicate habitual. 

(3.14) A; Sumisu-san no senkoo wa nan-desu ka. 
Smith-Mr. POSS major TOP what-PRJED Q 
'What is your major, Mr. Smith?' 

B: Nihonbungaku-desu. 
Japanese literature-PRED 

Maitoshi natsu-yasumi ni wa 
Every year summer-vacation at TOP 
nihongo no shoosetsu o issatsu yomi-lVIASU. 
Japanese POSS novel ACC a volume of book read-NPST 
'Japanese literature. I read one novel every summer vacation.' 

A; Sugoi-desu ne. 
amazing-PRED SFP 
"It's amazing, isn't it?' 

Table 3.14. Distribution of Tense-aspect Morphology on the Accomplishment Verb 
shoosetsu o issatsuyomu 'read a volume of never 

Novice Intermediate Advanced Native 

non-past 7 15 16 9 
past 4 2 0 J 
present durative 5 J 4 7 
past durative J 0 0 I 

Seven native speakers, however, attached present durative marking to this 

accomplishment verb. Their association could be ascribed to the semantic nature of 

present durative. That is, any dynamic verbs marked by -te /- express habitual as stated 

above (Shrai, in press). Consider the sentence in (3.15). 
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(3.15) Mainichi tsugi tsugi atarashii conpyuutaa sofuto ga 
every day one after another new computer software NOM 
de-TE t-ru. 
come oni-te /-NPST 
'New computer software appears one after another every day.' 

In (3.15) the durative form -te i- marks a repetition/succession, which is durative, 

although the predicate dent 'come out' is punctual. Adverbs such as mainichi 'every 

day' and isugiisugi one after another' enable the interpretation of continuity or durative 

situation, which is amenable to the progressive aspect. 

Although both non-past and durative forms indicate habitual, the latter connotes 

temporainess. Consider the following examples; 

(3.16) a. Marason-taikai ga a-ru kara 
marathon event NOM there is-NPST because 
John wa mainichi 3 mairu hashit-TE l-ru. 

NOM every day miles run-/e /-NPST 
'John is running 3 miles every day because of a marathon event.' 

? b. Marason-taikai ga a-ru kara 
marathon event NOM there is-NPST because 
John wa mainichi 3 mairu hashi-RU 

NOM every day miles run-NPST 
'John runs 3 miles every day because of a marathon event.' 

In (3.16a) the action of running 3 miles every day is happening due to preparation for the 

marathon event. In other words, running 3 miles every day is temporal and after the 

marathon event John may stop running. On the other hand, in (3.16b) the same action 

marked by non-past -ni shows that John regularly runs 3 miles regardless of the 

marathon event. Although both present durative -te i-ru and non-past -ru indicate the 
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habitual meaning, the durative marker-/e /- conveys temporariness (Shirai, in press). 

Table 3.14 shows that 5 begitming, 3 intermediate, and 4 advanced level learners 

also associated the present durative morphology with the accomplishment verb. This 

result will be discussed later. 

As shown in Table 3.15, 5 novices and 2 intermediate level learners marked the 

accomplishment verbal phrase shinrigaku no repooto o kaku "write a report for 

psychology' with the present durative morphology, although the adverbial phrase ashita 

'tomorrow' could have motivated them to associate it with non-past marking, indicating 

future tense. 

(3.17) A: ashita kaimono ni iki-masen ka 
Tomorrow shopping to go-would you like to Q 
'Would you like to go shopping tomorrow?' 

B: uun, ashi wa chotto. 
Let me see, tomorrow TOP not good 
Tomorrow is not really good.' 

A; yotei ga ari-masu ka. 
plan NOM exit-NPST Q 
'Do you have some plan?' 

B; ee. ashita wa shinrigaku no repooto o kaki-MASL. 
Yes tomorrow TOP psychology POSS report ACC write-NPST 
"Yes, I'll write a report on Psychology.' 

Table 3.15. Distribution of Tense-aspect Morphology on the Accomplishment Verb 
repooto o kaku 'write a report* 

Novice Intermediate Advanced Native 

non-past 14 17 20 20 
past 0 1 0 0 
present durative 5 2 0 0 

Throughout the observation in Tables 3,12, 3.13, 3.14, and 3.15 the non-native 
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groups frequently marked the accomplishment verbs with present durative. As 

discussed above, the native speakers' choice was attributed to the habitual meaning of 

durative. However, this account may not apply to the tendency of lower proficiency 

learners' associating accomplishment verbs with present durative inflection since the 

habitual notion is not the prototypical meaning of Japanese durative form -le /-. 

Rather this may be because they mark the process inherently encoded in accomplishment 

verbs with the present durative morphology. As stated in chapter I, accomplishment 

verbs consist of the activity verb and the phrase indicating the terminal point. For 

example, the verb yomu "read" is categorized as an activity and as an accomplishment 

with the quantifier issatsu (one volume) indicating the boundary. The durative form -te 

I- marks the process of reading, which leads up to the end point (i.e., finishing reading a 

novel). 

3.4.2. Past -TA 

Figure 3.4 shows that accomplishment verbs were marked with the past 

morpheme most appropriately throughout all proficiency levels: M=3.47 by novices, 

M=3.55 by the intermediate group, M=3.70 by the advanced group, and M=3.95 by the 

native speakers. The difference among the four verb types in the past tense context in 

the beginners' distribution is not as extensive as the one in the non-past context. The 

mean scores of state, activity and achievement verbs are very similar; M=3.10 for state 

verbs, M=2.89 for activity verbs, and M=3.00 for achievement verbs. They did not 

overuse past on achievement verbs. This result is inconsistent with the prediction by the 
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Aspect Hypothesis; that is, at the early stage of acquisition the learners tend to associate 

past with achievement verbs. 

Figure 3.4. Mean Frequency Scores of Past-TA 
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Both advanced learners and native speakers chose the past tense marker as the 

target form on activity verbs less frequently than novice and intermediate groups: 

M=2.89 by the beginners, M=3.15 by the intermediate level learners, M=2.65 by the 

advanced leamers, and M=3.10 by the Japanese natives. As shown in Table 3.9 in 

section 3.3, some native speakers of Japanese chose past durative as the appropriate form 

on two activity verbs utau 'sing' and aruku 'walk' in stead of past, which was the target 

form in the past context The test items are repeated as (3.18) and (3.19): 
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(3.18) A; Lii-san, hidoi koe-desu ne. 
Lee-Mr. awful voice-PRED SFP 
'Your voice is awful, isn't it, Mr. Lee?' 

B: Ee. Kinoo ookina koe de utat-TA kara. 
Yes yesterday loud voice in sing-PAST because 
kyoo wa node ga totemo itai-ndesu. 
Today TOP throat NOM very hurt-PRED 
'Yes. Because I sang in a loud voice yesterday, 1 have a sore throat 
today." 

Table 3.16. Distribution of Tense-aspect Morphology on the Activity Verb utau 
*sing* 

Novice Intermediate Advanced Native 

past 13 16 9 17 
past durative 4 4 11 J 

(3.19) A;Pan-san, tsukare-te i-ru yoo-desu ne. 
Pan-Mr. get tired-RSTV-NSPT look-PRED SFP 
'You look tired, Mr. Pan." 

B:Ee. Sakae no chikagai de mayot-te. 
Yes. POSS underground shopping mall in get lost-te 
ni-jikan mo arui-TA-ndesu. 
For two hours as much as walk-PAST-PRED 
'Since I got lost in the underground shopping mall in Sakae, 1 walked 
for two hours." 

A; Hontoo? 
Really 
'Really?' 

Table 3.17. Distribution of Tense-aspect Morphology on the Activity Verb aruku 
'walk* 

Novice Intermediate Advanced Native 

past 8 9 7 6 
past durative 10 8 13 11 

As presented in Table 3.16 and Table 3.17, some non-native speakers show the tendency 

of marking these two activity verbs with past durative in the past context. This might be 
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because the advanced learners and the Japanese natives interpreted the temporal adverbs 

kmoo "yesterday' and ni-jikan "for 2 hours' as durative situation. 

3.4.3. Present durative -TEI-RU 

Figure 3.5 clearly indicates that the beginning level learners associated the 

present durative morpheme with activity verbs most frequently (M=3.10) and 

achievement verbs least frequently (M=1.73). 

Figure 3.5. IVIean Frequency Scores of Present Durative -TE I-RU 
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The frequent association of achievement verbs with present durative inflection increased 
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along the proficiency levels. This tendency shows that learners mark action in progress 

prior to resultative state with present durative inflection. 

As stated in chapter 1, when it is attached to achievement verbs, Japanese 

durative morphology marks a resultative state, a function lacking in the English durative 

inflection -ing. Some non-native learners tended to mark particular achievement verbs 

(i.e., shinu "die' and owaru "finish (iv.)') with past more frequently than the present 

durative form under resultative situation. 

(3.20) A; A, iyada! Uchi no mae ni kaeru ga shin-DE l-MASU 
Oh, no! house in front of frog NOM die-^t; /-NPST 
"Oh, no. A frog is dead in front of the house." 

B: Doko-desu ka. 
Where-PRED Q 
"Where is it?' 

A: Hora, asoko! 
Look over there 
"Look. Over there!' 

Table 3.18. Distribution of Tense-aspect Morphology on the Achievement Verb 
shinu 'die' 

Novice Intermediate Advanced Native 

non-past 2 0 0 0 
past 9 12 9 0 
present durative 4 6 8 18 
past durative 4 2 J 2 

Table 3.18 shows that two native speakers chose past durative to mark shinu 'die' instead 

of present durative. This interpretation is acceptable in the situation where a speaker is 

reporting what s/he saw in front of the house (i.e., the dead frog). 
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(3.21) A: Isogimashoo. Mada mani ai-tnasu yo. 
Let's hurry. Still be in time-NPST SFP 
"Let's hurry. We'll be in time." 

B: Uun, ima san-ji-desu kara 
Let me see, now 3 o'clock-PRED because 

Pan-san no happyoo wa moo owat-TE I-MASU yo. 
POSS presentation TOP already finish-ztr /-NPST SFP 

"Let me see, I'm sure Mr.Pan's presentation is over by now because it's 
3 o'clock now,.' 

Table 3.19. Distribution of Tense-aspect Morphology on the Achievement Verb 
owaru 'finish (iv.)^ 

Novice Intermediate Advanced Native 

non-past 2 4 1 1 
past 9 16 15 J 
present durative 7 0 4 16 
past durative I 0 0 0 

The distribution was inconsistent even among the native speakers as shown in Table 3.19. 

This is due to the adverb moo "already,' which triggers the perfect meaning. Both past 

and present durative mark perfect, which indicates the continuing present relevance of a 

past situation (Comrie, 1976). The adverb moo also means "soon,' which is future 

reference and should be marked by non-past. 

On the other hand. Table 3.20 and Table 3.21 show that the excessive use of 

past marking was not observed on the following achievement verbs kekkon-suru "get 

married' and aku "open (iv.)' in the non-native groups. 

(3.22) A: Smith-san no imooto san wa dokushin-desu ka. 
POS young sister Ms TOP single-PRED Q 

'Is your sister a single?' 
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B lie kekkon shi-TE I-MASU 
No. get marry-/e-/-NPST 
"No. She is married.' 

Table 3.20. Distribution of Tense-aspect Morphology on the Achievement Verb 
kekkon sunt 'get married* 

Novice Intermediate Advanced Native 

present I 0 0 0 
past 4 4 2 0 
present durative 9 15 18 20 
past durative 5 1 0 0 

(3.23) A; Kuruma no doa ga ai-TE I-MASLf yo. 
car POSS door NOM open-/e /-NPST SFP 
The car door is open" 

B; A, sumimasen ga shime-tekudasai. 
Oh, sorry but close-please 
"Oh, sorry but could you please close it?' 

Table 3.21. Distribution of Tense-aspect Morphology on the Achievement Verb aku 
*open (iv.)* 

Novice Intermediate Advanced Native 

present 4 0 0 1 
past 2 1 0 0 
present durative 13 19 20 19 

This different distribution among achievement verbs suggests that linguistic input to 

which the learners are exposed may influence their association of verb and tense-aspect 

morphology. That is, some achievement verbs might be marked by means of the 

durative more frequently than any other tense-aspect morphemes in native speakers' 

utterances. For instance, kekkon-suru "get married' and aku 'open (iv.)' might be 

marked with present durative more frequently than shinu 'die' and owaru 'finish (iv.)' in 
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native speakers' speech. The present study does not attempt to investigate this 

possibility so further research should be conducted. 

The elementary level learners did not hesitate to mark accomplishment verbs 

with present durative in the present durative context (M=2.89) as shown in Figure 3.5. 

This tendency suggests that they mark with present durative the process leading up to the 

end point at which the action is completed, which semantic characteristic is inherently 

encoded in accomplishment verbs. 

3.4.4. Past durative -TE l-TA 

Figure 3.6 clearly shows the developmental process of past durative inflection. 

The beginners were reluctant to mark any lexical aspect with the past durative 

morpheme: M=1.57 for activity verbs, M=1.36 for achievement verbs, and M=1.47 for 

accomplishment verbs. Past durative marking was frequently chosen as the target form 

under the past durative context with increasing proficiency. Unlike the present durative 

morpheme, novices did not frequently associate it with activity and accomplishment 

verbs. Each group shows very close mean scores on the three verb types. 

Past durative morphology might be semantically problematic in associating any 

verb type at the early stage due to the aspectual characteristics encoded in past durative 

marking. That is, durative or progressive meaning of the past durative marker -te i-ta is 

congruent with activity verbs, while its perfective meaning is with achievement and 

accomplishment verbs. This inconsistent semantics of past durative might confuse the 

low proficiency learners. Another possible interpretation is that the association of 
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dynamic verbs and past durative might appear less frequently in native speakers' speech 

(Shirai, personal contact). It may be more frequent to mark imperfective linguistically 

in the present than in the past. For further discussion it is necessary to examine the 

frequency of past durative in native speakers' speech, which the current study does not 

attempt to address. 

Figure 3.6. Mean Frequency Scores of Past Durative-rf" I-TA 
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Table 3.22 shows that the non-native speakers marked a verb with past instead 

of past durative in the past durative context. The novices marked the achievement verbs 

owaru 'finish (iv.)' and shinu die' with past more fi'equently than past durative while 

aku 'open (iv.)' and kekkon-sttru 'get married' are marked with past durative more than 
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past. Interestingly this distribution was also observed in the present durative; the 

achievement verbs aku "open (iv.)' and kekkon-suru "get married' were frequently 

marked by means of present durative. As mentioned in 3.4.3, these achievement verbs 

might be marked as imperfective more frequently than perfective in native speakers' 

speech. 

Table 3.22. Distribution of Past and Past Durative on Activity, Achievement, and 
Accomplishment Verbs in the Past Durative Context 
Activity verbs 
Utau 'sing' 

Past 
past durative 

Novice 
7 
9 

Intermediate 
8 

10 

Advanced 
5 

13 

Native 
0 

20 

Hanasu "talk" 

Past 
past durative 

Novice 
14 
5 

Intermediate 
9 

10 

Advanced 
6 

14 

Native 
2 

18 

Aruku 'walk' 

Past 
past durative 

Novice 
9 
9 

Intermediate 
5 

12 

Advanced 
J 

17 

Native 
0 

20 

Benkyoo sum "study' 

Past 
past durative 

Novice 
11 
7 

Intermediate 
10 
9 

Advanced 
8 

12 

Native 
1 

19 

Achievement verbs 
Qwaru 'finish (iv.)' 

Past 
past durative 

Novice 
13 
3 

Intermediate 
16 

2 

Advanced 
13 
6 

Native 
1 

19 

Aku 'open (iv.)' 

Past 
past durative 

Novice 
7 

10 

Intermediate 
4 

11 

Advanced 
1 

18 

Native 
0 

20 
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Kekkon suru 'get married' 

Novice Intermediate Advanced Native 
Past 5 5 0 0 
pastdurative 10 13 19 20 

Shinu 'die' 

Novice Intermediate Advanced Native 
Past 13 6 7 0 
past durative 3 10 10 20 

Accomplishment verbs 
Repooto 0 kaku 'write a report' 

Novice Intermediate Advanced Native 
Past 6 4 I 0 
pastdurative 13 15 16 19 

Yukiguni oyomu 'read a novel entitled Yukigum 

Novice Intermediate Advanced Native 
Past 7 4 3 0 
past durative 11 14 17 20 

Fuku o kiru "wear clothes' 

Novice Intermediate Advanced Native 
Past 15 10 7 0 
past durative 3 7 11 20 

Gyooza o tsukuru 'cook Chinese dumplings' 

Novice Intermediate Advanced Native 
Past 16 12 5 0 
past durative 1 5 13 20 

3.5. Frequency of each lexical aspect 

Activity, achievement, and accompiishment verbs will be examined respectively 

in this section. 

3.5.1. Activity verbs 

Four activity verbs, hanasu 'speak,' utau 'sing,' aruku 'walk,' and benkyoo-suru 
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'study,' were presented in four different temporal conditions (i.e., non-past, past, present-

durative, and past-durative). As shown in Figure 3.7, the beginning level learners least 

frequently marked the activity verbs with past durative marking in the past durative 

context (M=1.57). 

Figure 3.7. Mean Frequency Scores of Activity Verbs 
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A Tukey test revealed that as for activity verbs with the non-past morpheme the 

mean frequency score of novices (M = 2.63) was significantly lower than the other three 

groups (M = 3.35 by the intermediate group, M = 3.40 by the advanced group, and M = 

3.65 by the native speakers). There was no significant difference found among the 

mean frequency scores on the past and present durative morphemes. These results 
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suggest that novice learners did not hesitate to mark activity verbs with the past tense 

form. The Tukey test also showed that when the target form was the past durative form, 

the mean frequency score of the beginners (M=1.57) was significantly lower than the 

advanced learners (M=2.80) and the Japanese natives (M=3.85), that the intermediate 

group (M=2.05) was lower than the advanced group and the native speakers, and that the 

advanced group was lower than the native speakers. This shows that acquisition of the 

past durative marker lags behind other tense-aspect markers and it has developed along 

proficiency levels. 

3.5.2. Achievement verbs 

Four achievement verbs, owaru "finish (iv.),' aku 'open (iv.),' shinu 

'die,' kekkon-suru 'marry,' were presented in four different temporal 

conditions (i.e.. non-past, past, present-progressive, and past-progressive). 

Figure 3.8 shows that the learners from all three levels most frequently chose 

past marking as the target form on the achievement verbs in the past tense context while 

they least frequently marked them with the past durative form in the past durative 

context. 
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Figure 3.8. Mean Frequency Scores of Achievement Verbs 
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A Tukey test revealed that the beginners' mean frequency score on non-past 

(M=2.36) was significantly lower than the advanced learners (M=3.05) and the Japanese 

natives (M=3.40). When the target form was past, the Japanese natives' mean (M=3.85) 

was significantly higher than the beginners (M=3.00). The test revealed that the native 

speakers chose the present durative marker as the target form more frequently than the 

three other groups: M=1.73 by the beginners, M=2.00 by the intermediate level learners, 

M=2.50 by the advanced group, and M=3.65 by the Japanese natives. The mean of the 

beginners was also significantly lower than the advanced. As for the past durative 

marker, a significant difference was found between the native speakers' mean (M=3.95) 
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and the three other groups (M=1.36 by the beginners, M=1.80 by the intermediate level 

learners, M=2.65 by the advanced group). And the advanced learners more frequently 

marked the achievement verbs with past durative than the beginning and intermediate 

level groups. These results suggest that the learners at the early stage were reluctant to 

associate achievement verbs with both present and past durative inflections. 

3.5.3. Accomplishment verbs 

Four accomplishment verbs, (some dish) o tsukuru "cook some dish," (some 

novel) o yomu 'read one novel,' repooto o kaku "write a report,' and (some clothes) o kiru 

"wear some clothes,' were presented in four different temporal context (i.e., non-past, 

past, present-progressive, and past-progressive). The distributional patterns were 

similar to those of achievement verbs in terms of the past and past durative morphemes; 

that is, throughout the proficiency levels the past was most accurately marked and the 

past durative marker least accurately (See Figure 3.9). For past durative context, the 

past morpheme was the alternative for them: 6 out of 19 novices attached the past form to 

repooto o kaku "write a report,' 7 to "yukiguni" o yomu "read the Yukiguni/ 15 to jiinzu 

to toreenaa o kiru 'wear jeans and sweat shirt.' Unlike achievement verbs, the present 

durative morpheme was chosen as the target form on achievement verbs in the present 

durative context. 

A Tukey test shows that the mean frequency score of the beginners (M=2.10) 

was the lowest among four groups (M=2.90 by the intermediate group, M=3.35 by the 

advanced group, and M=3.20 by the native speakers) in terms of non-past. There was 
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no significant difference found among the four groups in the use of past tense marking on 

accomplishment verbs. The difference between novices (M=2.89) and the native 

speakers (M=3.70) on the present durative form was found significant. The significant 

difference was found in the means on past durative marking between the native speakers 

(M=3.95) and the three other groups (M=1.47 by novices, M=2.05 by the intermediate 

group, and M=2.85 by the advanced group). The advanced learners' mean frequency 

score on past durative was also significantly higher than the one of the beginning and 

intermediate level learners. 

Figure 3.9. Mean Frequency Scores of Accomplishment Verbs 
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3.5.4. Summary for sections 3.4 and 3.5 

The mean frequency scores of a single tense-aspect morphology on lexical 

aspects and the one of a single lexical aspect across tense-aspect morphemes were 

analyzed in the sections 3.4 and 3.5 respectively. In the present durative context the 

beginning level learners chose present durative as the target morpheme on activity verbs 

more frequently than any other verb types, but they were reluctant to mark achievement 

verbs with present durative. Another tendency was that the beginners associated past 

not only with achievement verbs but also with other lexical aspects as frequently. The 

results support the Aspect Hypothesis in terms of present durative. On the other hand, 

according to the frequency scores of activity verbs on the four temporal contexts, the 

beginning level learners showed the similar means on past and present durative markings 

(M=2.89 for past and M=3.10 for present durative). The beginners also marked 

achievement verbs with past most frequently among the four tense-aspect morphemes. 

The tendencies observed in the frequency of tense-aspect morphology support the 

hypothesis in terms of past. 

In the next section, I investigate whether achievement verbs are extensively 

marked with past and activity verbs in the present durative at the early stage of L2 

acquisition regardless of obligatory contexts. The Aspect Hypothesis predicts that the 

low proficiency learners should most frequently choose the past form for achievement 

verbs and the present durative form for activity verbs in any temporal context 

respectively. 
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3.6. Frequency of present durative and past markings across temporal contexts 

The frequency of marking activity verbs with present durative, and 

achievement/accomplishment verbs with past marking under each temporal context will 

be examined to test the Aspect Hypothesis, that is, how frequently the participants 

attached the present progressive morphology on activity verbs and the past morphology 

on achievement/accomplishment verbs regardless of obligatory contexts. If the 

learners' behavior follows the Aspect Hypothesis, they strongly associate progressive 

marking with activity verbs and past marking with telic verbs (i.e., the 

achievement^accomplishment) in any temporal contexts. In other words, they 

frequently mark activity verbs with present durative not only in the present durative 

context but also other contexts (i.e., non-past, past, and past durative). Also there is a 

high percentage of past marking on telic verbs not only in the past context but also other 

temporal contexts (i.e., non-past, present durative, and past durative). 

3.6.1. Activity 

Table 3.23 presents the mean frequency of association between activity verbs 

and present durative inflection in the non-past, past, present durative, and past durative 

contexts respectively. The frequency mean should be close to 4 in the association of 

present durative with activity verbs in the present durative context. On the other hand, 

it should be close to zero in the three other temporal contexts (i.e., non-past, past, and 

past durative). 
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Table 3.23. Means and Standard Deviations of Activity Verbs with Present Durative 
in Four Temporal Contexts 

Temporal condition 

Subject group n Non-Past Past Pre-DRTV Past-DRTV 

M SD M SD M SD M SD 

Total sample 79 0.59 0.72 0.08 0.32 3.46 0.71 0.10 0.30 
Novice 19 1.05 0.91 0.05 0.22 3.10 0.93 0.05 0.22 
Intermediate 20 0.50 0.51 0.15 0.48 3.50 0.68 0.30 0.47 
Advanced 20 0.55 0.68 0.00 0.00 3.75 0.44 0.50 0.22 
Native 20 0.30 0.57 0.15 0.36 3.50 0.60 0.00 0.00 

Figure 3.10 presents Table 3.23. As shown in the figure, the low proficiency learners 

(i.e., novices) tended to mark activity verbs under the non-past condition with the present 

durative morpheme le i-ru more ft-equently than the three other groups. Four activity 

verbs - uruk-u "walk," hanas-u "speak,"' uta-u "sing," and henkyoo-suni "study" 

appeared in the non-past context. As for aruk-u "walk," 9 novices out of 19 attached 

the present durative form instead of the non-past form. For uta-u "sing," 6 novices 

marked with the present progressive morpheme. Finally, 4 novices attached the present 

progressive form on benkyoo-suru "study." However, regarding past and past durative 

inflections, the beginners did not mark activity verbs extensively with present durative 

compared with other groups. Rather they marked activities with the past tense 

morphology in both past and past durative conditions. 
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Figure 3.10. Mean Frequency Scores of Activity Verbs with Present Durative in 
Four Temporal Conte3(ts 
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As shown in Table 3.24, the ANOVA found that the main efFect of tense was significant, 

F(3, 225)= 785.05, p =0.000, and the interactive effect of proficiency and tense 

significant, F(9,225) = 4.56, p=0.000. 

Table 3.24. Analysis of Variance for Activity Verbs with Present Durative across 
Groups 
Effect df MS F (P>F) 
Proficiency 3 0.23 0.69 >01 
Error (Proficiency) 75 .34 
Tense J 206.72 785.05 <01» 

Proficiency x Tense 9 1.20 4.56 <01* 
Error (Proficiency x Tense) 225 .26 

A Tukey test revealed that the mean of novice learners was significantly higher 
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than that of intermediate, advanced, and natives (M=1.05 by novices, M=0.50 by the 

intermediate group, M=0.55 by the advanced group, and M=0.30 by the native speakers) 

in the non-past context. This means that the low proficiency learners attached the 

present durative morpheme to activity verbs in the non-past context more frequently than 

the three other groups. There was no significant difference observed in the frequency of 

present durative inflection on activity verbs in the past and past durative marking 

conditions across proficiency levels. As shown in Figure 3.10, the beginners did not 

overuse present durative on activity verbs. They appropriately used the past tense form 

in the past context and alternatively in the past durative context. Their tendency 

suggests that the beginning level learners recognize the notion of durativity in the non-

past context, which enhances the frequent association of present durative and activity 

verbs in the non-past context. At the early stage of acquisition, they may not identity 

imperfective aspect in the past. 

3.6.2. Achievement 

Table 3.25 presents how often the participants chose achievement verbs 

inflected for past tense under each temporal condition (i.e., the non-past -ru, the past -ta, 

the present durative -le i-ru, and the past durative -te i-ta). The past tense form should 

be most frequently attached to achievement verbs in the past context, while it should not 

be chose as the target form in the three other contexts (i.e., non-past, present durative, 

and past durative). 
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Table 3.25. Means and Standard Deviations of Achievement Verbs with Past in Four 
Temporal Contexts 

Temporal condition 

Subject group n Non-Past Past Pre-DRTV Past- DRTV 

M SD M SD M SD M SD 

Total sample 79 0.22 0.42 3.40 0.80 1.08 0.95 1.15 1.00 
Novice 19 0.42 0.50 3.00 1.00 1.26 0.93 2.00 0.74 
Intermediate 20 0.35 0.48 3.35 0.74 1.65 0.74 1.55 0.82 
Advanced 20 0.05 0.22 3.40 0.82 1.30 0.92 1.05 0.82 
Native 20 0.10 0.30 3.85 0.36 0.15 0.36 0.05 0.22 

Figure 3.11. Mean Frequency Scores of Achievement Verbs with Past in Four 
Temporal Contexts 
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Figure 3.11 presents Table 3.25. The figure shows that novices tended to mark 
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achievement verbs with the past tense morpheme under the non-past, present durative, 

and past durative conditions more frequently than other three groups. They also 

attached past inflection to achievement verbs under the past durative context more 

frequently than the non-past and present durative contexts. 

Table 3.26. Analysis of Variance for Achievement Verbs with Past across Groups 

Effect df MS F (p>F) 
Proficiency J 7.76 13.72 <01* 
Error (Proficiency) 75 ,57 
Tense 3 144.77 341.96 <01* 
Proficiency x Tense 9 5.84 13.79 <01* 
Error (Proficiency x Tense) 225 .42 

As shown in Table 3.26, the main effect of proficiency was found to be significant, F(3, 

75) = 13.72, p=0.000; and so was the main etTect of tense, F{3, 225) = 341.96, p=0.000. 

The interactive effect of proficiency and tense was found to be statistically significant, 

F(9,225)= 13.79, p=0.000. 

A Tukey test shows that the means of interaction between achievement verbs 

and past inflection in the present durative condition were significantly different between 

the beginners (M = 1.26) and the Japanese natives (M = 0.15). The mean of natives was 

also significantly lower than the intermediate and the advanced (M=1.65 by the 

intermediate level learners, and M=l.30 by the advanced learners). In the past durative 

context, the means of the native group was significantly lower than the three other groups, 

and the difference was found in the mean between the advanced learners and the 

beginners: M=2.00 by the beginners, M=1.55 by the intermediate level learners, M=1.05 
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by the advanced group, and M=0.05 by the native speakers. A significant difference 

was not found among the mean scores in the four groups' use of past in the non-past 

context. Achievement verbs were appropriately marked with non-past. The results 

indicate that L2 learners of Japanese at early stages tend to mark achievement verbs with 

past inflection when the temporal context is durative. 

A possible interpretation is that due to the inherent semantics of achievement 

verbs (i.e., telic and punctual) it is semantically more congruent to mark the end point of 

temporal constituency of achievement verbs with past inflection than to refer to a stative 

interval with the durative morphology, which indicates the result remaining afiter 

completion of an event. Non-past marking might be more consistent with inherent 

characteristics of achievement verbs than durative marking since it marks the situation as 

a whole. The non-past morpheme -ru and the past morpheme -ta are categorized as 

kansei-soo 'perfective' in Okuda (1977), Kokurtisu-kokugo-kenkyuujo "National 

Japanese Language Institute' (1985), and Kudo (1995). 

3.6.3. Accomplishment 

Table 3.27 shows the means of interaction between accomplishment verbs and 

past inflection in each temporal condition. Past marking should appear as the target 

form in the past tense context but not the other temporal contexts (i.e., non-past, present 

durative, and past durative). Figure 3.12 presents the table. The figure shows that the 

novice tended to mark accomplishment verbs with the past tense morphology in the past 

durative context. The tendency is less conspicuous as proficiency increases. 
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Table 3.27. Means and Standard Deviations of Accomplishment Verbs with Past in 
Four Temporal Contexts 

Subject group n Non-Past 

Temporal condition 

Past Pre- DRTV Past-DRTV 

M SD M SD M SD M SD 

Total sample 
Novice 
Intermediate 
Advanced 
Native 

79 
19 
20 
20 
20 

0.32 
0.57 
0.40 
0.05 
0.30 

0.49 
0.50 
0.59 
0.22 
0.47 

3.67 
3.47 
3.55 
3.70 
3.95 

0.59 
0.84 
0.60 
0.47 
0.22 

0.20 
0.10 
0.50 
0.20 
0.00 

0.43 
0.31 
0.51 
0.52 
0.00 

l . U  
2.31 
1.50 
0.80 
0.00 

1.08 

0.67 
0.94 
0.69 
0.00 

Figure 3.12. Mean Frequency Scores of Accomplishment Verbs with Past in Four 
Temporal Contexts 
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As presented in Table 3.28, the main effect of proficiency was found to be 

statistically significant; F(3, 75)=14.87, p=0.000 and so was the main effect of tense, F(3, 
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225)=749.06, p<=0.000. The interaction of proficiency and tense was significant as 

well; F(9, 225)=20.25, p= 0.000. 

Table 3.28. Analysis of Variance for Accomplishment Verbs with Past across Groups 
Effect df MS F (p>F) 
Proficiency J 5.22 14.87 <01* 
Error (Proficiency) 75 .35 
Tense J 204.47 749.06 <01* 

Proficiency x Tense 9 5.53 20.25 <01* 
Error (Proficiency x Tense) 225 .27 

A Tukey test shows that the mean frequency score of novices (M=0.57) was 

significantly higher than the advanced learners (M=0.05) in the non-past context, the 

intermediate level learners (M=0.50) from the native speakers (M=0.00) in the present-

progressive context. Regarding the past durative context, the means all significantly 

differed from one another (M=2.31 by novices, M=1.50 by the intermediate level learners, 

M=0.80 by the advanced group, and M=0.00 by the native speakers). L2 learners at 

early stages used the past tense form as alternative to the past durative morpheme in 

inflecting accomplishment verbs. The results show that accomplishment verbs tended 

to be marked with present durative in the non-past context and with past in both past and 

past durative contexts at the early stages. 

In sum, present durative marks process denoted in activity and accomplishment 

verbs. Fastness is marked with the past form across lexical aspects. The low 

proficiency learners were reluctant to mark imperfective in the past with past durative. 
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3.7. Discussion 

This chapter has investigated the distributional patterns of Japanese tense-aspect 

morphology in obligatory contexts. The use of tense-aspect morphology by the L2 

learners from three proficiency levels was examined in terms of the Aspect Hypothesis, 

which claims a strong association of achievement verbs with past inflection, and activity 

verbs with durative inflection at early stages of L2 acquisition. The findings in the 

current study are summarized as follows; 

a. In both present and past durative contexts, the low proficiency learners 

marked achievement verbs not with durative inflection but exclusively with 

the past tense form. 

b. The low proficiency learners tended to mark the process inherently encoded 

in activity and accomplishment verbs with present durative inflection. 

c. Fastness was marked with past across lexical aspects in the past durative 

context. 

Overall, the results confirm the Aspect Hypothesis as regards using past inflection on 

achievement verbs and the present durative morphology on durative verbs (i.e., activity 

and accomplishment verbs) at early stages of L2 acquisition. Inherent aspect influences 

the use of L2 tense-aspect morphology. 

The low proficiency learners frequently marked achievement verbs with past in 

durative contexts. They were reluctant to associate past with the imperfective aspect. 

Another tendency of the beinngers was that they appropriately marked achievement verbs 
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with non-past in the non-past context. Their behaviors can be interpreted such that the 

completeness in achievement verbs is marked with perfective morphology (i.e., non-past 

and past forms). Their extensive use of past, however, suggests that the past form is 

semantically more compatible with achievement verbs than non-past since past indicates 

completion of punctual event (i.e., achievement). 

The finding (b) suggests that L2 learners of Japanese first use present durative in 

order to mark the process. They mark with present durative inflection the process 

leading to the completion encoded in accomplishment verbs in addition to the on-going 

action encoded in activity verbs. This shows that the progressive meaning is acquired 

prior to the resultative state meaning. The possible interpretation is that their use of -

te i-ru with progressive is due to influence of their first language (i.e., English in the 

present study). The learners found a close similarity between the English progressive 

marker -ing and the Japanese durative morpheme -te i-ru. The English progressive 

marker denotes progressive meaning but not resultative meaning. In other words, there 

is a mapping between -ing and -te i-ru in terms of progressive meaning but not 

resultative meaning. This might enhance their early acquisition of progressive meaning 

of -te i-ru but slow the acquisition of resultative meaning. Shirai and Kurono (1998) 

provided the similar explanation. They also claimed that when the Japanese durative 

form -te i- is introduced in classrooms, the progressive meaning is introduced first and 

then the resultative meaning. This makes the learners treat the progressive meaning as 

the prototype. I found two presentations of -te i-ru in the textbooks. Some of them 

{e.g., Japanese for Everyone, 1990; Nihongo no kiso '^Basic Japanese,' 1981) introduce 
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progressive meaning first and others (e.g., A Course in Modem Japanese, 1983; Yookoso: 

An Invitation to Contemporary Japanese, 1993) introduce both meanings simultaneously. 

In both cases progressive meaning is presented prior to resultative meaning. As 

proposed in Shirai and Kurono (1998) the sequence of presentation and availability of 

only progressive meaning in -ing enhance the learners to map progressive meaning of 

Japanese -te i-ru and English -ing. 

The lower proficiency learners were reluctant to use the past durative form -te i-

ta across lexical aspects. Investigating the distribution patterns of verbal inflections by 

L2 learners of non-English natives, Kurono (1994) found a similar pattern regarding the 

past durative morphology in the acquisition of Japanese tense-aspect systems. At the 

early stage the learners in her study could not correctly identify the past durative 

morphology to mark past durative. They alternated it with the past form. The 

acquisition of past durative inflection lags behind the non-past, past, and present durative 

morphemes. A similar tendency was reported in L2 learners of English natives in 

previous studies. These findings suggest that the L2 learners may recognize dual 

aspectual semantics in past durative: completion and action-in-progress. Past durative is 

not semantical ly congruent with any verb type. That is, the notion of completion may 

prevent the association of activity verbs and past durative. On the other hand, the 

action-in-progress meaning may suppress the attachment of past durative inflection to 

achievement verbs. This argument supports the One-to-One Principle (Andersen, 1984) 

and the prototype account (Shirai and Andersen, 1995); both LI and L2 learners generally 

prefer to assign one form to one meaning. The L2 learners of Japanese did not associate 
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past durative -te i-ta exclusively with either activity or achievement verbs due to its dual 

functions. 

There are two more possibilities. One is the influence of native speakers' 

speech to which the L2 learners have been exposed. Past durative -te i-ta might appear 

less frequently in linguistic input than present durative -te i-ru. Imperfective in the past 

may not be focused on in adult-directed speech. In other words, there are tendencies 

which have been observed in both L1 and L2 learners, although the distribution is less 

dramatic in adults' speech. Stephany (1981) found a strong association of past 

perfective with achievement and accomplishment verbs, and present imperfective with 

activity verbs in the adult-directed speech in Greek. Shirai (1991) examined the 

mothers" speech to their children acquiring English to see whether there was any skewed 

distribution of form, which was observed in children's speech. He found that the past 

inflection was strongly associated with the achievement verbs and the progressive 

inflection with the activity verbs in adults' speech. This characteristic is referred to as 

the Distributional Bias Hypothesis (Shirai, 1991). Given that native speakers' speech 

influences the L2 learners' use of tense-aspect morphology, it is plausible to assume that 

the less frequent occurrence of -te i-ta slows the acquisition of past durative. 

Another possibility is that the L2 learners of Japanese can not decompose the 

past durative form -te i-ta into the durative morpheme -te i- and the past tense form -ta. 

This might be because they internalize present durative -te i-ru as a single form due to 

the way it is presented it in instructional materials and/or classroom instructions. For 

instance, the Japanese textbooks such as Nihongo no kiso 'Basic Japanese' (1981), ^ 
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Course in Modern Japanese (1983), Japanese for Everyone (1990), and Yookoso: An 

Invitation to Contemporary Japanese (1993) present it as the te-foxm of the verb 

followed by the existential verb iru. Considering the aspectual/temporal features, it 

should be decomposed into the present durative morpheme -te i- followed by the non-

past tense form -ru. This presentation should make the learners aware of the temporal 

notion (i.e., non-past) encoded in -te i-ru. 

3.8. Summary 

This chapter discussed the distribution pattern of tense-aspect morphemes (i.e., 

non-past, past, present durative, and past durative) associated with four verb types (i.e., 

state, activity, achievement, and accomplishment) across four groups (i.e., novice, 

intermediate, advanced, and native). The data was collected from 59 English natives 

learning Japanese in either formal or informal situation and 20 Japanese natives. The 

non-native speakers were grouped into 3 proficiency levels; novice, intermediate, and 

advanced. They were requested to take a multiple-choice test in which they chose one 

temporally appropriate verbal inflection for four lexical aspects in obligatory contexts. 

The data were analyzed statistically with respect to the Aspect Hypothesis. The 

hypothesis predicts that at the early stage of L2 acquisition the learners strongly associate 

past tense inflection with achievement verbs, and present durative marking with activity 

verbs. As proficiency increases, this tendency decreases and each tense-aspect 

morpheme should extend to other verb types. 

The results support the Aspect Hypothesis as regards using past inflection on 
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achievement verbs and the present durative morphology on durative verbs (i.e., activity 

and accomplishment verbs). The low proficiency learners tended to associate 

achievement verbs frequently with past not only in the past context but also in other 

temporal contexts. Interestingly, however, all four lexical aspects were appropriately 

marked with the past form -ta across the non-native groups. They did not hesitate to 

use past with other lexical aspects such state, activity, and accomplishment verbs. This 

shows that they correctly marked pastness with past. They also tended to use present 

durative inflection on accomplishment verbs as well as activity verbs. This tendency 

suggests that L2 learners of Japanese start to use present durative inflection to mark the 

process of leading to the completion encoded in accomplishment verbs as well as the on

going action encoded in activity verbs. 

In chapter 4, the use of tense-aspect morphology will be analyzed in narrative 

discourse to test whether the lexical aspect influences the use of Japanese tense-aspect 

morphology in the L2 narrative discourse. 

' The origina] number of participants was 62. Three participants were, however, excluded because their 
native languages were not English (i.e., Korean, Chinese, and Vietnamese) due to the nature of the present 
study (i.e., focusing on English natives learning Japanese. 

^ Tohsaku Yasuhiko kindly allowed me to use this test for my study. 

 ̂ Hiragana is one of the Japanese orthographic systems (i.e., hiragana, katakana, kanji, and Roman 
alphabet), which is mainly used for grammatical function morphemes. 

^ Originally, I chose (NP ni) hairu 'get into NP' as achievement but the second coder claimed that this verb 
includes the process so that it was accomplishment. So (NP ni) hairu ''get into NP" was excluded and fifty 
six items were statistically analyzed for the present study. 

^ As stated in note 3, (NP ni) hairu 'get into NP' was omitted since the second coder claimed that this 
predicate is accomplishment. The achievement verbs analyzed were owaru 'finish: intransitive,' aku 'open; 
intransitive,' shinu 'die,' kekkon-suru 'get married.' 
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I avoided the term 'accuracy.' Each test item was designed to have one target structure and it was going 
to be considered 'accurate' when a participant chose the target structure. However, the responses by the 
native speakers of Japanese who participated in the study were inconsistent. For example, haJf of them 
judged the present durative form -te i-ru as correct and another half the present morpheme which was the 
target structure for the following test item. 

A. Mazushii kuni de wa tabemono ga amari nai node. 
Poor countires in TOP food NOM many NEG because 
mainichi takusan no kodomo ga shin-u soo-desu. 
Every day many POSS children NOM die-NPST I hear-PRED 
"I hear that many children die in the poor countries every day because there is iinle food.' 

B: Hidoi-desu ne. 
Awful-PRED SFP 
'It's awfiil, isn't it?' 

In Japanese, the present durative form can be used to mark habitual. Since the target form was non-past, 
the present durative form was not considered 'accurate.' In order to accommodate any possible semantics 
of the tense-aspect morphology, I used the term 'frequency' instead of'accuracy' in the current study 

^ The English translation 'inner state verb' is mine and "dynamic verb' and 'static verb' are from Kudo (1995, 
70). 

" Shirai (in press) proposes four meanings: (1) progressive, (2) resultative state, (3) perfect, and (4) habitual. 
The example for each meaning is presented below: 

(1 )  John ga  arui-TE l-ru. 
NOM walk-DRTV-NPST (progressive) 

'John is walking.' 

(2) Mado ga ai-TE I-ru. 
window NOM open-DRTV-NPST 
'The window is open.' (resultative state) 

(3)Johnwa nihon e ni-do it-TE I-ru. 
NOM Japan to two times go-DRTV-NPST 

'John has been to Japan twice.' (perfect) 

(4) John wa saikin yoku Mary to bangohan o tabe-TE I-ru. 
TOP lately often with dinner ACC eat-DRTV-NPST 

'John is often eating dinner with Mary.' (habitual) 

Shirai (in press) discussed differences between habitual and iterative progressive, both of which are marked 
by means of the durative form -te /- in Japanese. He claimed that the habitual refers to the actions repeated 
on different occasions, while the iterative refers to the actions repeated on a single occasion. The repeated 
actions in both situations are viewed as the durative phase, which matches with the semantic notion of the 
durative marker (i.e., durative imperfective).. 

(1 )  John wa  sa ik in  yoku Mary  to  bangohan o  tabe-TE I-ru. 
TOP lately often with dinner ACC eat-DRTV-NPST 

'John is often eating dinner with Mary.' (habitual) 
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(2) John wa jampu shi-TE I-ru. 
TOPjump-DRTV-NPST 

•John is jumping.' (iterative) 

In  ( I )  the  ac t ion  o f  eat ing  i s  not  on-go ing  a t  re ference  t ime  but  i t  occurs  occas ional ly .  On the  o ther  hand,  
the action of jumping in (2) is happening repeatedly at reference time. 
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CHAPTER 4 

STUDY 2: ASPECTUAL MARKING IN NARRATIVE DISCOURSE 

This chapter discusses the distribution pattern of tense-aspect morphemes in 

narratives with respect to lexical aspect. The question to be addressed is whether the 

distribution characteristics in narratives shows similar patterns to those observed in the 

multiple-choice task in which the results continued the Aspect Hypothesis. In chapter 3, 

the results from the multiple-choice task supported the Aspect Hypothesis as regards 

using past inflection on achievement verbs and the present durative morphology on 

durative verbs (i.e., activity and accomplishment verbs). The low proficiency learners 

frequently tended to associate achievement verbs with past not only in the past context 

but also in other temporal contexts. Interestingly, however, the beginners appropriately 

marked all four lexical aspects with the past form -la. They did not hesitate to use past 

with other lexical aspects such as state, activity, and accomplishment verbs. This shows 

that they can mark pastness with past. They also tended to use present durative inflection 

on accomplishment verbs as well as activity verbs. This tendency suggests that L2 

learners of Japanese start to use present durative inflection to mark the process of leading 

to the completion encoded in accomplishment verbs in addition to the on-going action 

encoded in activity verbs. The findings in the previous chapter show that past durative is 

problematic in acquisition of Japanese tense-aspect morphology. The non-native 

speakers were reluctant to associate past durative with any lexical aspects. Their 

behavior was interpreted such that the L2 learners may recognize dual aspectual 
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meanings in past durative; completion and action-in-progress. Past durative is not 

semantically congruent with any lexical aspects. That is, the notion of completion may 

prevent the association of activity verbs and past durative. On the other hand, the action-

in-progress meaning may suppress the attachment of past durative inflection to 

achievement verbs. 

This chapter argues that in narrative discourse the learners started to mark activity 

verbs with present durative, which supports the Aspect Hypothesis. On the other hand, 

the distributional patterns of the past form -tu across the groups did not follow the 

developmental characteristics claimed in the hypothesis; that is, L2 learners start with a 

strong association between past inflection and achievement/accomplishment verbs and 

then expand its use to activity/state verbs. In the present study, both native and non-

native groups showed the extensive use of past in a narrative. This suggests that the past 

inflection is an unmarked linguistic device to mark the sequential punctual events in 

narrative discourse. In addition to past marking, the nontlnite form -te marked the notion 

of boundedness, which was frequently associated with achievement verbs. This tendency 

increased along the proficiency levels. This suggests that the fe-conjunction is 

aspectually similar to past, namely [+telic], [+punctual], and [+result], which aspectual 

semantics can enhance the frequent association with achievement verbs. 

4.1. Data coiiection 

4.1.1. Subjects 
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The same fifty-nine English natives who participated in Study 1 did the story

telling task. See section 3.1.1 and Appendix A for the details. Another twenty native 

speakers of Japanese participated in this task as a control group. They included 17 

college students from Okinawa University and three of my acquaintances from Nagoya, 

Saga, and Okinawa respectively. 

4.1.2. IVIaterials 

Participants were requested to narrate a story for the second task with a wordless 

picture book "Frog, Where Are You?" by Mercer Mayer (1969). The book consists of 24 

pictures, in which their sequential order presents a story. A picture description is as the 

following: 

Picture 1: A boy and his dog are watching a frog in ajar in his room. It is a 
night. 
Picture 2: While the boy and the dog are sleeping, the frog escapes from the jar. 
Picture 3: The next morning the boy finds that the frog is gone. 
Picture 4: The boy and his dog look for the lost frog in his room. The boy calls 
the frog in his boot, and the dog looks for him in the jar. 
Picture 5: The boy calls his frog from the window. 
Picture 6: The dog falls off from the window with the jar on his head. The boy 
is looking at him with anxiety. 
Picture 7: The boy comes out and holds his dog. The dog licks the boy's cheek. 
The boy frowns and the dog looks happy. 
Picture 8: The boy and the dog come out of the house and walks toward the 
woods calling the frog. 
Picture 9: The boy looks for the frog in a hole on the ground. 
Picture 10: A gopher comes out and bites the boy's nose. 
Picture 11: The lx)y decides to look for the frog in the hole on the tree. 
Picture 12: His attempt is a failure. The owl comes out from the hole and the 
boy falls off out of the tree. 
Picture 13: The boy runs away from the owl and comes to the rock. 
Picture 14: The boy calls the frog from the top of the rock, holding one of the 
branches. 
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Picture 15: Suddenly, a deer comes out from behind the rock. 
Picture 16: The deer runs with the boy on his head. 
Picture 17: The deer runs to the edge of the cliff and throws the boy over the 
cliff. 
Picture 18: The boy and his dog fall into the pond below the cliff 
Picture 19: Then they notice some sound behind the log. 
Picture 20: They decide to go close to it and the boy tells the dog to be quiet. 
Picture 21: They look behind the log. 
Picture 22: They find the frog and his mate. 
Picture 23: They also find the baby frogs. 
Picture 24: The boy picks up one baby frog and waves his hand to the frog 
family. The dog looks happy, too. 

The thematic goal is that the boy tlnds his missing frog. In order for the boy to achieve 

this goal, he and his dog experience various events including some failed outcomes 

throughout their journey. 

4.U. Procedures 

The story-telling task was conducted individually in various places such as the 

participant's house, my office, and a classroom. First, each participant was provided with 

background information about the story in Japanese, such as "this is a story about a boy 

and his frog,' and asked to look through a series of pictures before narrating the story. 

This enabled her/him to become familiar with the story content and conceptualize the 

structure of the book. While looking through the pictures, a non-native speaker was 

allowed to write down the necessary words which s/he did not know the Japanese 

equivalent for. For verbs, only base forms were provided. I was present throughout the 

task in order to answer any clarification questions while listening to the story without 

giving any comments or reacting but simply responding with 'OK' or 'Go on' in 
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Japanese. However, this is not the case for the native speakers. I was not present since 

the participants told me that my presence made them uncomfortable. Each session was 

taped and transcribed. 

4.1.4. Analysis of lexical aspect in narratives 

For the story-telling task, the clauses inflected with the present tense marking 

rw, the past tense marking -/a, the present durative form -le i-ru, the past durative form -te 

i-ia, or the nonfinite form -te were identified. Copula and compound verbs were 

excluded for the analysis of lexical aspect. Then, following Shirai's (1993, 1995) 

operational test as shown below, the verbs in individual texts were classified into four 

verb types (i.e., the state, the activity, the achievement, the accomplishment). 

(Shirai, 1995, pp. 579-580) 
Tests for inherent aspect (Each test is used only on the clauses remaining after the 
preceding test.) 

Step 1: State or non-state? 
Can it refer to present state in simple present tense without having a habitual or vivid-
present interpretation? 
If yes > State (e.g., Tukue no ue ni hon ga aru. 'There is a book on the table.') 
If no > Non-state (e.g., Boku wa gohan q taberu. 'I will eat rice.' or T 

[often/usually] eat rice.') 
—>Go to Step 2 

Step 2: Activity or non-activity? 
If you stop in the middle of the action, does that entail that you did the action? 
If yes > Activity (e.g., aruku 'walk') 
If no > Non-activity (e.g., eki made aruku 'walk to the station') 

—> Go to Step 3 
*If it is difficult to distinguish between 'punctual verbs denoting resultative state' and 
'activity verbs denoting action in progress,' use the following tests (a), (b) and/or (c). 
(a) Is it possible to say 'X wa Y (=place) de V-teiru,' and if so, is it more natural than to 

say 'X wa Y ni V-teiru'? 
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If yes to both questions, activity, (e.g., John wa soko de neteiru. 'John is sleeping there.') 
If no, resultative state (and therefore the verb is achievement), (e.g., John wa soko ni/*de 

sundeiru. "John lives there.') 
(b) Is it possible to say V-hajimeru without iteration involved? 
If yes, activity, (e.g., hanasi-h^imeru start talking') 
If no, resultative state (and therefore the verb is achievement), (e.g., *suwari-h^jimeru 

'start sitting') 
(c) Does it have simultaneous activity' reading in the frame 'V-nagara'? 
If yes, activity, (e.g., hanasi na^ara 'while talking) 
If no, may be resultative state (e.g., sili nagara "although knowing')~but not necessarily, 

since this test also involves "agency.' 

Step 3: Accomplishment or achievement? (Punctual or non-punctual) If test (a) does 
not work, appiv test (b). and possibly (c). 

(a) If "X wa Y de V-ta" (Y=time; e.g., 10 minutes), does that entail X was involved in V-
ing (i.e., V-teita) during that time? 

If yes >Accomplishment (e.g., Kare wa ge hun itimai no e kaita. 'He painted a 
picture in five minutes.') 

If no >Achievement (e.g., Kare gQ hUD ils itimai no £ ni kizuita. "He noticed a 
picture in five minutes.') 

(b) Can "V-teiru' have the sense of'action-in-progress'? 
If yes >Accomplishment (e.g., Kare wa oyu q wakashiteiru. 'He is heating water 

until it boils.') 
If no >Achievement (e.g., Kare wa sono g ni kizuiteiru. "He has noticed the 

picture.') 
(c) 'X wa Y de V-daroo' (Y=time; e.g., 10 minutes)='X wa Y goni V-daroo' 
If no >Accomplishment (e.g., Kare it^ikan de £ Q kakudaroo 

"He will paint a picture after an hour' is different from Kare wa it^ikan go ni £ q 

kakudaroo 'He will paint a picture after an hour,' because the fonner can mean 
he will spend an hour painting a picture, whereas the latter does not.) 

If yes >Achievement (e.g., Kare wa nihun dfi utai-h^imeru daroo 
'He will start singing in two minutes' can have only one reading, which is the 
same as in Kare wa nihungo ni utai-hmimeru daroo 'He will start singing after 
two minutes,' with no other reading possible.) 

4.1.5. Problematic cases in classification 

It is necessary to consider the context in which the predicate occurs when 

extracting it. The verb could be either activity or achievement, or activity or 

accomplishment depending on the object or the postpositional phrase. For example, the 
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verb hashiru "run' can be activity if there is no postpositional phrase occurring with it 

and accomplishment if there is. 

(4.1) a. John wa hashit-TA. 
TOP run-PAST 

•John ran.' 

[Activity] 

b. John wa eki made hashit-TA. 
TOP station to run-PAST 

•John ran to the station.' 

[Accomplishment] 

The verbal phrase hashit-ta 'ran' in (4. la) is an activity verb while the one in (4. lb) is an 

accomplishment because the postpositional phrase eki made "to the station' marks the 

endpoint, and the action of running continues until he arrives at the station. 

The nature of the object also changes the verb type. For example, nigeru 'run 

away" could be activity or achievement depending on what you run away from. Consider 

the following examples: 

In the situation described in (4.2a), the bees follow along with the object that they are 

chasing so nigeru 'run away' expresses the process. On the other hand, we perceive the 

situation in (4.2b) as inceptive aspect. Following our common knowledge that bin 'the 

jar' does not move, our interpretation is that the jar indicates the starting point of running 

(4.2) a. Inu wa HACHI kara nlgg-TA, 
dog TOP bees from run away-PAST 

'The dog ran away from the bees.' 

[Activity] 

b. kaeru wa BIN kara nige-TA. 
frog TOP jar from run away-PAST 

The frog ran away from the jar.' 

[Achievement] 
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away from. The jar does not run along with the agent. Therefore, the action of running 

away from the jar is punctual. 

There are cases in which verbs such as hoeru "bark' z.ndyusuru "shake' could be 

classified as either activity or achievement. When these verbs occur with the durative 

morpheme -le i-ni, the situation is iterative (Comrie, 1976). 

(4.3) a. Inu ga hoe-te-i-ru. 
dogNOM bark-DRTV-NPST 

"A dog is barking.' 

b. Inu ga ki o vusu-te-i-ru. 
dog NOM tree ACC shake-DRTV-NPST 

"A dog is shaking a tree.' 

Since each action of barking or shaking is the punctual event, they were classified as the 

achievement. 

For the reliability issue, all ambiguous cases were discussed with a second 

experienced coder who was familiar with the studies on L2 acquisition of tense-aspect 

morphology. Disagreements were resolved by discussion. 

Phonetically or morphologically inappropriate verbal inflections were included as 

long as they were recognized from the context considering either previous and/or 

subsequent sentences. For example, some non-native speakers inflected ochiru (fall) into 

the phonetically inappropriate form ochiri-ta. In this case, the correct form ochi-ta was 

recovered from the context which was pictorially presented. Every repetition was 

counted as one token in this study. 

The following cases were excluded; 
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1.Unclear cases which could not be recognized from the previous and/or 
following sentences. 

2.Fixed verbal inflections that occur prior to some subordinate conjunction 
regardless of the temporal context. Because the purpose of the study is to 
examine the relation between verbs and tense-aspect morphemes, fixed verbal 
inflections might blur the results. The verbs in the following subordinate 
clauses take a certain inflectional form regardless of temporal context. 

(i) Non-past -r mae 'before' 
a. Mainichi gakko e i-KU MAE. 

every day school to go-NPST mae, 
shukudai o su-ru. 
homework ACC do-NPST 
i do homework before going to school every day.' 

b. Gakko e i-KU MAE, shukudai o shi-ta. 
school to go-NPST mae, homework ACC do-PAST 
"I did homework before going to school.' 

(ii) Past + prior to aio "after' 
a. Mainichi shukudai o shi-TA AIQ, 

everh day homework ACC do-PAST uto 
gakko e ik-u. 
school to go-NPST 
'I go to school after doing homework every day.' 

b. Shukudai o shi-TA ATO. gakko e it-ta. 
homework ACC do-PAST ato, school to go-PAST 
T went to school after doing homework.' 

(iii) Present and past durative -te i-ru ta + aiJani uchim "while' 
a. Denwa o shi-TE I-RIJ AIDAAJCHINI. 

phone DRTV while 
haha ga kaet-ta. 
mother NOM come home-PAST 
'While I was calling, mother came home.' 

(iv) Non-past + to' \T 
a. Nyuu yooku ni ik-U TO. 

New York to go-NPST to 
ironna kuni no resutoran ga a-ru. 
various country POSS restaurant NOM exist-NPST 
"If you go to New York, there are many restaurants from 
various countries.' 

(v) Past + ra 'if, when S has done' 
a. Ame ga fut-TA RA. iki-masen. 

rain -PAST ra, go-NPST ;NEG 
'If it rains, I will not go.' 

(vi) Non-inflected verb + no toki 'when' since it is not clear whether the 
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verb is the base form or non-past inflection (e.g., taberu "eat' in 
taberu no toki) .  

3 .Those which may be inflected but can be a part of other forms. 

(4.4) Fukuroo, suikfiE, aiutM-I-RU 
owl live-GERUND, live-PROG-NPST 

(4.5) NNS: What is 'run' in Japanese? 
NS; 'Hasliicu' 
NNS: haahirii hashiri-MASU 

In (4.4) it is not clear whether the predicate sun-DE is the gerund or a part of the 
present durative inflection. In (4.5) hashiru in the non-native speaker's 
utterance following the native speaker could be either the informal non-past 
form or simply the repetition of the base form provided by the native speaker. 

4.Auxiliary verbs such as W+hajimeru (begin to V), W-te+kureru (do a favor of 
V-ing for a speaker), V-te+ agent (do a favor of V-ing for a hearer), W-te+iku^ 
go on V-ing, continue, grow, become), V-ie+kuru (come about, grow, come to, 
begin to), V+te-miru (try to), and V+yuo to sum (be about to V). Their 
classification is different depending on the aspectual features of a main verb 
with which they occur. For instance, when it is attached to the activity verb 
hanashi o kiku "listen to someone's story,' the verbal phrase hanashi o kii-te 
agent 'do a favor of listening to someone's story for her/him' is the activity. 
On the other hand, it is the achievement, when the auxiliary verb -agent is 
attached to the achievement verb ake-te agent 'do a favor of opening 
something for someone.' 

In this chapter, the discussion will rely on percentages of distribution. It may 

not be appropriate to simply compare raw frequencies from each group since the number 

of predicates differed among the groups. 

4.2. Results and discussion 

4.2.1. The past maridng-r/1 

Table 4.1 shows the results of past marking in narratives across the groups. 

Among all groups achievement verbs appeared most fi^quently in narratives while 
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accomplishment verbs least frequently. This uneven production is observed in some 

previous studies such as Bardovi-Harlig (1998), and Shirai and Kurono (1998) as 

presented in Table 4.2. 

Table 4.1. The Use of Past on Lexical Aspect in Narratives 
STA ACT ACH ACC 

Novice type 8% (24) 28% (82) 61% (177) 2% (6) 

token 8% (42) 30% (154) 60% (304) 2% (8) 
Intermediate type 7% (23) 29% (101) 60% (207) 4% (15) 

token 7% (44) 30% (183) 59% (356) 3% (18) 
Advanced type 9% (32) 26% (87) 62% (210) 3% (11) 

token 10% (54) 26% (139) 60% (316) 3% (17) 
Native type 10% (27) 23% (58) 63% (155) 3%(8) 

token 12% (37) 23% (70) 61% (184) 3% (9) 
Note. Raw token frequency in parentheses. 

Table 4.2. Distribution of Lexical Aspect in Bardovi-Harlig(1998) and Shirai & 
Kurono (1998) 

STA ACT ACH ACC 
Bardovi-Harlig (1998) 

Written 226 223 663 206 

Oral 246 235 666 314 

Shirai & Kurono (1998) * 

Experiment 1 16 73 139 6 

Note. * For Shirai and Kurono (1998) raw token frequency of each lexical aspect is a 
total of verb tokens with -la and -le i- from three participants. 

This tendency suggests that achievement verbs are preferable in the narrative since they 

denote the change of state, which is perceived as that the story line moves forward. 

Achievement verbs denote the change of state, marking the clear end point. Presumably 

the central meaning of past is completion of a punctual event prior to a moment of speech, 

and past tense inflection gives an impression of a story being told forward from the past. 
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The association of past morpheme and achievement verbs can be prototypical to forward 

the story line in narratives. 

Figure 4.1 presents the percentage of distribution of inherent aspect occurring 

with the past tense marker -ta from type count and Figure 4.2 shows the one from token 

count. 

Figure 4.1. Percentages of Past based on Type Count 

Novice Interm Adv Native 

proficiency 

• State • Activity •Achievement •Accomplishment 

As shown in the figures, there is a strong association between the past morpheme and 

achievement verbs across the groups: 61% by the beginners, 60% by the intermediate 

level learners, 62% by the advanced group, and 63% by the native speakers from type 

count, and 60% by novices, 59% by the intermediate group, 60% by the advanced group. 
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and 61% by the native speakers according to token count. The number of -ta tokens in 

narratives does not differ drastically among the groups. 

Figure 4.2. Percentages of Past based on Token Count 
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The percentage of the association between activity verbs and past inflection is also 

similar among the four groups; 28% use of past was observed in the beginners, 29% in 

the intermediate level learners, 26?-^ in the advanced group, and 23% in the native 

speakers based on type count. And 30% of past occurred with activity verbs in the 

beginners, 30% in the intermediate level learners, 26% in the advanced group, and 23% 

in the native speakers based on token count. There is no developmental process observed 

along proficiency levels. 
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Table 4.3 presents the actual achievement verbs appearing in narratives across 

the groups. Those that appeared more than 5 times in the text are listed. The 

achievement verbs used commonly across the groups are bikkurisuru 'be surprised,' iu 

"say," mitsiikeru "find,' ochini 'fall.' Deru "come out' and iku 'go'Isagashini ikit "go to 

look for" appeared in the non-native groups. Bikkurisuru 'be surprised' was used to 

describe picture 3 (when he finds that the trog is gone), picture 10 (when the gopher 

comes out from the hole on the ground), picture 12 (when the owl comes out from the 

hole on the tree), and picture 15 (when he finds that he is on the head of the deer). 

Mitsukeru "find' was for pictures 22 and 23 in which the boy finds his missing frog and 

the baby frogs behind the log. 

Table 4.3. Achievement Verbs with Past in Narratives 
Novice Intermediate 

bikkurisuru 'be surprised' (25) ochiru 'fall (iv.)" (49) 
iu "say' (23) mitukeru 'find' (23) 
iku 'go' (21) bikkurusuru 'be surprised' (21) 
mitsukeru "find' (19) okoru 'get angry' (19) 
ochiru 'fall (iv.)' (18) iu 'say' (18) 
okoru 'get angry' (11) deru 'come out' (16) 
deru 'come out' (10) iku 'go' (12) 
kuru 'come' (7) komaru "be in trouble' (12) 
kamu 'bite' (7) hairu 'get into' (9) 
okiru 'wake up' (6) kowareru 'break (iv.)' (8) 
kaeru 'go back' (6) okiru 'wake up' (8) 
kowareru 'break (iv.)' (5) kaeru 'go back' (7) 
taosu 'knock down' (5) nakunaru 'disappear' (7) 

otosu 'fall (tv.)' (7) 
kowakunaru 'get scared' (6) 
kamu 'bite' (6) 
dekakeru 'go out' (6) 
ureshikunaru 'become happy' (5) 
tomaru 'stop' (5) 
korobu 'fall down' (5) 
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Advanced Native 
ochiru "fall (iv.)' (41) lu "say' (H) 
iu "say' (24) bikkurisuru 'be surprised' (8) 
bikkurisuru "be surprised' (16) mitsukeru 'find' (8) 
deru 'come out' (14) ochiru 'fair (7) 
kaeru 'go back' (13) kaeru "go back' (7) 
mitsukeru "find' (12) kizuku "notice' (6) 
kizuku "notice' (8) okoru "get angry' (6) 
mitsukaru "be found' (8) sagashini iku "go to look for' (5) 
hoeru 'bark' (7) 
sagashini iku "go to look for' (7) 
taoreru "fall down (iv.)' (7) 
~~kara nigeru "run away from' (7) 
komaru "be in trouble' (6) 
tsuku 'arrive' (6) 
tomaru 'stop (iv.)' (5) 
kowareru "break (iv.)' (5) 
iku 'go' (5) 

The boy falls off from the tree when the owl comes out and from the deer when he stops 

at the clitT, which was described with ochiru "fall/ Deru "come out' was used to describe 

picture 10 (the gopher comes out from the hole on the ground), picture 12 (the owl comes 

out from the hole on the tree), and picture 15 (the deer comes out from the bush behind 

the rock). Finally, iku 'go' or sagashini iku "go to look for' describes picture 8 in which 

the boy and the dog walk toward the woods to look for the missing frog. 

It appears that the achievement verbs in the native speakers' narratives are less 

various than in the case of L2 learners. The reason is that they used various compound 

verbs to describe a scene. For example, in order to describe picture 8 in which the boy 

and his dog are on the way to the woods, four natives marked the protagonist's decision 

of going to the woods to look for the frog with V~koto ni sum 'decide to V.' 
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(4.6) Native 1: 
booya to koinu wa soto ni de-TE 
boy and puppy TOP outside to go out-te 
sagasu koto ni shi-MASHl IA 
look for decide-PAST 
The boy and his puppy decided to go outside and look for (the frog).' 

(4.7) Native 13; 
ouchi no wamari o sagashite mo i-nai node 
house POSS around ACC look for even though exist-NEG because 
John to Rob wa mori ni sagashi ni iku koto ni shi-lVIASfflTA. 

and TOP woods to look for to go decide-PAST 
•John and Rob decided to go to the woods to look for (the frog) because they 
could not find it although they looked for it around the house.' 

Further, the native used the predicate V+shimau. The verb shimau itself normally means 

•put (something) away.' When attached to another verb, it marks the endpoint of the 

event, meaning "finish+V-ing.' Shimau appeared in other groups, although much less 

than the native speakers. Six tokens were observed in novices, 17 in the intermediate 

learners, 43 in the advanced learners, and 83 in the native speakers. The pragmatic 

implication shimau expresses unexpectedness of an event (Ono, 1992; Yoshida, 1994). 

Throughout the groups shimau was most frequently used to describe pictures 17 and 18 in 

which the deer threw the boy and his dog from the cliff and they fall into the pond. These 

events in both pictures must be unexpected, which triggered the predicates such as otoshi 

te-shimai-ta (dropped down) and ochi te-shimat-ta (fell down). 

The following table indicates activity verbs marked by past inflection in 

narratives. 
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Table 4.4. Activity Verbs with Past in Narratives 
Novice Intermediate 

miru 'see' (33) yobu "cair (32) 
yobu "call' (23) miru "see' (28) 
sagasu 'look for' (20) sagasu 'look for' (25) 
oikakeru 'chase' (9) oikakeru 'chase' (16) 
hashini "run' (9) kiku "hear, listen' (13) 
kiku "hear, listen' (6) omou "think' (9) 
neru "sleep' (5) nigeru "run away' (8) 
omou 'think' (5) noboru 'climb' (8) 

neru "sleep' (6) 
asobu 'play' (5) 

Advanced Native 
miru "see' (18) sagasu "look for" (21) 
sagasu "look for' (18) yobu "call" (7) 
yobu "cair (15) omou "think' (6) 
omou "think' (15) miru "see" (5) 
hashiru "run' (12) 
oikakeru 'chase' (10) 
kiku "hear, listen" (8) 
nigeru 'run away' (8) 
asobu "play' (6) 
nigeru "run away" (5) 

The most commonly used activity verbs across the groups are miru "look at," yobu "call 

someone's name," and sagasu "look for' indicate the searching activity. They were used 

to describe pictures 4,5,9, 11, and 14. In those pictures the boy looks for and/or calls the 

frog, and/or looks into the hole on the ground/tree. In other words, any of those three 

verbs are possible to describe them. 

(4.8) Novice 3 [picture 4: Looking for the frog in his room, the boy looks into his 
boot] 

Sono toki ni otoko wa buutsu ni mi-MASHTTA. 
that time at man TOP boot into look-PAST 
The man looked into the boot at that time.' 
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(4.9) Intermediate 23 [picture 9; the boy looks for the frog in the hole on the 
ground.] 

Anani ana ni ano, Tomu ga ano, kaeru o ano. sagashi-TA 
hole into hole intowell, Tom NOM well, frog ACC well, look for-PAST 
'Well, Tom looked for the frog in the hole.' 

(4.10) Intermediate 31 [picture 11; the boy calls the frog into the hole on the tree.] 
Ki no ana ni ookina koe de 
tree POSS hole in big voice with 
kaerukun, ima, i-ru ka o yobi-TA*. 
Mr. frog now exist-NPST Q ACC call-PAST 
•(The boy) called the frog into the hole on the tree with a big voice. 'Are 
you there, Mr. frog?' 
* The correct conjugation '\s yon-da for past inflection instead oiyobi-ta. 

The relation between the verbs with past and the story line will be discussed in details in 

chapter 5. 

4.2.2. Durative morphology -TEI-

Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 show the overall distribution of durative morpheme le 

/-, that is, a combination of the present durative morpheme te i-ru and the past durative 

morpheme te i-ia. As shown in the figures, novice learners tended to associate the 

durative marker with activity verbs more frequently than any other groups: type count 

indicates 61% use of ~te i- by novices, 51% by the intermediate group, 50% by the 

advanced group, and 49% by Japanese natives, and token count shows 63% by novices, 

56% by the intermediate group, 58% by the advanced group, and 53% by Japanese 

natives. The beginners attached durative morphology to activity verbs more often than to 

achievement verbs (61% vs. 35% from type count, 63% vs. 34% from token count). 
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Figure 4.3. Percentages of Durative Morplieme based on Type Count 
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Figure 4.4. Percentages of Durative Morpheme based on Token Count 
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As stated in chapter 2, durative morphology marks the on-going action when attached to 

activity verbs, and the resultative state when attached to achievement verbs. The results 

show that the progress meaning is acquired prior to the resultative state meaning. 

4.2.3. Distribution of aative speakers 

Comparing the distribution pattern for the native speakers in the current study 

and in Shirai's (1995), the two studies show a different pattern as presented in Table 4.5. 

The percentages from token count are compared in the table in order to be consistent with 

Shirai's study. Shirai examined two sets of data from native speakers of Japanese 

considering the generalizability of the distribution. The percentages from NS-1 in Shirai 

are the results of the interviewer's speeches talking to three Chinese speakers individually 

and NS-2 represents the percentages from a one-week conversational discourse between a 

housewife and her interlocutors. 

Table 4.5. Distribution of -TE I- by Native Speakers in the Current Study and 
Shirai (1995) 

STA ACT ACH ACC 
NS in the current study 0% 53% 47% 1% 
NS-1 in Shirai 3% 37% 59% 0% 
NS-2 in Shirai 4% 32% 64% 0% 

The distribution for both NS-1 and NS-2 in Shirai is quite similar; that is, they marked 

achievement verbs with durative inflection more frequently than activity verbs. On the 

other hand, those in the current study attached the durative to activity verbs more often 

than achievement verbs. The different results in the two studies might be due to the 
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respective characteristics of the task utilized in each study; conversational discourse was 

analyzed in Shirai (1995), while narrative discourse was examined in the present study, 

where the participants were requested to narrate a story. The discrepancy between the 

two studies suggests that discourse type influences the use of tense-aspect morphology by 

native speakers and that it is necessary to examine native speakers' speech in various 

contexts. 

In what follows, my concern shifts to individual distribution patterns of present 

and past durative verbal inflections. 

4.2.4. Present durative 

Table 4.6 shows the distribution of the present durative form -le i-ni on different 

verb types. 

Table 4.6. The Use of Preaent Durative on Lexical Aspect in Narratives 
STA ACT ACH ACC 

Novice 2% (I) 67% (28) 26% (11) 5% (2) 
token 2%(1) 67% (44) 28% (18) 3% (2) 

Intermediate 2%(1) 59% (24) 39% (16) 0% (0) 
token 2%(1) 63% (39) 35% (22) 0% (0) 

Advanced type 0% (0) 41% (30) 56% (41) 3% (2) 
token 0% (0) 47% (48) 51% (53) 2% (2) 

Native 0% (0) 46% (27) 51% (30) 2%(1) 
token 0% (0) 52% (36) 46% (32) 1%(1) 

Note. Raw token frequency in parentheses. 

Figure 4.5 shows the distribution pattern of the present durative marker on each 

verb type from type count, and Figure 4.6 from token count. 
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As shown in the figures, novices associated the present durative marker -te i-ru with 

activity verbs more frequently than achievement verbs (67% for activity verbs vs. 26% 

for achievement verbs from type count and 67% vs. 28% from token count). This 

tendency became less conspicuous as proficiency level increased as shown in Table 4.7 

below. 

Activitv Achievement 
Novice 67°V67% 26%/28% 
Intermediate 59%/63% 39%/35% 
Advanced 41%/47% 56%/51% 
Native 46%/52'?^o 5l%/46% 
Note. % = type / % = token 

Along the proficiency levels the association between activity verbs and present durative 

inflection decreased and the one between achievement verbs and present durative 

inflection increased. The result confirms the Aspect Hypothesis. Also it suggests that the 

progressive meaning first emerges in the L2 learners' use of present durative inflection. 

The activity verbs that actually appeared in narratives will be examined below. 

Table 4.8. Activity Verbs with Present Durative in Narratives 
Novice miru 'look at' (14) sagasu 'look for' (10) 

neru 'sleep' (6) yobu 'cair (5) 
Intermediate sagasu "look for' (12) miru 'look at' (5) 

neru "sleep' (5) vobu "call' (4) 
Advanced sagasu 'look for' (15) miru 'look at' (6) 

oikakeru 'run after' (4) yobu 'call' (4) 
Native sagasu "look for' (7) nozoku 'peep into' (7) 

miru 'look at' (3) oikakeru 'run after' (3) 
asobu "play' (3) 

Note. Raw token frequency in parentheses. 
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Table 4.8 shows the lexical choice of each group for the present durative marker. The 

activity verbs frequently associated with the present durative marker are very similar 

across proficiency levels. The frequently used activity verbs (i.e., miru 'look at,' sagasu 

"look for,' yobu 'call,' and nozoku "peep into") indicate searching activities. The excerpts 

are as follows: 

(4.11) Novice 4 [picture 8] 
Sono ato, sono toki, sono toki ni, otoko no ko to inu to issho ni 
That after that time that time at boy and dog and together 
kaeru o sagashi-TE l-MASU. Oh in the woods, mori, mori de 
frog ACC look for-DRTV-NPST woods, woods in 
kaeru , kaeru o sagashi-TE I-MASU 
Frog frog ACC look for-DRTV-NPST 
"After that the boy and the dog are lookin for the frog in the woods." 

(4.12) Novice 6 [picture 9] 
Ano, otoko no ko wa ana o mi-TE-I-MASU. 
Well, boy TOP hole ACC look into-DRTV-NPST 
"The boy is looking into the hole." 

(4.13) Novice 9 [picture 5] 
Ano mado o ake-te 
Well window ACC open-te 
Kaeru wa yobi, yon-DE I-MA, yon, yobi, yon-DE I-MASU. 
Frog TOP call call-DRTV-NPST call call call-DRTV-NPST 
'Opening the window, (the boy) is calling the frog.' 

(4.14) Intermediate 21 [picture 11] 
Soshite kodomo wa ki no naka ni mi-TE l-MASU. 
And child TOP tree POSS inside look into-DRTV-NPST 
'And the child is looking into the hole on the tree.' 

(4.15) Intermediate 32 [picture 14] 
Ano chiisai no yama no ue kara 
Well small POSS mountain POSS top from 
otoko no hito wa kodoo wa moo ichido nan-kai mo nan-kai mo 
man TOP child TOP once more many times many times 
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kaeruni yon-DE I-IVIASU. 
Frog call-DRTV-NPST 
'Once more the boy is calling the frog over and over from top of the 
mountain/rock.' 

One may notice that the activity verbs marked by present durative, miru "look at,' sagasu 

"look for," and yobu call" also frequently appeared with past as presented in Table 4.4 

above. The low proficiency learners tended to associate them with present durative more 

frequently than past. And those verbs were marked with past with increasing proficiency. 

This shows that at the early stage of L2 acquisition lexical aspect influences the use of 

present durative in narrative discourse. 

The association of present durative and activity verbs can be interpreted as that 

the narrator's lexical choice reflects which event of the scene to focus on in their 

narrative discourse. This suggests that narrators linguistically maintain the search theme 

for the story. Further, the association of search activity verbs and present durative 

inflection might imply that the event of searching for a frog continues until the 

protagonist successfully finds his frog, and that he is still in the middle of searching." It 

appears that present durative indicates not only referential relationship to the pictorial 

representation of the event, which is perceived as continuous, but also thematic 

relationship to global discourse. 

On the other hand, consistent lexical choice was not observed for achievement 

verbs marked with present durative inflection. Novices used sumu Mive' (4)^, ireru 'put' 

(4), tatsu 'stand up' (4), and suwaru 'sit' (3); the intermediate learners used okorn "get 

angry' (6), sumu 'live' (4), and deru 'come out' (3); the advanced learners used okoru 
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'get angr\' (8) and hiraku 'open' (4); the native speakers used taoreru "fall down' (6) and 

ireni 'put' (3). 

4.2.5. Past durative 

Table 4.9 shows the raw data and percentage of past durative across four lexical 

aspects in narrative discourse by the non-native and native groups. 

Table 4.9. The Use of Past Durative on Lexical Aspect in Narratives 
STA ACT ACH ACC 

Novice type 8% (2) 46% (12) 46% (12) 0% (0) 

token 6% (2) 50% (17) 44% (15) 0%(0) 
Intermediate 0% (0) 43% (19) 55% (24) (1) 

token 0% (0) 50% (31) 48% (30) 2% (1) 
Advanced type 2%(1) 58% (40) 36% (24) 3% (2) 

token ! % ( ! )  68% (62) 29% (26 ) 2% (2) 
Native type 0% (0) 49% (23) 51% (24) 0%(0) 

token 0% (0) 50% (26) 49% (25) 0% (0) 

Note. Raw token frequency in parentheses. 

Figure 4.7 (type count) and Figure 4.8 (token count) show that there is no 

developmental pattern along proficiency level. The distribution pattern of past durative 

inflection differs from the one observed in the use of present durative. The advanced 

learners associated the past durative form with activity verbs more frequently than with 

achievement verbs (58% vs. 36% from type count, and 68% vs. 29% from token count). 

On the other hand, novices did not dominantly mark activity verbs with past durative 

inflection. Type count shows 46% use of activity and achievement verbs respectively in 

their narratives, and token count does 50% of the activity and 44% of the achievement. 
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Figure 4.7. Percentages of Past Durative based on Type Count 
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The comparison of raw frequency of past durative on activity and achievement 

verbs shows that novices were not productive in the use of -te i-ta as shown in Table 4.10. 

Table 4.10. The Raw Frequency of -TE t-TA on Activity and Achievement Verbs in 
Narratives 

Activity Achievement 

Novice 12/17 12/15 
Intermediate 19/31 24/30 
Advanced 40/62 24/26 
Native 23/26 24/25 

The beginning level learners in the present study show a similar pattern of te i-ta to the 

one observed in Shirai and Kurono (1998). Their participants judged progressive and 

resultative meanings of -te i-ta with similar percentages (29.4% of progressive and 30.6% 

of resultative) at the first test time (3 months after arriving in Japan). They did not 

predominantly mark activity verbs with the past durative morphology. Given the 

Redundant Marking Hypothesis claiming that they mark inherent aspect of the verb in 

their early use of tense-aspect morphology, L2 learners plausibly interpret the past 

durative morphology to mean that both punctuality/telicity and durativity are encoded in 

this morpheme. This semantic interpretation is least congruent with any type of verbs, 

and the dual semantics might confuse learners, which make them reluctant to use the past 

durative morphology. That is, the semantics of completion does not agree with the 

durativity of activity verbs, while the durativity does not agree with the punctuality of 

achievement verbs. 

Examining lexical choice for the past durative marker, the similar characteristics 

was found; most activity verbs marked with past durative inflection were those for search 
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activity, such as sagasu 'look for,' yobu "call,' miru Mook at,' and shiraberu 'search.' 

Achievement verbs marked with past durative inflection varied across the groups. 

4.2.6. The /^-conjunction 

Table 4.11 shows the use of /e-conjunction in narratives among the groups. 

Table 4.11. The Use of r£-conjunction on Lexical Aspect in Narratives 
STA ACT ACH ACC 

Novice 2%(1) 43% (24) 45% (25) 10% (6) 
token 2%(1) 45% (29) 43% (28) 11% (7) 

Intermediate tm 2% (2) 27% (27) 56% (24) 15% (15) 
token 2% (2) 27% (33) 55% (30) 16% (19) 

Advanced type 3% (6) 28% (49) 56% (97) 12% (21) 
token 4% (9) 35% (80) 51% (114) 9% (21) 

Native type 3% (4) 21% (30) 69% (99) 8% (11) 
token 3% (5) 19% (31) 71% (114) 7% (11) 

Note. Raw token frequency in parentheses. 

Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 show the use of the /e-conjunction in narratives from 

four groups. As stated in chapter 2, the /t?-conjunction links two predicates, which 

meaning generally corresponds to and or ing in English. The /f-conjunction tended to 

be associated with achievement verbs more frequently than any other verb types in 

narratives of the intermediate learners, the advanced learners, and the native speakers. 
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Figure 4.9. Percentages of rf-conjunction based on Type Count 
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The frequent association between the nonfinite form te and achievement verbs was not 

observed in the beginning level learners' narratives. The comparison of raw frequency 

shows that they did not use te productively with the exception of two learners. Learner 

10 associated -te with activity verbs more often than achievement verbs (10 activity 

verbs vs. 7 achievement verbs, 12 vs. 10 based on tokens), while Learner 15 did the 

opposite association (4 activity verbs vs. 9 achievement verbs, 5 activity verbs vs. 9 

achievement verbs from token count). Due to their performance, the tendency of novice 

learners might be not decisive. 
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Figure 4.10. Percentages of r£-conjunction by Token Count 
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As shown in section 4.2.1, the past form -ta also occurred with achievement 

verbs most frequently across the groups: 61% by novices, 60% by the intermediate group, 

62% by the advanced group, and 63% by the native speakers from type count, and 60% 

by novices, 59% by the intermediate group, 60% by the advanced group, and 61% by the 

native speakers according to token count. This tendency has been recognized in previous 

studies on acquisition of both LI and L2 tense-aspect morphology. Considering the fact 

that children limit their use of past tense to punctual events such as fall, drop, and break, 

Taylor (1989) suggested that the central meaning of past tense might be "completion in 

the immediate past of a punctual event (i.e., achievement), the consequences of which are 

perceptually salient at the moment of speaking" (p.243). Shirai and Andersen (1995) 
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proposed that each of Vendler's four verb categories can be characterized in terms of the 

semantic features telic, punctual and dynamic. Telic refers to having a clear end point, 

punctual having no duration, and dynamic being continuous as long as the energy keeps 

to be provided. Achievement verbs are [+telic], [+punctual], and [+dynamic]. 

Furthermore, applying prototypical theory to acquisition of tense-aspect morphology-, the 

prototypical features for past are [+telic], [+punctual], and [+result]. The simple past is 

attracted to achievement verbs since they share the most semantic features (i.e., [+telic] 

and [+punctual]). 

Adopting the claim in Bullock et al. (1982) that humans "bracket' sequences of 

discrete situations in certain ways, Hasegawa (1996) proposed that the fundamental usage 

of te is to express such bracketed situations which reflect our innate perception of 

physical and psychological reality. Given her proposal, it is plausible to assume that the 

standard semantic characterization of -te is completion or perfective like past morpheme 

to. The frequent association between the /e-conj unction and achievement verbs above 

suggests that the prototypical semantic features of the r<?-conjunction also include [+telic], 

[+punctual], and [+result]. These semantic features carried by the /t?-conjunction match 

with those in achievement verbs, which enhances their frequent association. This is a 

prototypical association for the /e-conj unction, indicating the completion of a punctual 

event or wholeness of event/action. 
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4.2.7. Non-past -RU 

Table 4.12 presents the distribution of non-past across lexical aspects based on 

both type and token counts. Figures 4.11 and 4.12 show the pattern based on type counts 

and token counts respectively. 

Table 4.12. The Use of Non-past on Lexical Aspect in Narratives 
STA ACT AO^ ACC 

Novice tm 25% (27) 32% (35) 44% (48) 0%(0 
token 31% (48) 31% (48) 39% (61) 0%(0 

Intermediate type 33% (30) 29% (26) 37% (33) 1%(1 
token 50% (89) 23% (41) 26% (47) 1%(1 

Advanced tjqae 38% (22) 31% (18) 29% (17) 2%(1 
token 55% (55) 23% (21) 21% (19) 1%(1 

Native tjipg 28% (19) 39% (26) 31% (21) 2%(1 
token 38% (35) 34% (31) 27% (25) !%(! 

Note. Raw token frequency in parentheses. 

Figure 4.11. Percentages of Non-past based on Type Count 
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Figure 4.11 shows the distribution pattern of non-past morpheme based on type count. 

Unlike other tense-aspect markings, the non-past morpheme is attached to state verbs 

productively throughout the proficiency levels. There is no unique developmental pattern 

recognized in any verb type along the proficiency levels. 

Figure 4.12. Percentages of Non-past based on Token Count 
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Figure 4.12 shows that state verbs were marked with the non-past morpheme 

predominantly in the intermediate and advanced groups: 50% by the intermediate level 

learners and 55% by the advanced learners, and as frequently as activity verbs in the 

beginners and the native speakers of Japanese: 31% by the beginning level learners and 

38% by the Japanese natives. 
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The state verbs iru "an animate thing exists', aru "an inanimate thing exists', and 

omou "(the first or second person) think' appeared most frequently in narratives of the 

four groups. The existential verbs, iru 'an animate thing exists' and am 'an inanimate 

thing exists' appeared when a new character or object comes in the scene. E.xamples are 

as follows: 

(4.16) Novice 1 [Picture 1]: 
mukashi, mukashi, kodomo to inu to kaeru 
long long time ago child and dog and frog 
beddoruumuni i-iVIASII 
bed room in exist-NPST 
"Lit. A long, long time ago, there are a boy, a dog, and a frog in a bedroom.' 

(4.17) Intermediate 20 [Picture 15]; 
otoko no ko wa kono iwa nobori-mashita. 
boy TOP this rock climb up-PAST 
kedo, ushirode shika a-RlJ. 
but behind deer exist-NPST 
"The boy climbed up this rock. But there is a deer behind.' 

(4.18) Advanced 45 [Picture 1 ]: 
Kaeru wa botoru no naka de i-MASLF. 
frog TOP bottle inside exist-NPST 

'There is a frog in the bottle.' 

The existential verbs in (4.16), (4.17), and (4.18) introduce a new story character or a 

new object. Myhill (1992) reported that in Japanese non-past tend to be associated with 

verbs that are incompletive, unsequenced and irrealis. The existential verbs mark stative 

situation, which is incompletive, and the information expressed by the existential verbs is 

unsequenced from the previous scene with respect to introduction of a new 

character/object in the story. The observation of non-past in the present study is 

compatible with the one in Myhill. 
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The predicate with omou 'think' was marked with non-past inflection when the 

agent of omou 'think' is the narrator, which indicates her/his subjective opinion. The 

narrator's opinions are referred to as evaluation (Labov, 1972; Fleischman, 1990). 

Evaluation has two types: external evaluation and embedded evaluation. In external 

evaluation, the narrator steps out of the plot line, and gives the subjective opinion or 

comments on the event in the narrative, while in embedded evaluation the evaluation is 

given in the narrative context. The verb omou 'think' is categorized as either state or 

activity depending on the subject with which the verb occurs. It is the state verb when 

the sentential subject of thinking is the narrator, while it is the activity when the story 

character r///wyt.v. In Kudo (1995) the verb omou "think' is categorized as Naiteki jootai 

dooshi 'inner state verb' (See Section 3.3). Marking the inner state verbs such as omou 

'think" with both perfective (i.e., non-past and past) and imperfective (i.e., durative -te /-) 

is complicated; omou v^th the third person cannot occur with imperfective as presented 

below. 

(4.19) a. Watashi wa sono toki soo omot-TE I-ta. 
I TOP that time so think-DRTV-PAST 

'Lit. I was thinking so at that time.' 
b. *Watashi no imooto wa sono toki soo omo-TE I-ta. 

My younger sister TOP that time so think-DRTV-PAST 
"My younger sister thought so at that time.' 

Sentence (4.19b) is anomalous since Omou 'think' with the third person (i.e., my sister) 

occurs with past durative. 

The following excerpts serve an evaluative function; 
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External evaluations 
(4.20) Novice 11; 
otoko no hi to wa majimena 
man TOP serious 
"I think the man is serious.' 

(4.21) Novice 13: 
chotto kawaisoo to OMOI-IVIASU. 
a little bit sorry that think-NPST 
•(I think that) I am a little bit sorry." 

Embedded evaluations 
(4.22) Novice 10: 
ouchi no chikaku no mori ni iru-kamoshirenai to OMOT-TA node, 
house POSS nearby POSS woods in exist-maybe that think-PAST since 
sagashi ni it-ta. 
look for to go-PAST 
"(The boy) went to look for the frog because (HE) thought that the frog might be 
in the woods nearby the house.' 

(4.23) Intermediate 24: 
kodomo wa fukurou o kowai to OMOI-MASHl 1A kara 
child TOP owl ACC scary that think-PAST since 
otoko no ko mo hayaku hashiri-mashita. 
boy also fast run-PAST 
"(The boy) also ran fast because (HE) thought that he was scared of the owl.' 

As shown in the above excerpts, omou 'think' appeared with either non-past or past tense 

morphemes depending on the subject. The non-past morpheme appeares with the state 

verb omou 'think' when the narrator has thought or provides comments as illustrated in 

(4.20) and (4.21). This is the external evaluation. On the other hand, the past tense 

morpheme appears with the activity verb omou 'think' when the character has thoughts. 

This is the embedded evaluation. In (4.22) and (4.23) the sentential subject was not 

stated linguistically but it could be implied from the text. The protagonist in the story is 

the boy so it is plausible to interpret that he had the thought and went to the woods. 

hito da to OMOl-MASU. 
person PRED that think-NPST 
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The question is whether these two linguistic characterizations serve any further 

discourse function. Takahashi (1996) proposed that the external evaluation is provided 

for the narrator's interpersonal involvement with the listener. In (4.20) and (4.21) the 

narrator addressed her/his thoughts to the listener. On the other hand, the embedded 

evaluations appear to motivate the character's next actions leading to a successful 

achievement of thematic goal. In this sense, his thoughts play a significant role. His 

thoughts must be bracketed as the bounded event so that the subsequent event(s) take 

place and the plot line moves forward. In (4.22), for instance, the boy's thought of the 

frog being in the woods brought him there. In (4.23) his thought of being scared of the 

owl made him run fast. In both cases, the causal relationship (i.e., motivation) was 

marked by means of the subordinate conjunctions such as node and kara. 

The predicate ini "an animate thing exists' frequently appeared in direct quotes 

such as ^doko ni 'where' l-RU 'exist-NPST' no 'Q'?.' Takahashi (1996) argued that 

[D]irect quotes are clear cases of reenactment and provide the narrators with an 
entrance into the character's perspective that may in fact affect the perspective to 
be used for the reporting context.... (p.206) 

Other predicates in direct quotes are marked with non-past inflection. Non-past marking 

in direct quotes is another characteristics of the narrator's involvement with the narrated 

event and the character. 

The above arguments are of interest regarding multilevel functions of tense-aspect 

morphology. As stated in Fleischman (1990), tense-aspect morphology refers to not only 

the temporal structure of discourse but also carries the expressive device. Narratives are 
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structured with two time frames: speaker-now, that is the time of the telling of the story 

and story-now, that is the time during which the events of the story are assumed to have 

taken place (Fleischman, 1990, p. 125). The primary speaker-now tenses are present, 

future, past (perfective and imperfective), present perfect and their perfective/anterior 

counterparts, while story-now is marked with the past. However, these unmarked 

representations appear to be overcome by the expressive function. Narrator focalization 

enhances non-past or present in narratives although the narrator is in the story-now time 

frame. Non-past marking in direct quotes indicates the narrator's sympathy to the 

character or the narrated event (Takahashi, 1996). 

4.2.8. Discussion for section 4.2 

The Aspect Hypothesis seems to be confirmed with respect to the usage of 

durative marking. At the early stage of acquisition present durative morphology marks 

the action in progress. A possible interpretation for this tendency is that learners 

redundantly mark the progress characteristics denoted in activity verbs with present 

durative because of semantic affinity. However, this is not the case for the past durative 

form. The non-native speakers tended to be reluctant to mark imperfective in the past, 

which is consistent with the results from the multiple-choice task in chapter 3. There are 

three possible interpretations of the result, which I argued in the previous chapter. I will 

restate them below. 

First, the L2 learners may recognize both imperfectivity and completedness in 

durative -te i- and past -ta respectively. The dual meanings conflict semantically, which 
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confuse the L2 learners and slow their acquisition of past durative -te i-ta. This 

argument supports the One-to-One Principle (Andersen, 1984); that is, the learners prefer 

to assign one form to one function. Based on this principle, the L2 learners of Japanese 

identify durative -te i- as the imperfective marker and past -ta as the completion marker. 

Furthermore, it might be less common to mark the notion of durativity in the past tense. 

In chapter 3, the beginning level learners appropriately marked state verbs with non-past 

(See Figure 3.3.), and as shown in Figure 4.11 in this chapter, state verbs were relatively 

frequently marked with non-past in the non-native speakers' narratives. This suggests 

that it might be more natural to associate present time and imperfective since the notion 

of durativity denoted in state verbs agree semantically with the non-past tense, which is 

unbounded on a time line. Given this, it is plausibly easier for the non-native group to 

identify imperfectivity in present time, which is aspectually unbounded. Second, past 

durative may appear less frequently than present durative in native speakers' speech to 

which the learners are exposed. Native speakers of Japanese might mark the imperfective 

aspect in the past less frequently than in the non-past in the discourse. The infrequent 

association of past and imperfectivity might slow the acquisition of past durative marking. 

Finally, durative -te i- is always presented with non-past as a single form -te i-ru (e.g., 

tabe-te i-nt "eat-durative-non-past'). This might prevent the learners from being aware 

that it has two morphemes: te i- and -ru. Because of this non-decomposed 

interpretation, it might be difficult for them to recognize imperfectivity and past tense in 

the past durative morpheme. 
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Past tense morphology was most frequently attached to achievement verbs in 

narratives. This strong association appeared throughout proficiency levels. This could be 

interpreted such that the past morpheme is an unmarked linguistic presentation to indicate 

a bounded event in narratives. In other words, narrative structure influences the use of 

past. The possible scenario is as the following: 

Narrative structure influences the use of tense-aspect morphology from the early 
stage of L2 development. Past marking is an unmarked linguistic presentation in 
order to mark boundedness of the event. Further achievement verbs indicate the 
change of state, indicating the clear end results. According to human perception, 
it could be natural to associate the clear end point and boundedness. 

Unlike past, however, the durative form may not play any distinctive textual role. The 

activity verbs miru 'look at,' sagasu "look for," axxdyohu "call' were frequently marked 

with either past or present durative in the non-native groups. The low proficiency 

learners marked them with present durative more frequently than with past. Then, those 

verbs were marked with past with increasing proficiency. This pattern suggests that the 

low proficiency learners start to mark lexical aspect with present durative, which may not 

carry any peculiar textual function in narrative discourse. 

As argued in section 2.5, there are two ways of analyzing the use of tense-aspect 

morphology; the distribution of a single tense-aspect morpheme across lexical aspects 

and the one of a single lexical aspect across tense-aspect morphemes. The former has 

been presented in section 4.2. The next section shows the distribution of a single lexical 

aspect on tense-aspect morphology. The Aspect Hypothesis claims that past marking 

starts with achievement verbs and progressive marking with activity verbs. A different 
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interpretation is that the markings of achievement verbs with past and activity verbs with 

durative decrease respectively along the proficiency levels. The analysis focused on 

activity and achievement verbs in order to test the above interpretation. 

4.3. Distribution of activity and achievement verbs on tense-aspect morphoiogy 

Tables 4.13 and 4.14 show the distribution of activity and achievement verbs on 

tense-aspect morphology based on type count and token count respectively. 

Table 4.13. Distribution of Activity and Achievement Verbs on Tense-aspect 
Morphology based on Type Count 

Activity NPST PAST PRE-DRTV PAST-DRTV -TE 
Novice 
Intermediate 
Advanced 
Native 

19% (35) 
13% (26) 
8% (18) 
16% (26) 

45% (82) 
51% (101) 
39% (87) 
35% (58) 

6% (28) 
12% (24) 
13% (30) 
17% (27) 

6% (12) 
10% (19) 
18% (40) 
14% (23) 

13% (24) 
14% (27) 
22% (49) 
18% (30) 

Achievement NPST PAST PRE-DRTV PAST-DRTV -TE 
Novice 
Intermediate 
Advanced 
Native 

18% (48) 
10% (33) 
5% (17) 
6% (21) 

65% (177) 
62% (207) 
54% (210) 
47% (155) 

4% (11) 
5% (16) 
11% (41) 
9% (30) 

4% (12) 
7% (24) 
6% (24) 
7% (24) 

10% (25) 
17% (56) 
25% (97) 
30% (99) 

Note. Raw token frequencv in parentheses. 

Table 4.14. Distribution of Activity and Achievement Verbs on Tense-aspect 
Morphology based on Token Count 

Activity NPST PAST PRE-DRTV PAST-DRTV -TE 

Novice 
Intermediate 
Advanced 
Native 

16% (48) 
13% (41) 
6% (21) 
16% (31) 

53% (154) 
56% (183) 
40% (139) 
36% (70) 

15% (44) 
12% (39) 
14% (48) 
19% (36) 

6% (17) 
9% (31) 
18% (62) 
13% (26) 

9% (29) 
10% (33) 
23% (80) 
16% (31) 

Achievement NPST PAST PRE-DRTV PAST-DRTV -TE 

Novice 
Intermediate 
Advanced 
Native 

14% (61) 
9% (47) 
4% (19) 
7% (25) 

71% (304) 
68% (356) 
60% (316) 
48% (184) 

4% (18) 
4% (22) 
10% (53) 
8% (32) 

4% (15) 
6% (30) 
5% (26) 
7% (25) 

7% (28) 
13% (67) 
22% (114) 
30% (114) 

Note. Raw token frequency in parentheses. 
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Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14 show the distribution of activity and achievement 

verbs on tense-aspect morphology based on type count, which are presented in Table 4.13. 

Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16 show Table 4.14, in which the results based on token count 

are presented. 

Figure 4.13. Percentages of Activity Verbs based on Type Count 

GOr 

Novice Interm Adv Native 

proficiency 

• Non-past IP^ DPre-durative • Past-durative l-te 

As shown in the figures, both activity and achievement verbs were more frequently 

marked with past than any other morphemes, although the percentage of achievement 

verbs with past is higher than the one of activity verbs with past. As shown in Figure 

4.14 and Figure 4.16, the use of past decreases and the use of /e-conjunction increases 

along the proficiency levels. 
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Figure 4.14. Percentages of Achievement Verbs based on Type Count 
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• Non-past BPast • Pre-durative • Past-durative B-te 

As argued in section 4.2.6, achievement verbs are also frequently marked with the te-

conjunction. Although the use of past decreased, achievement verbs were consistently 

marked with perfective (i.e., the past form and the /e-conjunction). Further, Figure 4.13 

and Figure 4.15 do not show the frequent marking of activity verbs with present durative 

but rather with past. The extensive use of past on both activity and achievement verbs 

might be a nature of narrative discourse. This suggests that the frequent use of past on 

achievement verbs is influenced by the narrative structure rather than the inherent lexical 

aspect of achievement verbs in narrative discourse. 
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Figure 4.15. Percentages of Activity Verbs based on Token Count 
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Unlike the distributional patterns of the present durative presented in Figure 3.5, Figure 

4.13 and Figure 4.15 do not show the frequent association of activity verbs and present 

durative in the beginning level learners' narratives. However, the comparison of 

percentage of the present durative across the non-native and native groups reveals that 

activity verbs were marked with present durative more frequently than achievement verbs. 

But there is no developmental difference observed in their use of present durative (See 

Table 4.13 and Table 4.14). 
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Figure 4.16. Percentages of Achievement Verbs based on Token Count 

Novice Interm Adv Mative 

proficiency 

• Non-past • Past • Pre-durative • Past-durative • -te 

In sum the analysis of activity and achievement verbs with individual tense-aspect 

morphemes does not follow the results of the one of tense-aspect morphology on lexical 

aspect argued above. The results of this section yet shows influence of narrative structure 

with respect to the use of past marking. 

4.4. Discussion 

Both quantitative and qualitative analyses were conducted on the distribution 

pattern of Japanese tense-aspect morphology in narrative discourse in this chapter. 

Verbal inflections in narratives were analyzed in terms of the Aspect Hypothesis, and 
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verbs marked with individual morphemes were closely examined for any unique 

characteristics besides inherent lexical aspects. The results are summarized below; 

a. Regardless of proficiency, past was extensively associated with achievement 

verbs as organizing narrative discourse. 

b. The perfectives (i.e., the past form ta and the gerund te) belongs to the 

semantic class of achievement verbs in L2 learners' narratives. However, the 

usage of ~te was not productive at the early stage. The low proficiency 

learners marked the completion of punctual events with the past marker -(a 

more frequently than -te. 

c. The L2 learners started to attach the present durative marker te i-ni to 

activity verbs in narratives. 

d. Unlike present durative inflection, past durative morphology was not 

productively associated with activity verbs in the narratives of novices. 

e. The non-past marker is used in order to present external evaluation, which is 

addressed to the listener, and the narrator's personal involvement with the 

character in the narrated events. 

Like those in the multiple-choice task reported in chapter 3, the distributional 

patterns of Japanese tense-aspect morphology in the story-telling task show that L2 

learners at the early stage tended to mark activity verbs with present durative, which 

supports the Aspect Hypothesis. The distributional pattern of the past form -ta, however, 

did not follow the tendency observed in chapter 3; that is, the L2 learners started with a 
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strong association between past inflection and achievement verbs, and then expanded its 

use to activity/state verbs in the obligatory context. In Study 2 past marking was 

dominantly attached to achievement verbs across proficiency levels. There was no 

developmental process of past marking observed in the lexical analysis of narratives. 

In section 4.3 where activity and achievement verbs were analyzed across 

individual tense-aspect markings, activity verbs also occurred with past most frequently. 

This suggests that the past morpheme plausibly plays the distinguishing textual role in 

narrative discourse by marking boundedness of the event. In order for us to perceive 

sequence, individual events constructing the plot need to be bounded and located on the 

time line of the story. Past marking is the best candidate for this function. This follows 

Szatrowski (1987) with respect to marking the narrative event by -ta. She investigated 

native speakers" associations of "pasmess" and "narrative events" with past and non-past 

and found that the past form -ta highlighted their perception of the clause as narrative 

event more than the non-past form -ru. Based on this, the narrator uses -la when s/he 

presents the clause as narrative event in discourse.^ In other words, activity verbs are 

marked with -ta when it is presented as narrative event. 

Achievement verbs were associated with past more frequently than activity 

verbs, although -ta was the most frequent with both of them than other tense-aspect 

forms (See Table 4.12 and Table 4.13). We may perceive the plot move forward when 

the event has a clear end point and no duration involved in change of state, which both 

are denoted in achievement verbs. The functional property of past (i.e., completion of an 

event) and the lexical characteristics of achievements can enhance their strong 
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association. The frequent use of past marking in narrative is plausibly universal with 

consideration of that the strong association of past and achievement verbs was observed 

in the adult-directed speech (e.g., Stephany, 1981; Shirai, 1991) and that the temporally 

sequenced events were frequently marked with past in LI narratives (Hopper, 1979; 

Hoppter & Thompson, 1980). This leads to the possibility that the L2 learners transfer 

the textual function of LI past marking to narrative discourse in the target language (i.e., 

Japanese in the present study). 

The finding (b) shows the influence of lexical aspect on the use of the nontlnite 

form te. The /<?-conjunction was dominantly associated with achievement verbs like 

past -(a. Shirai and Andersen (1995) proposed that the prototypical characteristics for 

past are [+telic], [+punctual], and [+result]. Achievement verbs can be characterized as 

[+telic], [^punctual], and [-i-dynamic]. They are semantically congruent, which is 

provided as the account for the strong association between past and achievement verbs. 

The strong association between -(e and achievement verbs suggests the semantic 

similarity between the -te form and the past inflection -to; the /e-conjunction also has the 

semantic properties of [+telic], [+punctual], and [+result]. The functional difference 

between the /e-form and past in narrative discourse will be discussed in chapter 5. 

The finding (c) suggests that lexical aspect influences the use of L2 tense-aspect 

morphology in terms of the use of present durative. The activity verbs marked with 

present durative denoted the searching activity such as sagasu 'look for,' yobu "call,' and 

mint iook into.' These verbs also frequently appeared with past The low proficiency 

learners more frequently associated them with present durative than past marking, and 
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with increasing proficiency past inflection appeared with the same search activity verbs 

more than present durative. This observation shows the influence of lexical aspect on the 

association between activity verbs and present durative at the early stage of L2 

acquisition. Their association can be explained by the Congruence Principle (Andersen, 

1993); learners use tense-aspect morphemes whose meaning is most similar to that of the 

verb. The semantic feature of activity verbs is consistent with the present durative 

morpheme -te i-ru in terms of durativity. 

Another interpretation of marking the searching activity with present durative is 

that narrators linguistically maintain the search theme for the story. The association of 

search activity verbs and present durative inflection might imply that the event of 

searching for a frog continues until the protagonist successfully finds his frog and that he 

is still in the middle of searching. It appears that present durative indicates not only 

referential relationship to the pictorial representation of the event, which is perceived as 

continuous, but also thematic relationship to global discourse. 

The pattern of present durative in chapter 3 and the above finding show that 

progressive meaning is acquired prior to resultative state meaning. As argued in 

Yoshikawa (1994), the change of state is linguistically focused on and mostly lexicalized 

as achievement in Japanese and the resultative state is described with achievement verbs 

and the durative form -te i-ru. On the other hand, the resultative state is lexicalized with 

either state verbs or adjectives in English. Native speakers of English learning Japanese 

need to realize that achievement verbs marked with the durative marker -te i-ru 

compensate for a lack of state verbs and adjectives in Japanese. In the current study the 
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acquisition process of present durative was observed in the L2 learners' narratives. It 

emerges as the progressive marker, and then it is used as the marker of resultative state 

meaning. In both cases, present durative marking start appearing in the main clauses. 

Gradually it appears in the relative clauses. 

The tendency (d) was also found in the multiple-choice task. The infrequent 

occurrence of past durative was explained by means of three possibilities in chapter 3 and 

section 4.2.8 in this chapter. First, based on the One-to-One Principle (Andersen, 

1984,1993), the L2 learners of Japanese may recognize dual aspectual meanings in past 

durative; completion and durativity. The past durative is not semantical ly congruent with 

any verb type; the notion of completion may prevent the association of activity verbs and 

past durative, while the action-in-progress meaning may suppress the attachment of past 

durative inflection to achievement verbs. The dual functions of past durative must 

confuse the L2 learners of Japanese and they did not associate past durative -te i-ia with 

either activity or achievement verbs due to its dual functions. 

The second plausible interpretation is the influence of native speakers' speech to 

which the L2 learners have been exposed. Past durative -te i-ta might appear less 

frequently in linguistic input than present durative -te i-ru. Imperfective in the past may 

not be focused on in adult-directed speech. The less frequent occurrence of -te i-ta in 

linguistic input might slow their acquisition of past durative. 

The third possibility is that the way of presenting the present durative marker -te 

i-ru in teaching instructions might influence the L2 learners' internalization of the past 

durative form. In some Japanese textbooks (e.g., Nifiongo no kiso "Basic Japanese," 
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1981); A Course in Modem Japanese, 1983; Japanese for Everyone, 1990; and Yookoso: 

An Invitation to Contemporary Japanese, 1993) treat present durative marking as a single 

form. This presentation could lead to their difficulty to recognize imperfectivity encoded 

in te I- and pastness encoded in - ta in the past durative form -te i-ta. 

Finally, the finding (e) clearly shows that narrative structure influences the use 

of tense-aspect morphology. As stated in Fleischman (1990), tense-aspect morphology 

has the expressive function in addition to the temporal one. Fleischman claimed that 

narratives are structured within the speaker-now time frame and the story-now time frame. 

When the narrator tell a story in the speaker now time frame, the primary tenses are 

present, future, past (perfective and imperfective), present perfect and their 

perfective/anterior counterparts. On the other hand, story-now is marked with the past. 

In narratives in this study the verb omou 'think' was frequently marked with non-past 

when the agent of omou "think' is the narrator, which indicates her/his subjective opinion. 

Further, the narrator's opinions are referred to as evaluation (Labov. 1972; Fleischman, 

1990). Evaluation has two types: external evaluation and embedded evaluation. In 

external evaluation, the narrator steps out of the plot line, and gives the subjective 

opinion or comments on the event in the narrative, while in embedded evaluation the 

evaluation is given in the narrative context. Based on the above argument, the use of 

non-past in narratives is interpreted as that the narrator might step out of the time of 

story-now and state her/his comments in the time of speaker-now, which enhances the use 

of non-past. 
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4.5. Summary 

This chapter examined the use of Japanese tense-aspect morphemes in narratives 

in terms of lexical aspect. The same fifty-nine English natives who participated in study 

1 were requested to narrate a story with a wordless picture book "Frog, Where Are 

by Mercer Mayer (1969). Another twenty native speakers of Japanese participated in this 

task as a control group. The discussion addressed the question of whether the 

distributional patterns in narrative discourse would be similar to those observed in the 

multiple-choice task. In chapter 3, the results from the multiple-choice task supported the 

Aspect Hypothesis as regards using past inflection on achievement verbs and the present 

durative morphology on durative verbs (i.e., activity and accomplishment verbs). The 

low proficiency learners tended to associate achievement verbs frequently with past not 

only in the obligatory context but also in other temporal contexts. They also tended to 

mark accomplishment verbs as well as activity verbs with present durative. This 

tendency suggests that L2 learners of Japanese start to use present durative inflection to 

mark the process leading to the point of completion encoded in accomplishment verbs as 

well as the on-going action encoded in activity verbs. 

The analysis of distribution of tense-aspect morphology in narratives showed 

that both non-native and native groups extensively associated past with achievement 

verbs. There was no development process observed. This suggests that the past 

inflection is an unmarked linguistic device to mark individual bounded events and order 

them along a story line in narrative discourse. In addition to past, the notion of 

boundedness was also marked with the re-conjunction frequently attached to achievement 
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verbs along proficiency levels. This suggests that the /e-conj unction is aspectually 

similar to past, namely [+telic], [+punctual], and [+result], which aspectual semantics can 

enhance the frequent association with achievement verbs. Present durative was 

frequently associated with activity verbs in the novices. The activity verbs with present 

durative (e.g., sagasu 'look f6T,\vobu 'call,' and miru 'look into') indicated the searching 

activity. The same searching activity verbs were marked with past with increasing 

proficiency. This suggests that lexical aspect influences the use of tense-aspect 

morphology at the early stage of acquisition. Past durative was rarely used in narratives 

of the lower proficiency learners and its use increased along proficiency levels. This 

tendency was also observed in chapter 3. Their behavior shows that the acquisition of 

past durative is slow. 

The narratives will be analyzed in terms of textual function of tense-aspect 

morphology in the following chapter. The predicates will be categorized into either 

foreground or background to see whether verbal inflections mark grounding in L2 

narrative discourse. 

' I consulted Yoshikawa's (1976) classification of -le iku hiruXpp. 199-288). He classified kiiru iku into 
five types as shown below. He claimed that a main verb follow^ by iku/kuru as shown in A, B, and C is 
the regular verb, while the one in D and E is the auxiliary verb. 

The word-inserting test was used to decide whether V+ikii hmi was the regular verb or the 
auxiliary verb. That is, it was the regular verb if a word could be inserted between V and iku kum and it 
was the auxiliary verb otherwise. 

(i) Verb iku/kuru 
Haha ga kane o oite: it-TA. 
mother NOM money ACC put; go 

Word insertion 
Haha ga kane o oite, Tokyo e IT-TA. 
Mother NOM money ACC put, Tokyo to go-PAST 
'Mother put money and went to Tokyo.' 
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(b) Auxiliary verb iku/kuru 
Chichi ga kinou Tokyo kara kaet-te: ki-TA. 
father NOM yesterday Tokyo trom returnxome 
-> Word insertion 
?? Chichi ga kinou Tokyo kara kaet-te, uchi ni ki-TA/ 

father NOM yesterday Tokyo from return: home to come 
Father returned from Tokyo and came." 

In (a) the postpositional phrase Tokyo ni "to Tokyo' could be inserted between ai-ie 'put + the gerund' and 
it-TA "went', whereas in (b) the sentence with the postpositional phrase uchi ni 'to home' is anomalous. 

Type of verb preceding iku kuni Example 
A Regular verbs Haha ga kane o oite- it-ta ' 

Mother NOM money ACC leave-go-PAST 
(Mother left money and went.) ; 

B Motion verbs without the concept of 
directionality 

Neko ga aruite-ik-u. ' 
Cat NOM walk-go-NPST 
(A cat walked and went.) j 

C "have" John ga kamera o motte-ki-ta. 
NOM camera ACC bring-come-PAST 

(John came with camera.) 
D Motion verbs with the concept of 

direaionality 
Ashioto ga toozakatte-it-ta. 
Footstep NOM fade away-go-PAST 1 
(Footsteps went away.) 

E Regular verbs Dandan nemukunatte-ki-ta. 
Gradually become sleepy-come-PAST 
(I ijraduallv became sleepy.) 

" Bamberg and Marchman (1991), investigating aspectual marking of shifts in thematic structure of the 
story depicted in the same picture book as used for the current study, found that both English- and German-
speaking narrators did not mark overtly continuation of searching activities with any particular linguistic 
representation. They claimed that once the search has been established, the aaivity of searching is 
expected to continue so that the narrators did not mark it with any particular linguistic representation. 

^ The numbers in parentheses are row token frequency. 

* Szatrowski (1987) proposed that the function of -la is to forground the clause. This issue will be 
discussed in chapter 5 where the foreground/background distinction is focused on. 
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CHAPTERS 

STUDY 3: GROUNDING ANALYSIS OF TENSE-ASPECT MORPHOLOGY 

IN THE STORY-TELLING TASK 

This chapter discusses the distribution pattern of tense-aspect morphemes in 

narratives in terms of discourse organization. The question to be addressed is whether 

the distributional patterns of tense-aspect morphology in narratives show influence of 

grounding. In the studies based on the Discourse Hypothesis, the clauses are 

categorized into a binary choice, namely, either foreground or background. The former 

refers to the temporally ordered events and indicates the backbone of the story. 

Background refers to peripheral information. 

In previous studies analyses of the structure of learners' narratives showed that 

morphology correlates with the foreground/background distinction. However, research 

findings are not consistent, although these studies found the distribution of tense-aspect 

markers to be influenced by discourse organization. In Kumpf (1984) an adult native 

speaker of Japanese living in the United States marked punctual verbs in the foreground 

with base forms, and background with various forms in the English narrative. On the 

other hand, three Russian natives learning English in Flashner (1989) marked actions in 

the foreground with simple past and left background clauses unmarked. Examining 37 

oral and written narratives in a film-retelling task, which were graded into 7 levels, 

Bardovi-Harlig (1995) found that foreground verbs typically carry past tense marking in 

both oral and written narratives, whereas background verbs carry non-past marking (e.g.. 
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progressive). In Kurono (1996), which might be the only study to investigate the 

Japanese tense-aspect morphology in terms of grounding, four non-native speakers of 

Japanese used past in the foreground and non-past in the background. Regarding aspect, 

perfective marking predominately appeared in the foreground and state verbs marked 

with the perfective forms ru and ta appeared in the background. Kurono also claimed 

that past morphology appeared in the foreground first and expanded to the background, 

which is consistent with Bardovi-Harlig (1995). 

Study 3 examines the use of Japanese tense-aspect morphology in narrative 

discourse. The results shows that past marking emerged as the dominant morpheme to 

indicate the foreground in both non-native and native speakers of Japanese and that the 

background was also dominantly marked by means of past inflection, although other 

tense-aspect morphemes appeared. The non-past form marked the background in the 

novices, and its use decreased with increasing proficiency, while the use of the te-

conjunction increased. The distinctive use of past in both foreground and background 

suggests that the grounding is not strongly marked with tense-aspect morphology in 

Japanese, although the foreground/background distinction may be universal. The 

analysis of the te- conjunction in narratives showed that -le was used to mark the 

temporally sequenced, yet thematically insignificant events. 

5.1. Data collection 

5.1.1. Data 

The data was from the story-teiling task, which was used for Study 2. The 
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participants for Study 3 were the same fifty-nine English natives who participated in 

Study 1 and Study 2. See section 3.1.1 for the details. As stated in section 4.1.1, 

twenty native speakers of Japanese performed the story-telling task, including 17 college 

students from Okinawa University and three of the researchers' acquaintances, who are 

from Nagoya, Saga, and Okinawa respectively. 

For the story-telling task, participants were requested to narrate a story with a 

wordless picture book 'Frog, Where Are by Mercer Mayer (1969). The book 

consists of 24 pictures, in which their sequential order presents a story (See section 4.1.2 

for the picture description). 

The story-telling task was conducted individually in various places such as the 

participant's house, the researcher's office, and a classroom. The background 

information was provided about the story in Japanese, such as "this is a story about a boy 

and his frog.' Then each participant was asked to look through a series of pictures before 

narrating the story to allow them to prepare for story-telling. While looking through the 

pictures, a non-native speaker was allowed to write down the necessary words which s/he 

did not know the Japanese equivalent for. For verbs, only base forms were provided. 1 

was present throughout the task in order to answer any clarification questions while 

listening to the story without giving any comments or reacting but simply responding 

with 'OK' or 'Go on' in Japanese. But I was not present since the participants said that 

the researcher's presence made them uncomfortable. Each session was taped and 

transcribed by the researcher. 
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5.1.2. Grouding analysis 

The narratives are examined in terms of the foreground/background distinction 

in this chapter All clauses that had non-past -rw, past -/a, present durative -te t-ru, past 

durative -te i-tu, and the /e-conjunction were identified. Copula and compound verbs, 

which were excluded for the analysis of lexical aspect, were included for the grounding 

analysis. I divided the picture story into tlve components; 

I. Setting (picture 1) 
II. Initial events (pictures 2 and 3) 
III. Searching activities (pictures 4 through 21) 
[V. Successful outcome (pictures 22 and 23) 
V. Ending (picture 24) 

Setting, referring to the events pictorially expressed in picture I, identifies the 

protagonist(s), sets the time and location, and initiates the story's subsequent events. 

Initial events set the protagonist's primary goal, and searching activities are a series of 

events leading from the opening to the goal attainment. Successful outcome refers to 

the protagonist's goal achievement, and ending, recognized in the last picture, is 

identified as the final remarks following the successful outcome. 

The events in the story may be linearly ordered not only in terms of temporal 

relationship but also hierarchically related to the story goal. That is, some story events 

are more importantly or directly related to the primary goal than others. Trabasso and 

Sperry (1985) claimed that the events which had causes and consequences leading to the 

goal of the story tended to be judged important. Van den Broek, (1988) found that the 

reader tends to consider a statement more important when it has more connections to 
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other statements and is more directly related to the primary goal. Applying the notion of 

importance to the grounding distinction in addition to temporal sequence, the following 

criteria were utilized in order to identify foreground: 

(i) Is the event temporally sequential? 
(ii) Is the event significant in achieving the thematic goal in the story? 

The predicates that satisfy criteria (i) and (ii) are presented as Significant chronologically 

ordered events. Those that satisfy criterion (ii), that is, the thematically significant but 

not temporally sequential events, are referred to as Motivation since they motivate the 

subsequent event(s) to take place. 

Events temporally ordered but not significantly related to the global theme are 

categorized as background. For example, the statement buutsu o hai-TE, mori e it-TA 

"after wearing a pair of boots, he went to the woods," two phrases huvtus o hai-TE 

"wearing a pair of boots' and mori e it-TA "went to the woods' are temporally ordered. 

They describe a scene from the story utilized for the present study. The first phrase is 

considered insignificant since the protagonist's action of putting on his boots does not 

directly influence the primary goal, and the story line goes forward without it. That is, 

the omission of the first phrase does not change the story line. Thus, it was categorized 

as background. On the other hand, the second action should be considered significant 

since the omission of this action causes the story line to break down. 

In addition to the temporally ordered peripheral narrative events, the event that 

does not trigger the subsequent ones was considered as background. The background 

was categorized further into four components: Setting, Reaction, Comments, and Other 
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information. Setting provides trivial information that does not necessarily enable the 

next episodes to take place. Reaction presents the characters' psychological impact, 

which does not make any story line move forward. The narrator's opinions are 

considered as Comments. The story character's emotional reaction, however, was 

identified as foreground when it was followed by the subordinate conjunctions expressing 

reasons such as node and kara. The subordinate conjunctions indicate that the story 

character's emotional reaction motivates the sequent event(s) to take place. Finally, the 

category of Other information is that which is not significant enough to be hierarchically 

related to the global theme but could be chronologically ordered. For example, in 

picture 14 the owl is on the tree and seems to be sleeping after chasing the boy. This 

information might be temporally related to the previous action but does not bring any 

significant contribution to the goal attainment. The foregrounded and backgrounded 

events were identified in the predicates for initial events, searching episodes, successful 

outcome, and ending. The foreground/background distinction was not examined in 

setting (picture 1) since it provides some background information, such as time, location, 

and the protagonist(s), to start the story. 

Previous studies on the use of tense-aspect systems in narrative discourse 

reported that learners tend to mark foreground with past inflection more frequently than 

the background. The purpose of this chapter is to examine whether native speakers of 

English learning Japanese as L2 show a similar tendency in their use of Japanese tense-

aspect morphology as they construct a narrative discourse. First, the distribution of 

tense-aspect morphology in Setting, Initial events, Successfiil outcome, and Ending are 
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discussed in the following sections. Then, the use of tense-aspect morphology for 

foregrounded events is examined. Finally, the background including Setting, Reaction, 

Comments, and Other information will be presented. 

The hypothesis is that Initial events (i.e., the frog escapes the jar and the boy 

finds it in the next morning) and Successful outcome (i.e., the boy find the missing frog 

and his mate, and then his baby frogs.) are marked by the past form since they are 

significant. Initial events are necessarily described in order to set the thematic goal (i.e., 

finding the missing frog) and for the story to start moving forward. In other words, they 

motivate the boy and his dog to start a journey for fining his lost frog. Successful 

outcome is significant since it shows that the boy and the dog achieve their goal. On the 

other hand, it is hypothesized that Setting and Ending may show various markings since 

it might be possible for a narrator to add some subsidiary information, which is not 

necessarily related to the global theme. The following sections present the results of 

grounding analysis of tense-aspect morphology in narrative discourse of both non-native 

and native groups. 

This chapter also presents percentages of distribution. As stated in chapter 3, 

the comparison of raw frequencies from each group may not be appropriate since the 

number of predicates differed among the groups. See Appendix C for row tokens. 

5.2. Linguistic marking of setting, initial events, successful outcome, and ending 

5.2.1. Setting: picture 1 

Pictiire 1 shows a boy and his dog watching a frog in a jar in his room. The 
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narrator needs to set up the context that the story will take place. This is equal to the 

Orientation elaborated by Labov (1972) and Labov and Waletzky (1967). Fleischman 

(1990), analyzing the actual texts, reported that the most commonly used tense-aspect 

morphemes for the Orientation were imperative, progressive past, progressive present, 

pluperfect/past anterior (French). 

Figure 5.1 presents the distribution pattern of tense-aspect morphology to 

describe picture 1. The novices show 50% use of past and 31% non-past. The 

intermediate level learners show 52% use of past. The use of past by the advanced 

group and native speakers was not as productive as the lower level groups (41% by the 

advanced group and 38% by native speakers). 

Figure 5.1. Distribution of Tense-aspect Morphemes in Picture 1 

60r 

Novice Interm Adv Native 

Prt£cieiicy 

• Non-past BPast •Pre-durative • Past-durative •te-fiam 
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In the narratives of both the advanced group and native speakers, the use of the te-

conj unction was relatively productive, although the past tense morpheme appeared more 

frequently than the gerund. 

In order to set the story-time, some narrators used the words such as aruhi 'one 

day' and mukashi "long long time ago/ Further, the explanatory circumstantial 

descriptions (i.e., what had already happened to describe the situation going on in the 

initial scene) appeared in the setting. In particular, isukamaeru 'catch' and milsukeru 

•find' with past inflection were most frequently used to explain why the frog is in the jar 

in the initial scene. The event of catching the frog has been completed by the reference 

time when the boy and his dog are watching the frog in his room. 

5.2.2. Initial events: pictures 2 and 3 

Pictures 2 and 3 show the initial events which cause the boy to search his frog. 

The narrator recognized two events going on in picture 2; the boy and his dog are 

sleeping and the frog is escaping from the jar The latter must be the foreground since 

this is the major incident that causes the boy to start the searching journey. This initial 

event was dominantly described with the past tense morpheme throughout the groups as 

shown in Figure 5.2 (79% by the novices, 62.5% by the intermediate level learners, 61% 

by the advanced group, and 80% by the native speakers). The initial event of the frog 

escaping was described by means of the verbal phrases such as nigerv "run away,' 

dekakeru 'go out,' iku "go,' deru "come out,' and (bin kara) noboru climb out of the jar' 

throughout the groups. 
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Figure 5.2. Distribution of Tense-aspect Morphemes to Describe the Frog Escaping 
from the Jar 

Novice Interm Adv Native 

proficiency 

• Non-past BPast • Pre-durative • Past-durative B-te 

Figures 5.3 presents the use of tense-aspect morphemes to describe the event in 

which the boy and his dog are sleeping at night. Unlike the event of the frog escaping, 

this situation was perceived as the on-going event and temporally marked with present 

durative inflection as well as past. 

The L2 learners' use of present durative marking exceeds past inflection: 29% 

use of the past vs. 35% of the present durative by the novices, 33% of the past vs. 39% of 

the present durative by the intermediate level learners, and 33% of the past vs. 50% of the 

present durative by the advanced learners. Non-past marking emerges in the novice and 

its use decreased with increasing proficiency: 29% by the beginners, 17% by both 

intermediate and advanced groups. 
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Figure 5.3. Distribution of Tense-aspect Morphemes to Describe the Boy and His 
Dog Sleeping 
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Figure 5.4 shows the use of tense-aspect morphology in the subordinate clauses, 

describing the boy and his dog sleeping. Among the L2 learners, the novices used the 

non-past marker excessively (83%) and its use rapidly declined in the narratives by the 

intermediate and advanced level learners. The non-past marker did not appear in the 

natives' narratives. On the other hand, the present durative increased with increasing 

proficiency; 17% use by the novices, 50% by the intermediate level learners, and 73% by 

the advanced group. The native speakers extensively used the past and present durative 

inflections; 57% use of the past and 43% of the present durative. 
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Figure 5.4. Distribution of Tense-aspect Morphology in Subordinate Clauses 
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Novices tended to use the non-past marker ru with ioki "when," whereas the advanced 

learners tended to use the present durative morphology with aida 'while' in their 

narratives. 

(5.1.) Advanced 53: 
soshite, inu to otoko ga ne-TE l-RU AIDA. 
and dog and man NOM sleep-DRTV-NPST while 
sono kaeru-chan ga nige-chat-ta 
that frog NOM escape-MOD-PAST 
"While the dog and the man were sleeping, that frog escaped.' 

(5.2.) Novice 11: 
otoko no hito wa ne-RU TOKi. 
male POSS man TOP sleep-NPST when 
nigeru, nigeri-masu 
escape, escape-NPST 
"(Right) before the man sleeps, (the frog) escapes.' 
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The clause must describe the situation in which the event of the boy and his dog falling 

asleep has been completed by the time the frog escapes. In (5.1) ne-te i-ru "sleep-

DURATIVE-NONPAST' is considered as the resultative state indicating a result of the 

action of falling asleep.' Intuitively the subordinate clause with non-past ne-ru toki 

'when they sleep' shown in (5.2) is inappropriate since it indicates the pre-inceptive 

aspect, that is, the event of the boy and the dog falling asleep has not taken place yet. 

When the verb in the subordinate clause with toki 'when' is not a movement verb and 

inflected into non-past, it indicates the pre-inceptive meaning regardless of the tense of 

the main clause (Makino and Tsutsui, 1986, p.493). Consider the following examples; 

(5.3) Watashi wa gohan o tabe-RtJ TDK! 
I NOM meal ACC eat-NPST when 

te o ara-U. 
hands ACC wash-NPST 
'I (will) wash my hands (right) before I eat my meal.' 

(5.4) Watashi wa gohan o tabe-RU TOK! 
I NOM meal ACC eat-NPST when 

te o arat-TA 
hands ACC wash-PAST 
"I washed my hands (right) before I ate my meal." 

In (5.3) and (5.4) the subordinate clause gohan a tabe-ru toki is interpreted as the pre-

inceptive event regardless of the tense in the main clause. On the other hand, some 

native speakers described the event of sleeping with past inflection embedded in the 

subordinate clause as excerpted below; 

(5.5) Native 15; 
shoonen to inu ga ne«hizumat-TA KORO 
boy and dog NOM fall asleep-PAST when 
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'When the boy and the dog fell asleep,...' 

(5.6) Native 19; 
soshite sono otoko no ko to inu ga 
and that boy and dog NOM 
nemurinitsui-TA KORO 
go to sleep-PAST when 
"And when that boy and the dog went to sleep,...." 

The distributional patterns in Figure 5.2, Figure 5.3, and Figure 5.4 show that the 

learners tended to linguistically mark the backgrounded circumstance (i.e., the boy and 

his dog are sleeping) and the foregrounded plot-advancing event (i.e., the frog escapes 

from the jar) with the different tense-aspect morphemes. The plot-motivated events 

tended to be marked by means of past inflection in the main clause, while the 

backgrounded events tended to be expressed in the subordinate clause. 

In picture 3, two events can be recognized; the boy and his dog waking up the 

next morning and finding the frog had disappeared from the jar. These two events occur 

temporally sequentially. As presented in Figure 5.5, the first event of the boy and his 

dog waking up was marked differently across the levels. The novices dominantly 

marked the event with the past (71% use of verbal inflections) while 72% of verb 

morphemes were the nonfinite form -te in the advanced learners' narratives. The 

intermediate level learners used both forms ta (54%) and te (38%). Unlike the non-

native groups, the native speakers of Japanese marked the event of the boy waking up 

with the different linguistic presentations. The most frequent linguistic device is a 

clause-linking particle to as shown in (5.7). This marks the speaker's surprise or 

unexpectedness. 
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(5.7) Native 20 
Yokuasa Tonii-kim wa me o sa-masu-TO 
Next morning Tony TOP wake up-NPST-^o 
Bin no naka ni i-ta kaeru-kun ga i-ma-sen 
Bottle inside exist-PASA frog NOM exist-NPST-NEG 
"When Tony wakes up, there is no frog which was in the bottle." 

Figure 5.5. Distribution of Tense-aspect Morphemes to Describe the Boy Waking up 
in the Next Morning 

Novice Interm Adv Native 

proficiency 

• Non-past I Past •Pre-durative • Past-durative Bte-fonn 

The subsequent event of finding out the incidence that the frog is gone was expressed by 

means of the non-past and past negative statements in addition to past inflection as 

presented in the following extracts; 

(5.8) Novice 3: 
kaeru ga mie-MASEN-DESHITA. 
frog NOM see-NEG-PAST 
'(The boy) could not see the frog.' 
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(5.9) Novice 4; 
kaeru ga ari-MASEN. 
frog NOM exist-NEG:NPST 
There is no frog.' 

(5.10) Novice 5: 
kaeru i-MASEN-DESHITA 
frog exist-NEG-PAST 
"There was no frog." 

(5.11) Novice 8: 
kaeru o mi-MASEN-PESlU'IA. 
frog ACC see-NEG-PAST 
"(The boy) did not see the frog.' 

(5.12) Novice 9: 
Kaeru wa i-MASEK 
frog TOP exist-NEG;NPST 
"There is no frog' 

(5.13) Novice 12: 
kaeru ga inakunari-MASHITA. 
frog NOM come to non-exist-PAST 
"The frog disappeared.' 

Although the two events are sequential, the second event should be perceived as 

more salient than the first one since it triggers the global theme of the story, namely 

finding the lost frog. Both the advanced and the native tended to mark the insignificant 

narrative event of the boy and his dog waking up with (e. This suggests that the te-

conjunction may be used as the linguistic device to mark less salient information. 

5.2 J. The successful outcome: pictures 22 and 23 

The boy and his dog finally achieve their goal, that is, finding the missing frog 

behind the log and then his family. As shown in Figure 5.6, the use of past appeared as 
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the dominate marker to describe the successful outcome, in which the boy and his dog 

find their frog behind the log in picture 22, and his baby frogs come out from the weed in 

picture 23. The successful outcome was described with the past tense marker across the 

proficiency levels: 63% by the novices, 64% by the intermediate level learners, 80% by 

the advanced group, and 56% by the native speakers. The non-past marker appeared in 

the beginners" narratives (33%) and its occurrence decreased along the proficiency levels 

(25% by the intermediate level learners, 10% by the advanced group, and 10% by the 

native speakers). 

Figure 5.6. Distribution of Tense-aspect Morphemes for Successful Outcome 

Novice Interm Adv Native 

proficiency 

• Non-past HPast •Pre-durative • Past-durative H-te 

The frequently used predicates to express the successful outcome in picture 22 were 

mitsukeru 'find,' mini 'see', iru 'an animate thing exists' and deru 'come out' across the 
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groups. Those for picture 23 were mitsukeru 'find,' iru 'an animate thing exists,' deru, 

detekuru 'come out.' The excerpts are as the following; 

(5. 14) Novice 12: 
[picture 22] 

Kaamitto to atarashii okusan, mi, mi, mitsuke-MASHlTA. 
Kermit and new wife find-PAST 

[picture 23] 
Kaamitto wa takusan kodomo o, i-MASmTA. 
Kermit TOP many children ACC exist-PAST 
"(The boy) found Kermit and his new wife. Kermit had many 
children.' 

(5.15) Intermediate 33: 
[picture 22] 

Sorekara maruta no ushiro ni initsuke-iVIASmTA. 
then log POSS behind find-PAST 
Maruta no ushiro ni kaeru to hoka no kaeru ga 
log POSS behind frog and other POSS frog NOM 
ari-iyfASHITA. 
exist-PAST 

[picture 23] 
Etto, hoka no, shibafu no naka ni 
well, other POSS grasses POSS inside 
chiisai kodomo, kodomo no kaeru o de-MASHlTA. 
small children children POSS fi-og ACC come out-PAST 
'(The boy) found the frog and another firog behind the log. The small 
baby frogs came out fi-om the grasses.' 

5.2.4. Ending: picture 24 

The last scene shows that the boy is holding one fi-og in his hand and waiving his 

hand to the frog family. He and his dog look happy. Figure 5.7 shows that the past 

tense morpheme appears predominantly across the groups: 56% use by the begirmers, 

52% by the intermediate level learners, 59% by the advanced group, and 54% by the 

native speakers. The use of -te appeared fi^quently with increasing proficiency: 12% by 
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the novices, 26% by the intermediate level group, 28% by the advanced learners, and 

46% by the native speakers. On the other hand, the non-past marker decreased with 

proficiency level; 32% by the novices, 23% by the intermediate level learners, 9% by the 

advanced learners, and 0% by the native speakers. 

Figure 5.7. Distribution of Tense-aspect Morphemes for Ending 

Novice Interm Adv Native 

proficiency 

• Non-past • Past • Pre-durative • Past-durative • -te 

In sum, the above results show that the significant narrative events were most 

frequently marked by means of past tense inflection across the groups. Throughout the 

scenes observed above, the nonfinite form te increased with proficiency level. It 

frequently appeared in Setting and Ending by the advanced learners and native speakers. 

Their frequent use might be attributed to the nature of Setting and Ending scenes; that is. 
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the narrators could color the beginning and ending of the story by providing additional 

incidences, which may not be significant to construct the backbone of the story. The te-

conjunction might be used to mark the insignificant chronologically sequenced events. 

More discussion regarding -te will be provided in section 5.5.1. 

5.3. Foreground 

5.3.1. Searching episodes: pictures 4 through 21 

Pictures 4 through 21 show the searching episodes in which the boy and his dog 

look for the lost frog. The story line presented in those pictures are repeated: 

Picture 4: The boy and his dog look for the lost frog in his room. The boy calls 
the frog in his boot, and the dog looks for him in the jar. 
Picture 5: The boy is at the window and calls his frog. 
Picture 6: The dog falls off from the window with the jar on his head. The boy 
is looking at him with anxiety. 
Picture 7: The boy comes out and holds his dog. The dog licks the boy's cheek. 
The boy frowns and the dog looks happy. 
Picture 8: The boy and the dog come out of the house and walks toward the 
woods calling the frog. 
Picture 9: The boy looks for the frog in a hole on the ground. 
Picture 10: A gopher comes out and bites the boy's nose. 
Picture 11: The boy decides to look for the frog in the hole on the tree. 
Picture 12: His attempt is a failure. The owl comes out from the hole and the 
boy falls off out of the tree. 
Picture 13: The boy runs away from the owl and comes to the rock. 
Picture 14: The boy calls the frog from the top of the rock, holding one of the 
branches. 
Picture 15: Suddenly, the deer comes out from behind the rock. 
Picture 16: The deer runs with the boy on his head. 
Picture 17: The deer comes to the edge of the cliff and throws the boy over the 
cliff. 
Picture 18: The boy and his dog fall into the pond below the cliff. 
Picture 19: Then they notice some sound behind the log. 
Picture 20: They decide to go close to it and the boy tells the dog to be quiet. 
Picture 21: They look behind the log. 
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In this section, only the descriptions of protagonist's actions were focused on in terms of 

grounding so pictures 6 and 7 will not be mentioned, in which the dog is the main 

character. In picture 6 the dog falls off a window sash, and in picture 7 the jar on his 

head breaks, and the boy holds the dog with a frowning look on his face. 

It is plausible to assume that the events outlined above should be marked as 

foreground in a narrative since some of them indicate the boy's attempt to achieve the 

thematic goal and others the failed outcomes, which motivate his next attempt. His 

attempts and failed outcomes construct the backbone of the story until his goal is 

attained. 

The foreground includes two components: Significant chronologically-ordered 

events and Motivation. The former constructs the backbone of the story and the change 

of order and/or the omission of some events break the sequence of the story line. The 

latter are significant in order for some narrative events to take place. The character's 

thoughts, desires, or judgements are considered as Motivation since those are significant 

enough to cause the subsequent event(s). Although they do not indicate the actual story 

events in a strict sense, the narrator singles out the characters thoughts as a clause 

forwarding a story line. 

S.3.2. The significant chronologically ordered events 

Figure 5.8 shows the distribution of tense-aspect morphology expressing the 

significant chronologically ordered events. As clearly shown in the figure, the past 

morphology -ta was exclusively used to mark the narrative events across the groups; 
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59% use by the novices, 58% by the intermediate level learners, 54% by the advanced 

group, and 57% by the native speakers. The past morpheme fa marks the completion 

of each event and we interpret that the events have taken place along the sequence 

narrated. 

Figure 5.8. Distribution of Tense-aspect Morphemes for Significant 
Chronologically-ordered events 
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5JJ. The protagonist's motivation 

The phrases including tabun "maybe,' V+/a/ "want to V,' and to omou '(the 

protagonist) think that' were interpreted as linguistic representations of the protagonist's 

desire or motivation as presented below: 
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(5.16) Intermediate 24 [Picture 14]; 
otoko no ko wa, uun okashiina to omoi-mashita kedo 
boy TOP well, strange that think-PAST although 
Kuroki wa sagashi -TAl desu kara 
(frog's name) TOP look for-want to PRED because 
ishi o nobori, a, ishi-janai, iwa o nobot-ta. 
stone ACC climb Oh, stone-NEG, rock ACC climb-PAST 
"Although he boy thought it was strange, he climbed the rock because 
he wanted to look for Kuroki.' 

(5.17) Intermediate 20 [Picture 4]: 
TABUN heya naka de i-masu, i-masu, i-mashita. 
maybe room inside exist-NPST, exist-NPST, exist-PAST 
"Maybe (the frog) is (somewhere) in the room." 

(5.18) Novice 10 [Picture 8]; 
ouchi no chikaku no mori ni iru kamoshirenai to 
house POSS nearby POSS woods in exist might that 
omot-TA node, sagashi ni it-ta. 
think-PAST because, look for go-PAST 
"(The boy) went to look for (the frog) because he thought that it might 
be in the woods nearby his house.' 

The above excerpts could be interpreted as the narrator's inferences of the boy's 

thoughts/desires. S/he linguistically marks what is going on in the protagonist's 

consciousnesi3. The boy's desire to find the missing frog excerpted in (5.16) also 

encourages the protagonist to climb up the rock. The excerpt (5.17) could be interpreted 

as the boy's interior monologue, in which the narrator merges her/himself with the 

protagonist. 

In (5.18) the boy's thought that the frog might be somewhere in the woods 

should motivate him to go there, which was expressed in the main clause, sagashi ni it-ta 

"went to look for' As presented in chapter 4, the verb omou "think' is categorized as 

either state or activity depending on the subject with which the verb occurs. It is the 
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state verb when the sentential subject of thinking is the narrator, while it is the activity 

when the story character thinks. In the former case, the durative form -te i- does not 

occur with the state verb omou 'think' (See the example (4.19) in the previous chapter). 

Further, the narrator's opinions are referred to as evaluation (Labov, 1972; Fleischman, 

1990). Evaluation has two types: external evaluation and embedded evaluation. 

E.\temal evaluation presents the narrator's own comments or opinions on the event in the 

narrative. In external evaluation, the narrator steps out of the plot line and gives the 

subjective opinion or comments on the event or the story character. That is, her/Tiis 

comments are not necessarily related to the thematic goal of the story. On the other 

hand, embedded evaluation expresses the story character's opinions in the narrative 

context. The above excerpt (5.18) shows embedded evaluation. Unlike external 

evaluation, embedded evaluation may move the story line forward. 

Figure 5.9 shows that the past tense marker was the dominant marker in the 

narratives by the L2 learners; 59% use by the novices, 57% by the intermediate level 

learners, and 53% by the advanced group. On the other hand, the /t?-conj unction 

predominantly appeared in the native speakers (67%). 
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Figure 5.9. Distribution of Tense-aspect Morphemes for Motivation 

Novice Interm Advanced Native 

Proficiency 

• Non-past I Past • Present durative • Past durative M gerund 

The frequent use o f - t e  by native speakers is due to a cause-effect meaning denoted in the 

nonfinite form -le. The /tf-conjunction conveys various meanings. A dictionary of 

Basic Japanese Grammar (1986) stated that the /e-conjunction marks the different 

semantic relationship between two clauses; a sequential order, a cause-effect relationship, 

a means, a contrast, and an unexpectedness. The examples are as follows; 

(5.19) a. Sequential order 
Asa oki-TE. kao o arat-ta. 
morning wake up-ze, face ACC wash-PAST. 
T woke up and washed my face.' 

b. Cause-effect 
Tabe .sugi-TE. onaka ga ita-i. 
eat too much-/e, stomack NOM hurt-NPST 
'Because I ate too much, I have a stomackache.' 
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c. Means 
Arui-TE, kaet-ta 
walk-re go home-PAST 
"I went home on foot.' 

d. Contrast 
Maiasa watashi wa hashit-TE. haha wa aruk-u. 
Every morning I TOP run-re, mother TOP walk-NPST 
'I run and my mother walks every day." 

e. Unexpected 
Tomu wa itsumo ason-de i-TE. tesuto ga deki-ru. 

TOP always play-HBTL-re, test NOM do well-NPST 
"Tom plays around yet he always does well on tests.' 

Sentence (5.19b) shows that the /t^-conjunction indicates the cause-effect 

meaning. I categorized the predicates with -te as Motivation when the rc-conjunction 

could be replaced by the finite form followed by node or kara 'because" as presented in 

(5.20). 

(5.20) a. Advanced 58 [picture 11]: 
Kodomo ga bikkurishi-TK 
child NOM get surprised-ze 
ki kara ochi-TA, ochi-MASHITA. 
tree from fall-PAST fall-PAST 
'The child fell off the tree because he got surprised." 

b. Rewrite (5.20a) with the finite verbs and node 'because' 
Kodomo ga bikkurishi-TA NODE. 
child NOM get surprised-PAST because 
ki kara ochi-TA, ochi-MASHITA. 
tree from fall-PAST fall-PAST 
'The child fell off the tree because he got surprised.' 

As argued in chapter I, Tomlin (1983, 1985) pointed out a circularity problem: a 

certain linguistic presentation marks the foreground/background distinction or a narrative 
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perspective triggers the certain Hnguistic marking. He claimed that the pertinent 

syntactic forms and semantic/pragmatic functions should be identified independently of 

one another. The above argument, however, shows that the clause was counted as 

foreground when it was marked with node or kara "because' or replaced with it in case of 

-le, indicating reason. But it was background when the event/actiorv'situation denoted in 

the clause did not trigger any sequent event leading to the goal achievement. This 

shows that it is difficult to make determination of grounding completely independently of 

verbal morphology in narratives. 

5.4. Background 

Using the criteria stated above, background information was identified in 

pictures 2 through 23. The background refers to the events that are unimportant to the 

global theme of the story, although they may be temporally sequenced. 

The past tense morpheme was as frequently used in the background as in the 

foreground; 55% by the beginners, 55% by the intermediate level learners, 49% by the 

advanced group, and 48% by the native speakers (See Figure 5.10). The use of non-past 

morphology was also relatively productive in the novices (36%), and it decreased with 

the L2 proficiency level (30% by the intermediate level learners, 14% by the advanced 

group, and 11% by the native speakers). On the other hand, the use of the nonfinite 

form -te increased with increasing proficiency: 5% by the beginners, 7% by the 

intermediate level learners, 24% by the advanced group, and 33% by the native speakers. 
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Figure 5.10. Distribution of Tense-aspect Morptiemes for Background 

Novice Intenn Adv Native 

proficiency 

• Non-past BPast • Pre-durative • Past-durative B-te 

The results did not perfectly support the findings from previous studies. For 

example, Bardovi-Harlig (1995) examined 37 English oral and written narratives in a 

film-retelling task which were graded into 7 levels and demonstrated that the use of past 

inflection in the foreground gradually exceeded its use in the background in ESL 

learners' discourse along proficiency. In Kurono (1996) four non-native speakers of 

Japanese showed the distinctive use of past in foreground and other forms including -ru 

and -te i-ru in background in the narrative of a four-picture cartoon. The current study 

found that L2 learners of Japanese used f)ast in the background as well as the foreground. 

The background was categorized further into four components in the following 

sections. Those are Setting, Reaction, Comments, and Other information. Setting 
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provides information that does not necessarily enable the next episodes to take place. 

Reaction presents the characters' psychological impact, which does not make any story 

line move forward. The narrator's opinions are considered as Comments. But the 

story character's emotional reaction was counted as foreground when it was followed by 

the subordinate conjunctions expressing reason such as nude and kura. The subordinate 

conjunctions indicate that the story character's emotional reaction motivates the sequent 

event(s) to take place. The category of Other information is that which could be 

chronologically ordered but not thematically significant. Each component will be 

discussed in the following sections, and the excerpt(s) for each category will be presented 

in the relevant section. 

5.4.1. Setting in the background 

Figure 5.11 shows the distribution pattern of verbal inflections for setting. The 

predicates introducing a new object/character, location, and/or time, and/or describing a 

past event prior to a certain reference time (i.e., past perfect) were considered as setting. 

But some of those supplying significant information to construct the story were 

categorized as foreground. For example, the existence of a gopher in the hole is 

considered as significant in terms of the subsequent event as the result of the 

protagonist's attempt at finding the lost fi'og. The excerpts indicating the setting in 

foreground and in background are presented in (5.21) and (5.22) respectively. 

(5.21) Novice 8 [picture 10] 
Ana no naka ni mogura ga i-mashita. 
hole POSS inside gopher NOM exist-PAST 
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There was a gopher in the hole on the ground.' 

(5.22) Intermediate 22 [picture 8]; 
Uchi no soba ni ano, mori ga ari-masu. 
house POSS nearby well, woods NOM exist-PAST 
'There were the woods near the house.' 

In (5.21) a new character gopher is introduced. This situation turns out to be a failed 

outcome, which motivates the boy's next attempt of looking for the frog in the hole on 

the tree. In this sense, the situation described in (5.21) was counted as foreground. On 

the other hand, the statement in (5.22) can be omitted without breaking down the story 

line. So it was categorized as background. 

Figure 5.11. Distribution of Tense-aspect Morphemes for Setting in Background 
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There is no developmental process observed in L2 learners' use of tense-aspect 

morphology (Figure 5.11). In the distributional patterns the beginners, the advanced 

learners, and the native speakers used past most frequently: 70% by the beginners, 40% 

by the advanced learners, and 60% by the native speakers. The intermediate level 

learners used both non-past and past (50% and 40%). The nonfinite form te is also 

used in the advanced group (23%) and the native speakers (20%). 

The locative information is expressed by means of the existential verb aru as 

shown below. The statements were considered as Setting since the locative information 

does not cause any subsequent events or forward the story line. 

(5.23) Native 3 [Picture 8]; 
chikaku ni mori ga at-TE 
nearby woods NOM exist-/£? 
"There are/were the woods nearby, and " 

(5.24) Novice 3 [Picture 19]: 
ike no chikai ni shin-de, ki, shin-de no ki ga 
pound POSS nearby die-ie tree, die-/^? POSS tree NOM 

ari-MASU 
exist-NPST 
"There is a dead tree near the pound." 

(5.25) Advanced 42 [Picture 18]: 
gake no shita ga ike ga ari-lVIASU. 
cliff POSS below NOM pound NOM exist-NPST 
"There is a pond below the cliff.' 

5.4.2. Reaction 

Reaction refers to the story-characters' psychological response to events, actions, 

or outcomes. It was expressed by emotional predicates such as bikkurisuru, odoroku 

•get surprised,' okoru "get angry,' ureshikimaru "become happy,' shinpaisuru "worry 
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about,' ciwateru "get confused.' When the story character's reaction motivated the 

subsequent event(s) to take place, which was marked by means of the subordinate 

conjunction kara or node (because), the predicates were included in Motivation (See 

section 5.3.3). The narrator's reaction was included in Comments presented in the 

following section. 

Figure 5.12. Distribution of Tense-aspect Morphemes for Reaction 
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As shown in Figure 5.12, perfective forms were used to mark reaction across the groups. 

The past marker appeared most frequently in the L2 learners: 71% use by the novices, 

72% by the intermediate level learners, and 51% by the advanced learners. But in the 

narratives by native speakers of Japanese the /e-conjunction exceeded the past form; 37% 

use of the past marker vs. 56% of -te. The reaction tended to be marked with perfective 
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marking (i.e., either the past inflection ta or the nonfinite form -te). 

5.4.3. Comments 

Comments refer to the narrator's evaluative commentary. Figure 5.13 shows 

that the non-past form appears as the dominant marker in comments of the novices (89% 

use) and the natives (83%). 

Figure 5.13. Distribution of Tense-aspect Morphemes for Comments 
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The non-past slightly exceeds the past in the intermediate group (60% use of the non-past 

vs. 40% use of the past), while the past exceeds the non-past in the advanced group (30% 

use of the non-pat vs. 50% use of the past). As presented in chapter 4, external 

comments, namely the narrator's opinions and thoughts tended to be marked with the 
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non-past morpheme. The beginners and the native speakers show the similar tendency; 

the non-past form emerged as a dominant marker for Comments. A possible 

explanation is that it might be easier for the beginners to give comments on the story 

events than moving forward the story line. They need to connect the events and 

linguistically mark the sequence of events in order to construct the story, which task 

might be cognitively more demanding for them than to give the random comments on the 

story. On the other hand, the comments by the native speakers might be motivated by 

their personal relationship to me. That is, they were either my friends or students. 

We knew each other before they participated in my study. This could encourage them 

to give me their comments relatively freely. 

The narrator's opinions were marked with the predicate to omou "(0 think that' 

as presented in (5.26). The narrator's subjective opinion or evaluation was referred to as 

external evaluation in section 4.2.7. In (5.27), (5.28), and (5.29) the auxiliary verbs 

such as yoodesu, mitai, rashii "seem, appear,' deshoo "probably," and kamoshiremasen 

"cannot tell if reflected the speaker's attitude or state of knowledge about a proposition. 

This content denoted the above linguistic representations is defined as the modality 

(Frawley, 1992). Those auxiliary verbs indicate the narrator's observations, which can 

be considered his/her comments. 

(5.26) Novice 11 [Picture 9]; 
otoko no hito wa majimena hito da to OMOI-masu 
man TOP serious person PRED that THINK-NPST 
"(I) think that the man is a serious person.' 



(5.27) Novice 3 [Picture 13]: 
otoko no hito ni, chotto se ga ita, ita-SOO desu 
man little back NOM hurt-SEEM PREDiNPST 
"The boy's back seems to be hurt.' 

(5.28) Advanced 58 [Picture 15]; 
shika ga odoroi-ta-DESHOO 
deer NOM get surprised-PAST-probably 

(5.29) Advanced 44 [Picture 22]: 
osu no kaeru to mesu no kaeru KAMOSHIRENAl-ne 
male POSS frog and female POSS frog cannot tell if-SFP 
"They might be the male frog and the female frog.' 

The Japanese natives in Takahashi (1996) also showed similar usages in evaluation such 

as yoodesu soodesu "seem/appear, or their comparative terms of 'as if/as though,' 

kamoshirenai 'might/cannot tell if,' and deshoo "probably I/we supposed.' She referred 

to these evaluations as "modalized evaluations" (p. 224). Takahashi claimed the effect 

of these modalized evaluations was that "the narrator appears to be representing what is 

going through the boy's consciousness by incorporating the boy's monologue in his own 

discourse" (p. 228). 

The sentence final particle ne also appeared in evaluations, which is equivalent 

to the tag question in English. It functions as confirmation or request for agreement in 

discourse. There are 2 tokens in the novice, 6 tokens in the intermediate, 1 token in the 

advanced. This particle was not recognized in the native.^ Takahashi (1996) 

interpreted this tendency as the narrator's request of agreement to the narratee. 

(5.30) Novice 16: 
kaeru no namae, kaeru-chaan, kaeru-chaan, yon-de i-ta NE 
frog POSS name froggy froggy call-DRTV-PAST-SFP 
'(The boy) was calling the frog's name, wasn't he?' 
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(5.31) Intermediate 27: 
sono ki no ana mo inain, inai, inai-n desu-A^E. 
that tree POSS hole also exist:NEG, exist.NEG, exist-PRED-SFP 
'There is no frog in the hole on the tree, either, isn't there?' 

5.4.4. Other information 

Other information refers to the predicates which indicate temporally ordered but 

not significant events. The events categorized as Other information do not lead to goal 

achievement. In other words, the story line moves forward without referring to those 

events. Trabasso and Sperry (1985) referred to them as "dead-end" events (following 

Schank, 1975). 

Figure 5.14. Distribution of Tense-aspect Morphemes for Other Information 
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As shown in Figure 5.14, novices exclusively used past inflection (100% use of verbal 

inflections). Their use of past marking in both foreground and background suggests that 

the L2 learners initially mark the chronologically sequenced events with the past tense 

morpheme regardless of their significance. The past inflection emerged as the dominant 

marker in the intermediate level learners, the advanced learners and the native speakers; 

61%, 75%, and 80% respectively. 

5.5. Developmental characteristics 

Three distinctive linguistic features among the proficiency levels will be pointed 

out in this section: the /t?-conjunction, relative clause, and lexical incorporation. 

Although the first two linguistic features were observed in analyzing the narratives with 

respect to lexical aspect presented in chapter 3, the narrative structure needs to be 

considered in relation to argue the linguistic markings. Therefore, the /t^-conjunction 

and relative clause in narratives will be argued in this section. 

5.5.1. The /e-coojunction 

As observed in chapter 4 and the above sections in this chapter (i.e., sections 

5.2.1 for Setting, 5.2.2 for Initial events, 5.2.4 for Ending, 5.3.3 for the protagonist's 

motivation, 5.4 for Background, and 5.4.2 for Reaction), the lower proficiency learners 

(i.e., the elementary and intermediate level learners) and the high proficiency groups (i.e., 

the advanced learners and the native speakers) used diflferent linguistic devices to connect 

clauses. The former group tended to align clauses by marking with the past tense 
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morpheme -/a, while the latter group tended to combine clauses by connecting with the 

gerund -te. In chapter 4, the prototypical semantic features of both past -ta and the re-

conjunction are [+telic], [+punctual], and [+result] based on their frequent association 

with achievement verbs. Given that both past morpheme and the re'-conjunction mark 

completion of an event, the question is how differently they function in narrative 

discourse. Presumably the episode boundary is produced when a major change is 

conceived in the coherence produced by time, place, story-characters, and actions.^ 

Given this, a single picture presents an episode. Furthermore, the narrator could identify 

some sub-episodes leading to the episode boundary in the single picture. Examining the 

location of occurrences of (a and ~te in narratives revealed that the /e-conjunction 

tended to be used in order to relate the events recognized in a single picture as shown in 

Table 5.1. In the most cases the rt?-conjunction connected the events in a single picture. 

The past form -ia, on the other hand, tended to coincide with a picture boundary; that is, 

past marking denotes the episode boundary by marking the end of a single sentence. 

Table 5.1. Percentage of Frequency of -te Relating the Episodes in a Single Picture 

Proficiency level percentage 
Novice 85% 
Intermediate 73% 
Advanced 87% 
Native 93% 

The following are the actual excerpts from the narratives. 

(5.32) Intermediate 24 [Picture 5]; 
Kodomo, otoko no ko wa mado o ake-TE. 
child, boy TOP window ACC open-re 
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ookii koe de Kuroki, Kuroki o yobi-lVIASHITA. 
Loud voide with (frog's name) ACC call-PAST 
'The boy opened the window and called Kuroki with a loud voice.' 

(5.33) Advanced 41 [Picture 1]: 
Kore mo petto ni shi -yoo to omot-TE. 
this also pet keep as -[speaker's desire] that think-/<^ 
mazu, eeto, saisho wa, heya 
first of all, well, first, TOP room, 
a, heya juu ni ano, etto, sagashi-TE. 
Oh, room around well, well, look for-/e 
etto, bin o mituskc-TE, 
well, jar ACC find-/e 
soshite, eeto, kono kaeru o tuskan-DE. 
then, well this frog ACC grab-/tr 
bin o, bin ni ire-TE. 
jar ACC jar into ^nX-te 
etto, zutto, petto toshite kaoo to omot-TA. 
well, for a long time pet as keep that think-PAST 
'(The boy) thought that he wanted to keep this as a pet as well, looked 
around the room, found the jar, grabbed the frog, put it in the jar, and 
thought that he wanted to have the frog as his pet for a long time.' 

(5.34) Advanced 43 [Picture 11 ]: 
Soshite Piitaa-kun, ki no, ki ni nobot-TE. 
And Peter tree POSS tree on climb-/i? 
Ki no ana ni mi-TE. 
Tree POSS hole into look-/e 
'kaeru-chan koko ni i-masen ka, koko ni i-masu ka' to 
frog here exist-NEG Q here exist-NPST Q that 
vobi-MASHlTA 
call-PAST 
'And Peter climbed the tree, looked inside the hole on the tree, and 
called the frog into there." 

The excerpt in (5.32) describes picture 5, where the boy is calling the frog from the 

window. It is more natural to open the window first, and then call the frog from there 

than the reversed order. Although the action of opening the window is not depicted, it is 

possible to infer this action from the depicted situation in which the window is open. In 
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(5.33), there are six bracketed events recognized; thinking about keeping the frog as his 

another pet, looking for something to keep him in, finding a jar, grabbing him, putting 

him in the Jar, and thinking about having him as his pet for a long time. The scene in 

picture 1 is that the boy and his dog are looking at the frog in the jar. This advanced 

learner narrated the process of the frog ending up being in the jar by connecting all 

actions inferred from the depicted scene by means of the /e-conjunction. The sequential 

order of these actions is natural to our interpretation based on our script knowledge. 

The scene described in (5.34) is that the boy is calling the frog on the tree. The actions 

of climbing the tree and looking inside the hole on the tree are not depicted but inferred 

from the scene in the picture. 

Throughout the excerpts presented above, the events marked by the past form -

ia are necessary to construct the story. Keeping the frog as a pet in picture 1, calling the 

frog from the window in picture 5, and calling the frog into the hole on the tree in picture 

11 describe the episode to move the story line forward. The episode marked with past 

indicate a drastic change in the story line and are perceived as the thematically significant 

event. On the other hand, the events marked by the /e-conj unction indicate sub-episodes 

inferred from the drastic change recognized in a single picture. The sub-events can be 

sequentially related based on our "culturally-shared, conventional, generic knowledge of 

sequential action schemata" (Givon, 1995, p.50). For instance, the process of the boy 

climbing the tree, looking into the hole and calling the frog is not depicted, but it is the 

natural sequence based on the sequential action schemata. The findings support Saul 

(1986) and Ono (1990). In the former study, the participants tended to use the finite 
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form of the verb when they perceived a strong thematic break among the pictures. The 

strong thematic break could be equal to each significant event. Ono reported that the 

finite form coincided with a picture boundary, and its tendency was less observed in the 

/tj-clause. He assumed that the picture boundaries represented conceptual breaks of ore 

or less the same degree at some level. 

1 proposed that the past form -ta is used to mark a significant event related to a 

global theme of a story, while the /t?-conjunction is used to mark the sub-events related to 

the thematically significant event. The sub-events could be omitted since they are not 

necessarily relevant to the thematic goal of the story. In the above excerpts, the story 

possibly goes forward without the /e-clause. In this respect the /(^-clause provides 

background information. Yet the information would be helpful to bridge the significant 

events so that the story moves forward smoothly 

1 have argued that the past form ta and the /e-conj unction have the functional 

difference in narrative structure. The distinctive usage of -ta and -te, however, emerged 

gradually along proficiency. As presented in Figures 5.16 and 5.17, the past morpheme 

was used at the early stage of acquisition, while the use of the /t?-conjunction gradually 

increased. Figure 5.15 shows the percentage of tense-aspect morphology used to 

describe picture 11 in which the boy is calling his frog into the hole on the tree. The 

event of the boy climbing the tree was possibly inferred from the depicted situation where 

the boy calls his missing from into the hole on the tree. This sub-event was marked with 

either the /e-conj unction or the past morpheme -ta depending on proficiency. As shown 

in the figure, along proficiency the use of -te to describe the sub-event increased: 20% by 
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the novices, 67% by the intermediate level learners, and 78% by the advanced learners, 

while the use of the past morpheme decreased; 40% by the novices, 33% by the 

intermediate level learners, and 22% by the advanced group. 

Figure 5.15. Distribution of Tense-aspect Morphology in Picture 11 

Novice Interni Adv 

proficiency 

• Non-past HPast • Pre-durative • Past-durative B-te 

Note. There were only two native speakers who described this event so their tokens were 
omitted. 

Another example is from picture 12 in which the owl comes out from the hole 

and the boy falls off the tree (See Figure 5.16). Interestingly, the event of the boy 

falling off the tree was exclusively marked with the past tense morphology across the 

levels: 82% by the beginners, 90% by the intermediate level learners, 100% by the 

advanced group. The event of the owl coming out from the hole was productively 

marked with the gerund ~te as well as the past tense marker in the advanced 



Figure 5.16. Distribution of Tense-aspect Morphology in Picture 12 
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Novice Interm Adv Native 

proficiency 

• Non-past IPast • Pre-durative • Past-durative B-te 

The Japanese gerund te seems to be used to describe temporally ordered events which 

are not significant to the plot line. The developmental process observed in the current 

study suggests that the gerund te emerges at later stages to distinguish the insignificant 

narrative events fi'om the significant ones. 

5.5.2. Relative clauses 

A close examination of the four groups" distribution of present durative form 

shows that 58% of achievement verbs in advanced learners' narratives (28 out of 48 

tokens) and 42% in natives' (13 out of 31 tokens) marked with the present-progressive 

morpheme occured in relative clauses. This usage was not observed in novices' and 
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intermediate learners' narratives. Their association of achievement verbs and the 

present-progressive marker appeared only in the main/coordinate/subordinate clauses. 

The following excerpts are from the narratives of the advanced and natives. 

(5.35) Advanced 44 [Picture 15]: 
tsukan-DE 1-RIJ. tsukan-DE I-RL eda wa 
hold-DRTV-NPST (repeat) branch TOP 
kyuu ni, ugoki-MASHITA 
suddenly move-PAST 
"The branch that the boy was holding suddenly moved.' 

(5.36) Advanced 47 [Picture 5]; 
Jimu to bin o kabut-TE 1-RlJ inu 
Jim and jarACC put on - DRTV-NPST dog 
to issho ni mado de kaeru, kaeru, 
and together window at frog frog 
ookina koe de yobi-MASHITA 
loud voice with call-PAST 
•Jim and the dog which was wearing the jar called frog with a loud 
voice." 

(5.37) Native 1 [Picture 19]: 
suruto soba no taore-TE I-RU ki kara 
just then nearby fall down-DRTV-NPST tree from 
nani ka ga kikoe-MASU 
something NOM be able to hear-NPST 
'Just then (the boy) could hear something from the tree that was lying 
down." 

(5.38) Native 6 [Picture 10]: 
hachi mo ana no naka ni hait-TE l-RU doobutus mo 
bees also hole POSS inside get into-DRTV-NPST animal also 
shira-nai to ii-MASU. 
know-NEG that say-NPST 
The bees and the animal which was in the hole said that they did not 
know' 

The verbs tuskamu 'grab' in (5.35), kaburu 'put on' in (5.36), taoreru 'fall down' in 

(5.37) and hairu 'get into' in (5.38) are all achievement. The association of 
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achievement verbs and present durative indicates resultative state and does not forward 

the story line. The static situation provides background information or settings. The 

narrator specifies the object with the present durative morphology. For example, in 

(5.35) the predicate marked with present durative inflection specifies the branch, and the 

resultative state of grabbing the branch is a setting which causes the deer to jump out 

from the bush behind the rock where the boy is standing. In (5.36) the situation of the 

dog covering his head with the jar causes the episode of him falling off the window 

because he lost balance due to the weight of the jar he was wearing. The setting 

provides background information and does not forward the story line so that it does not 

necessarily appear in the main clause. 

In sum, the text by the novices show linearly ordered individual clauses, 

indicating the temporally sequential chain of narrative events regardless of the causal 

relationship to the ending the story. On the other hand, with increasing proficiency the 

foreground^ackg^ound distinction was more explicitly marked by linguistic devices such 

as the /£?-conjunction and relative clauses. 

5.53. Verb concatenation 

A verb phrase often carries more than one piece of information. For instance, 

in a single sentence John came to Chicago see Mary, the verbs come and see are 

compressed into the verb phrase in order to convey two pieces of information; John 

coming to Chicago and seeing Mary. Berman and Slobin (1994) referred to this 

linguistic device as event conflation. That is, the narrators "choose to compress 
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different facets of the situation within a single clause rather than arranging them linearly 

across successive occurrence (p. 151)."' For example, the following excerpts are from 

English adult descriptions of the event of the beehive falling (p. 151). 

(5.39) And in the meantime, the dog is barking up the tree at the bees....Then 
the hive falls. 

(5.40) To the dog's amazement, he knocked the beehive off the tree. 

In (5.39), the event was described by means of two distinct statements, connected by the 

temporal connective then. On the other hand, a single utterance in (5.40) includes the 

cause, manner, direction, and source. The verbal phrase knocked indicates cause and 

manner, and the prepositional phrase ojf the tree does direction and source. Pawley 

(1987) claimed that we package a certain aspect of an event/action/situation with a single 

clause and that the way of encoding events differs among languages. Comparing Kalam 

and English, he found that Kalam speakers single out several aspects of the complex 

event and describe each of them with a single clause, while English speakers reduce some 

sub-events or situations into a single clause expression. 

The following excerpts describing the scene in which the boy and his dog go to 

the woods to look for the missing frog show the developmental process of verb 

concatenation. 

(5.41) Novice 2; 
ima kooen ni iki-MASU 
now park in go-NPST 
'(The boy) goes to the park now.' 
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(5.42) Novice 4: 
mori, mori de kaeru o sagashi-TE l-MASIJ. 
woods, woods in frog ACC look for - DRTV-NPST 
"(The boy) is looking for the frog in the woods.' 

(5.43) Novice 12: 
mou ikkai ookii koe de kaamitto o yobi-MASHrTA. 
once more loud voice with Kermit ACC call-PAST, 
tomii dake. 
Tommy only 
Oh, yeah, mo, mori no chikaku ni vobi-MASHlTA. 

woods POSS nearby call PAST 
"Once more Tommy called Kermit with a loud voice. Oh, yeah, by the 
woods he called.' 

(5.44) Advanced 49: 
kaeru chan no koto mori no naka ni §agashini-it-TA. 
froggy POSS about woods POSS inside look for-go-PAST 
"(The boy) went to the woods to look for the frog.' 

(5.45) Advanced 58: 
motto tooku made ika-naitoikenai to omo-te, 
further to go-have to that think-^c? 
tsugi wa mori made it-te, 
next TOP woods to go-fe 
kaeru o sagashini-it-TA-ndesu 
frog ACC look for-go-PAST-PR£D 
'(The boy) thought that he had to go further so he went to the woods to 
look for the frog." 

(5.46) Advanced 43: 
doko ni iru-ndesu ka, doko ni iru no ka, sakebi-nagara. 
Where exist-PRED Q where exist SFP Q shout-with 
arui-teiki-MASmTA 
walk-/e-go-PAST 
"(The boy) walked along shouting "where are you?"' 

(5.47) Native 1: 
booya to inu wa soto ni de-te, 
boy and dog TOP outside come out-re 
sagasu-koto ni shi-lVfASHI IA 
look for-decide-PAST 
"The boy and the dog went outside and decided to look for the frog.' 
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(5.48) Native 12: 
sate tomu kun wa ookina buutsu o hai-te. 
Now Tommy TOP big boots ACC put on-te 
sflgashini-ikoo to omoi-iVIASlJ 
look for-go that think-NPST 
"Now Tommy put on the big boots and thought that he would go to look 
for the frog.' 

In the beginners' narratives, a single clause including those like such as iku "go," sagasu 

'look for,' yohu "call' denotes a single aspect of the event depicted as shown in (5.41), 

(5.42), and (5.43). The intermediate level learners showed a similar pattern to the 

novice. On the other hand, some advanced learners lexically incorporated purpose into 

the verbal phrase V-stem ni ~iku "go in order to V" such as sagashi ni iku 'go to look for' 

(See the excerpts in (5.44) and (5.45)). The manner of motion was also lexically 

compressed into the verbal phrase such as arui-te iku "go on foot' as excerpted in (5.46). 

In their narratives, they conceptually identified two propositions and compressed them 

into a single verb phrase. The native speakers showed more complex incorporation as 

presented in (5.47) and (5.48). The boy's volitional decision was conflated into the 

verbal phrase by means of non-inflectional verb + koto ni suru (decide to + verb). In 

(5.48) three aspects of the episode were reduced into a single clause: the boy's decision, 

going to the woods, and looking for the frog. Plausibly human beings foreground a 

salient aspect of the event, which are often marked with a single main clause and 

background the less salient aspect, which might be incorporated into the main clause. In 

this sense, lexical incorporation is another linguistic device for the 

foreground/background distinction. 
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5.6. Discussion 

5.6.1. Linguistic marlung of grounding in Japanese 

The L2 narrator does not simply describe each picture as it is, but rather s/he 

connects a series of events leading toward the primary goal by putting them in a causal 

chain. This is reflected as linguistic presentation in a narrative. The analysis of 

narratives in terms of grounding showed that past marking emerged as the dominant 

morpheme to indicate the foreground in both non-native and native speakers of Japanese. 

Unlike the findings in most previous studies, however, the background was also 

dominantly marked by means of past inflection, although other tense-aspect morphemes 

appeared. The non-past form also marked the background in the beginners' narratives, 

and its use decreased with increasing proficiency, while the use of the /e-conjunction 

increased. The decomposition of backgrounded events/actions showed that the 

narrator's commentary evaluations tended to be frequently expressed by means of the 

non-past morpheme. As stated in chapter 3, the narrator's comments are considered 

external evaluation in which s/he steps out of the plot line, and gives the subjective 

opinion or comments on the event in the narrative in the time of speaker-now. In other 

words, the narrator is in speech time for external evaluation. 

The results in the present study do not show the distinctive use of tense-aspect 

morphology between the foregrounded and backgrounded events. This can be 

interpreted such that the grounding may not be strongly marked with tense-aspect 

morphology in Japanese assuming that the foreground/background distinction is universal. 

Although human languages have referential, textual and expressive functions, each of 
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them might be linguistically marked to a different degree. That is, in some languages 

tense-aspect morphology strongly marks temporal notions and textual organization, but it 

may weakly mark the narrator's point of view. In other languages, on the other hand, 

the tense-aspect system is the primary device to mark the narrator's perspective as 

organizing the discourse. Given this, the foreground/background distinction might be 

revealed differently across languages; it is strongly expressed with a certain linguistic 

device in some languages and weakly in other languages such as Japanese. Soga (1983) 

observed the similar tendency in his narrative analysis. He claimed that "in Japanese as 

in other narratives, the main events tend to be told in the past tense form, and the 

subsidiary events in the non-past tense form or the incompletive aspectual form (p. 218)." 

Some previous studies investigating the use of Japanese tense-aspect 

morphology in native speakers' narratives (e.g., Iwasaki, 1992; Tamanaha, 1997; 

Takahashi, 1996) argued that the Japanese tense-aspect morphology might function as the 

expressive device (i.e., marking the narrative's point of view). For instance, Takahashi 

(1996) examined the use of non-past/imperfective aspect -ru and past/perfective aspect 

ta by Japanese speakers in first-person and third-person oral narratives. She claimed 

that switches between ru and ta reflects the narrator's different perspectives. In the 

first-person narratives, ru tends to appear when mental phenomena are represented as 

they occur in the character's consciousness, but not with the narrator's perspective of 

them. In the third-person narratives, -ru tends to reflect the narrator's involvement, in 

which s/he experiences the event together with the characters of the story. The past 

morpheme ~ta, on the other hand, emphasizes the temporal order of events. The 
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narrator's involvement is not an issue when chronological events are recounted. 

Another interpretation of the findings is that it is possible to use only the past 

form -ta regardless of whether an event is foregrounded or backgrounded. In other 

words, a narrator can report all events as completed regardless of whether it is temporally 

sequenced and significant to the plot development, or not. And the events reported as 

completed can be sequenced (Dowty, 1986). Finally, it is possible for a narrator to 

narrate the story without giving any subsidiary information and her/his comments. S/he 

can describe the main events depicted from the objective point of view and align them to 

construct the story, although it may not show any vividness. 

5.6.2. The r^-conjunction in grounding 

Another tlnding is that the novices marked the narrative events with past 

inflection regardless of the foregrounded or backgrounded information, while the te-

conjunction emerges to mark the narrative events in the background (i.e., not directly 

leading toward goal achievement) with increasing proficiency. I have claimed that the 

past form -ta is used to mark a significant event directly related to a global theme of a 

story, while the /e-conjunction is used to mark the sub-events related to the thematically 

significant event. The events marked by the /e-conjunction provide additional 

information inferred from the event/action/situation depicted, which is necessary for the 

goal achievement. In this sense, they could be omitted. Further, the sub-events can be 

sequentially related based on our "culturally-shared, conventional, generic knowledge of 

sequential action schemata" (Givon, 1995, p.50). For instance, in the frog story, a large 
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number of participants mentioned the event of the boy's opening the window since the 

window is open in the picture. The /er-clause provides background information. Yet 

the information would be helpful to bridge the significant events so that the story moves 

forward smoothly The /(.^-conjunction is the linguistic device to indicate background 

and might be used to chain the events to construct a subtext. On the other hand, the past 

tense morpheme ta might chain the superordinate text leading to the goal attainment. 

Their functional difference is schematically represented in Figure 5.17. 

Figure 5.17: the Use of the Nonfinite form -te and the Past Marker -ta in the 
Narrative 

• -ta > -ta • GOAL 
-te • 

-te 

-te 

-te 

-te 

5.6.3. Problem in the grounding distinction 

The categorization of grounding is problematic although the definition of 

grounding is provided. For example, the most widely accepted definition for 

backgrounding is that it does not narrate the main events but provide background 

information. Given this, the character's desires and mental reactions might be classified 
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as background since they do not forward the story line in a strict sense. There are some 

cases, however, in which they motivate the next actions. Taking this ambiguity into 

consideration, I agree with Fleishman's (1990) claim as follows: 

... if the contrast between foreground and background is not universally 
synonymous with the contrast between sequential "events" and "non-events ' 
(description, commentary), then a preferable approach to grounding in narrative 
would seem to be to treat events and nonevents (sequential and nonsequential 
material) as separate discourse categories, each with its own linguistic devices 
for foregrounding (p. 182). 

A narrator may call attention to non-narrative events in discourse and may not always 

emphasize narrative events. Significant non-narrative events could be linguistically 

marked as foreground, while insignificant narrative events might be marked as 

background. 

5.7. Summary 

This chapter addressed the question of whether the use of tense-aspect 

morphology in narratives shows the influence of groimding. The narrative data used 

for study 2 was used for this study. The fifty-nine English natives who participated in 

the multiple-choice task were asked to narrate the story using a wordless picture book. 

Their use of Japanese tense-aspect morphology was compared with that of twenty native 

speakers of Japanese in terms of the foreground/background distinction. In this study 

foreground was defined as the temporally ordered and thematically significant events, or 

the thematically significant yet non-temporally sequenced events. Background was 

defined as the thematically insignificant or merely temporally sequenced events. The 



results showed that past marking emerged as the dominant morpheme to mark the 

foregrounded and backgrounded events in both non-native and native speakers of 

Japanese, although other tense-aspect morphemes appeared. The non-past form marked 

the background in the novice, and its use decreased with increasing proficiency, while the 

use of the /e-conj unction increased. The frequent use of past in both foreground and 

background suggests that past marking is the unmarked linguistic device for narrative 

discourse and that the Japanese tense-aspect morphology does not strongly mark the 

foreground/background distinction in Japanese. Another finding is that the te-

conjunction marks the temporally sequence yet peripheral event/information in the story. 

The strong association between activity verbs and present durative was observed 

in both the multiple-choice task and the narrative task. The distributional patterns of 

past, however, were not consistent in the two tasks. The next chapter discusses the 

interaction of lexical aspect and narrative structure in the use of Japanese tense-aspect 

morphology. 

' This can be considered as progressive if it is conceived as tlie action of sleeping. The verb neru "sleep" 
is difficult to categorize into the activity or the achievement clearly. 

• There is one token of evaluation for picture 24. 

(i) mata aeru to ii desu NE. 
again be able to see that good-COP SFP 

'It will be nice to see them again.' 

' Saul (1986) claimed that there is a continuum of episode boundaries; the stronger episode boundary with 
more radical change and the weaker episode boundary with less radical change. 
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CHAPTER 6 

INTERACTION OF LEXICAL ASPECT AND NARRATIVE STRUCTURE 

This chapter addresses the questions presented in chapter 2. They are repeated 

below: 

(a) Does the lexical aspect influence the use of tense-aspect morphology in both 
obligatory contexts and narrative discourse? That is, do the English native 
speakers learning Japanese frequently associate past with achievement verbs 
at the beginning of acquisition? And do they also associate activity verbs 
with durative, conveying the progressive meaning in spite of the dual 
semantics of durative (i.e., on-going action and resultative state)? 

(b)Do the L2 learners use the Japanese tense-aspect system to distinguish 
grounding? 

(c)How do the lexical aspect and the narrative structure contribute the L2 
learners' use of Japanese tense-aspect system? 

6.1. Influence of lexical aspect on the use of Japanese tense-aspect morphology 

For the question (a) the results from Study 1 and Study 2 will be compared. In 

Study 1, the results supported the Aspect Hypothesis as regards using past inflection on 

achievement verbs. The low proficiency learners frequently tended to associate 

achievement verbs with past marking not only in the past context but also in other 

temporal contexts (i.e., non-past, present durative, and past durative). Gradually the 

temporally appropriate verbal morphemes were chosen for the achievement verbs in the 

obligatory contexts. In Study 2, the analysis of distribution of tense-aspect morphology 

in narratives found that the native and non-native groups extensively associated past with 

achievement verbs. There was no development process observed. Activity verbs were 

also most fi^quently marked with past among five verbal morphemes (i.e., non-past, past. 
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present durative, past durativem and -te). The frequent use of past suggests that it 

should play a certain textual role in narrative discourse. 

Both Study 1 and Study 2 showed that the present durative morphology occurred 

with activity verbs most frequently among four lexical aspects (i.e., state, activity, 

achievement, and accomplishment verbs). In Study 1, the novices marked 

accomplishment verbs with present durative inflection in addition to activity verbs. 

This was interpreted as shoving that L2 learners of Japanese started to use present 

durative inflection to mark the process of leading to the completion encoded in 

accomplishment verbs as well as the process of on-going action encoded in activity verbs. 

In Study 2 the activity verbs marked with present durative indicated the searching activity 

such as sagasu 'look for,' yobu 'call," and mini "look into." The same searching activity 

verbs were marked with past with increasing proficiency. This shows that the learners 

start to mark process inherently encoded in durative verbs (i.e., activity and achievement 

verbs) with present durative. Based on Study 1 and Study 2, the answer for (a) is that 

lexical aspect influences the use of present durative but not past marking. 

The distributional patterns of past durative show that learners tend to assign one 

function to one form, which was referred to as the One-to-One Principle (Andersen, 

1984). Based on the linguistic presentations frequently recognized in linguistic input, 

learners assign a unique meaning to a single form. Given the principle, the past durative 

form -te i-ta must confuse the L2 learners since there are two meanings identified: 

durativity in -te i- and completeness in -ta. Durativity denoted in -te i- is semantically 

inconsistent with achievement verbs while completeness denoted in -ta semantically 
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conflicts with activity verbs. The dual semantics seemed to prevent the beginners from 

marking any lexical aspect with -te i-ia. 

The present study also found that the nontlnite form -te was frequently attached 

to achievement verbs in addition to past with increasing proficiency. This suggests that 

the /t^-conjunction is aspectually similar to past, namely [-rtelic], [-^-punctual], and 

[+result], which aspectual semantics can enhance the frequent association with 

achievement verbs. The /e-form functions to mark the notion of boundedness like past 

marking. 

6.2. Influence of narrative structure on the use of Japanese tense-aspect morphology 

The results in Study 3 showed that past marking emerged as the dominant 

morpheme to mark the foregrounded and backgrounded events in both non-native and 

native speakers of Japanese. However, the past morpheme appeared in foreground 

slighty more frequently than in background' and other tense-aspect morphemes such as 

the non-past form -ru and the /e-conj unction appeared in background. The frequent use 

of past in both foreground and background suggests that past marking tends to be the 

prototypical linguistic device to mark boundedness in Japanese narrative construction. 

The narrative events are bounded and aligned on the time line of the story, which is 

perceived as the plot development. Szatrowski (1987) reported that the Japanese native 

speakers perceived the past form -ta as the strong marker of narrative events. 

In background the non-past form -ru and the /e-conj unction frequently appeared. 

Non-past tended to be used to present the narrator's comments or opinions on the 
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narrative event or the story character. Soga (1983) claimed that the events in 

background tended to be expressed by -ru in Japanese. His explanation for this 

tendency is that when -ru is used in narrative discourse, the reference time point is 

perceived as simultaneous with the psychological speech time, which is "the result of the 

imaginary transportation" of the present to the narrative time (p.218)." However, it is 

not clear why the narrator merges the present into the narrative time for describing the 

backgrounded events. My account for non-past marking, provided in chapter 4, is that 

the narrator steps out of the time story-now and states her/his comments or opinions in 

the time of speaker-now. The -ruJ-ia distinction produces the effect of the narrator 

going back and forth between the speaker-now and the story-now time. When s/he gives 

her/his comments, s/he is not recounting individual events with the story-character, but 

rather s/he observes the event or the story character outside of the story. In this sense, 

the -ru form shows segregation of the narrator and the story character. 

As stated above, the nontlnite form -te and the past form share the semantic 

characteristics. In spite of their semantic similarity, however, the functional/textual 

difference was observed in the past form -ta and the nonfinite form -te in narrative 

discourse. Past marking indicates the chronologically and thematically significant 

events while the /e-conjunction marks the temporally sequent yet peripheral 

event/information in the story. Most events marked by -te can be inferred from the 

depicted event, which is normally considered the narrative event (i.e., the sequenced and 

thematically significant event), and provide penpherai information to bridge the narrative 

events. In this sense, the /e-conj unction tends to appear more frequently in background 
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than in foreground. 

In Szatrowski (1987), the native speakers of Japanese perceived the clauses with 

the te-form as being the prominent narrative events, but less prominent than -ta. My 

investigation of the nonfinite form -te can account for their behavior. Szatrowski 

adopted the defining characteristic from Labov and Waletzky (1967), Labov (1972), and 

Schiffrin (1981), which relies on temporal order of at least two clauses. I have proposed 

that the difference of textual function is that the past form indicates thematic significance 

while -te marks thematic insignificance, although both mark the temporally ordered 

events. In this sense, both should be considered narrative events in terms of 

sequential ity, but the /£?-form should be considered less prominent than -ta in terms of 

thematic significance. In other words, the clauses with -te can be less foreground than 

those with -tu. This turns to the argument that the foreground^ackground notion is 

rather a continuum. All clauses are not always clearly categorized into either 

foreground or background. The inadequacy of the binary notion of grounding was also 

pointed out in Hopper and Thompson (1980), Tomlin (1984, 1985), and Szatrowski 

(1987). 

The past form -ta and the /e-form emerged at the different stages of acquisition. 

The low proficiency learners tended to mark the events with -ta regardless of grounding 

but gradually the nonfinite form -re appears more frequently in background with 

increasing proficiency. But this does not mean that the lower proficiency learners do 

not have the concept of the distinction between the thematically significant and 

insignificant events. The internal notion may not be linguistically reflected due to lack 
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of adequate linguistic knowledge. 

Based on my analysis of use of Japanese tense-aspect morphology in narrative 

discourse, the correspondence between grounding and tense-aspect system may not be 

strict in Japanese although the past form -ta tends to be used for marking the 

foregrounded events and the non-past form and the /t^-conj unction tend to preferably used 

in background. In other words, the binary notion of grounding is not necessarily marked 

by the rigid formal presentations in Japanese. No semantic and/or pragmatic restrictions 

may motivate the use of Japanese tense-aspect morphology in narrative discourse. It is 

plausible to use only the past form -ta throughout the frog story by marking both 

thematically significant and insignificant (i.e., peripheral) events. The similar claim is 

found in Soga (1983) and Szatrowski (1987). Soga proposed the weak correspondence 

between the foreground/background distinction and the past and non-past tenses. 

Szatrowski claimed that "we cannot conclude that the -ta clauses mark narrative events 

while the -nt clauses do not, or vice versa" (p. 421) and that the past form -ta more 

strongly mark narrative events than the non-past form -ru and the nonfinite form -te. 

6.3. Interaction of lexical aspect and narrative structure 

The distributional patterns of past in the present study are inconsistent with the 

Aspect Hypothesis. Presumably it is universal that past inflection is used in order to 

bound individual events and align them on a time line of the story for the plot 

development. The adult learners plausibly already know the textual ftmction that past 

carries in their LI and assume that the same function should be available in L2 past 
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marking. On the other hand, lexical aspect influences the association of present durative 

and the durative verbs such as activity and accomplishment verbs in narrative discourse. 

This might be because unlike past inflection, the durative marker does not have a salient 

role in narratives. The above argument amounts to the proposal that narrative structure 

influences the use of past and lexical aspect the use of present durative. 

However, this proposal can not account for the tendency previously observed in 

the acquisition studies investigating the use of tense-aspect morphology in narrative 

discourse. With consideration of the findings in previous studies I propose that both the 

Aspect Hypothesis and the Discourse Hypothesis are necessary to account for the 

different developmental stages of L2 tense-aspect morphology. That is, L2 learners 

begin to use the L2 tense-aspect morphology to mark lexical aspect inherently encoded in 

a verb, and they expand its function to the textual in order to construct the narrative 

discourse. Yet the speed of shifting from lexical aspect to referential to textual function 

would differ among the morphemes. The past tense form emerges as the discourse 

marker at the fairly early stage of L2 acquisition, and the durative inflection lags behind 

past. Although Bardovi-Harlig (1998) also proposed the necessity of both hypotheses to 

account for the distribution of verbal morphology, the developmental speed was not 

mentioned. 

Further, there was no developmental process observed among four groups (i.e., 

novice, intermediate, advanced, and native) in terms of the use of past. This confirms 

the above argument, that is, the adult learners plausibly assume that the textual function 

of past in LI was also available in L2 and transferred it to L2 narrative discourse. 
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Another support for my claim is found in the low proficiency learners' relatively accurate 

association of past marking with other lexical aspects besides achievement verbs in Study 

I. They did not hesitate to use past with other lexical aspects (i.e., state, activity, and 

accomplishment verbs). This suggests that they could mark pastness with the past form 

at the relatively early stage of acquisition. Their average length of studying Japanese or 

living in Japan was 5 years and 2 months. By the time of data collection, they reached 

the stage where past is used to mark pastness. 

Finally, the extensive use of past on achievement verbs can be ascribed to the 

characteristics of the third-person narrative. The commonly used verbs with -ta 

throughout the story, presented in chapter 4. will be repeated below. 

Picture 2: (Bin kara) nigeru 'run away (from the jar)' to describe the scene in 
which the frog escapes the jar. 
Picture 3: Bikkurisuru 'be surprised' to describe the scene in which the boy finds 
that his frog is gone. 
Picture 4: Mini "look at,' yobu "call someone's name,' or sagasu "look for' to 
describe the search activity. 
Picture 5: Miru iook at,' yobu "call someone's name,' or sagasu "look for' for 
the searching activity. 
Picture 8: Iku "go' or sagashini iku "go to look for' to describe the scene in 
which the boy and the dog walk toward the woods to look for the missing frog. 
Picture 9: Miru "look at,' yobu "call someone's name,' or sagasu "look for' for 
the searching activity. 
Picture 10: Deru 'come out' to describe the scene in which the gopher comes out 
from the hole on the ground, and bikkurisuru 'get surprised' to describe the 
scene in which the boy is surprised when the gopher comes out from the hole on 
the ground. 
Picture 11: Miru iook at,' yobu 'call someone's name,' ov sagasu "look for' for 
the searching activity. 
Picture 12: Deru 'come out' to describe the scene in which the owl comes out 
from the hole on the tree), bikkurisuru 'get surprised' for the scene in which the 
owl comes out from the hole on the tree, and ochiru 'fall' to describe the boy 
failing off from the tree. 
Picture 14: Miru 'look at,' yobu 'call someone's name,' or sagasu 'look for' for 
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the searching activity. 
Picture 15: Deru 'come out' for the scene in which the deer comes out from the 
bush behind the rock, and bikkurisuru "get surprised' when the boy finds himself 
on the head of the deer. 
Picture 22: Mitsukeru 'find' when the boy finds his missing frog behind the log. 
Picture 22: Mitsukeru "find' when the boy finds the baby frogs behind the log. 

Note that the verbs describing the narrative events in my sense (i.e., the temporally and 

thematicaily necessary events) were mainly achievement verbs except mini "look at," 

yobu "call someone's name," and sagasu 'look for," which are the activity. The main 

events are marked by past to move the story line forward, which enhances the frequent 

association between achievement verbs and past. Bardovi-Harlig (1998) argued that the 

semantic features that define grounding, lexical aspect and tense-aspect morphology 

respectively interact in narrative. That is, the temporal characteristics for achievement 

verbs and prototype past are consist with those of the foreground in terms of punctuality, 

completeness, and sequentiality. In case of foreground, learners can assign prototypical 

sense of past marking to achievement verbs since they are semantical ly compatible. 

To sum up, the present study found that the Aspect Hypothesis and the 

Discourse Hypothesis influence the use of L2 tense-aspect morphology at the different 

stages of acquisition and that the acquisition speed of functions differs according to the 

verbal morphemes. That is, L2 tense-aspect morphology starts to mark inherent lexical 

aspect, and the aspectual marking is shifted to the temporal/textual functions relatively 

early in case of past while present durative lags behind past. 

' The statistical significance can not be discussed since no statistical analysis was conducted. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 

7.1. Summary of the present research 

The current study has attempted to answer the question whether there is an 

interaction between the Aspect Hypothesis and the Discourse Hypothesis and if so how, 

by investigating the use of Japanese tense-aspect morphology by native speakers of 

English learning Japanese as L2. The Aspect Hypothesis and the Discourse Hypothesis 

were argued for independently in previous studies but never consolidated in order to 

account for the distributional pattern of L2 tense-aspect morphology. The studies of the 

Aspect Hypothesis reported that the LI and L2 learners initially mark lexical aspect of 

the verbs with tense-aspect morphology; the past marker tends to be associated to 

achievement verbs and the progressive to activity verbs. On the other hand, those of the 

Discourse Hypothesis concluded that the learners use tense-aspect morphology in a 

systematic way in order to organize the text. That is, the foregrounded information tends 

to be marked by means of the past morpheme and the backgrounded information by other 

verbal morphemes. 

The present study used two methods to test the interaction of the two hypotheses: 

a multiple-choice task and a story-telling task. The former task was referred to as Study 

1. The use of tense-aspect morphology in the story-telling task was analyzed in terms of 

both lexical aspect and narrative structure. The analysis of lexical aspect was referred to 

as Study 2 and the one of narrative structure as Study 3. Study 1 and Study 2 were 
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compared in terms of lexical aspect to test whether the use of tense-aspect morphology in 

obligatory contexts and in narrative discourse differs or not. The multiple-choice task 

was implemented in order to compensate for the imbalance in the number of lexical 

aspects in narrative discourse. 

The results of Study 1 presented in chapter 3 supported the Aspect Hypothesis, L2 

learners initially associated past inflection with achievement verbs and tended to mark the 

process encoded in activity and accomplishment verbs with present durative te i-ru. In 

chapter 4, the results of Study 2 showed that the low proficiency learners most frequently 

marked achievement verbs with past and activity verbs with present durative in narrative 

discourse. However, the strong association between past marking and achievement verbs 

remained the same across the proficiency levels. This suggests that the lower proficiency 

learners' patterns cannot simply be considered as confirmation of the Aspect Hypothesis. 

Rather the monotonous distributional patterns from four groups should be interpreted as 

showing that the textual function of tense-aspect morphology plays a role in narrative 

discourse. The results of Study 3, presented in chapter 5, suggest the weak 

correspondence of grounding and the Japanese tense-aspect morphology. Finally, chapter 

6 discussed the interaction of lexical aspect and narrative structure on the use of Japanese 

tense-aspect morphology in L2 acquisition. I proposed that the Aspect Hypothesis and 

the Discourse Hypothesis account for the different acquisition stages of the L2 tense-

aspect system. There is a time lag among the tense-aspect morphemes in the process of 

acquisition: the past form is used to mark pastness and the bounded event in narrative 
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discourse at the reaitively early stage while the present durative remains as the marker of 

lexical aspect. 

The use of the nonfinite form -^te was also discussed. The analysis shows that -te 

is the linguistic device to mark the chronologically ordered yet thematically insignificant 

events. The developmental process of the /t?-conj unction was observed; novices tended 

to mark narrative events with past inflection regardless of the contextual function of 

events (i.e., thematically significant or not), and with increasing proficiency the nonfinite 

form emerges to mark the thematically less salient events. 

7.2. Limitations 

Two limitations of the current study are mentioned below. As stated in chapter 1. 

the foreground/background distinction has been adopted to the text in order to examine 

the use of tense-aspect contrasts. That is, tense-aspect morphology is used to mark the 

level of saliency of chronologically sequenced events. In the present study, however, the 

clear grounding classification was found ditTicult, although the criteria for the distinction 

were set up. This suggests that the use of tense-aspect morphology in narrative discourse 

may not be simply accounted for by means of the binary notion; foreground or 

background. Some researchers claimed that the tense-aspect morphology only partially 

characterized the foreground/background distinction (Hopper, 1979; Tomlin, 1984, 1985; 

Myhill and Hibiya, 1988). Given that the foreground/background distinction is a 

continuum and defined with more than once feature, it would be extremely difficult to 
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find the correspondence between grounding and the linguistic representations, which are 

limited in terms of number. 

The individual differences would be another factor to make the qualitative 

analysis difficult. Some individuals used only single tense-aspect marker throughout the 

text regardless of their Japanese proficiency. For example, 3 novices, 2 intermediate 

learners, and 3 advanced learners used the past form excessively, and 1 advanced learner 

the non-past form more often than appropriate. This suggests that more Japanese 

proficiency does not necessarily mean the more complex and various use of tense-aspect 

forms. Individual preference and/or level of willingness to narrate in L2 could influence 

their amount of text production. The other side of coin is that less production does not 

present the learner's lack of knowledge of tense-aspect morphology in Japanese. This 

weakness on the qualitative analysis, however, could be resolved by utilizing the 

multiple-choice task, which plausibly enhanced the learner's application of their 

grammatical knowledge. 

Despite these limitations, the current study should be recognized as valuable from 

the point of "universality." The qualitative and quantitative analysis of distributional 

patterns with a large monolingual group shed light on the possibility of universality on 

the Aspect Hypothesis. To my knowledge, three studies on L2 Japanese have been 

reported. Each research, however, involved a relatively small number of participants; 3 

Chinese speakers and 17 from the non-English speaking countries in Shirai and Kurono 

(1998)', 1 in Shibata (1998a), and 4 in Shibata (1998b). The results in Kurono and Shirai 

supported the Aspect Hypothesis, while two studies by Shibata partially confirmed the 
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hypothesis. The discrepancy was observed in Shibata (1998a) and previous studies 

conducted on English data; the subject in Shibata marked activity verbs with the past 

tense form -ta as well as achievement verbs, and she marked achievement verbs but not 

activity verbs with the present durative marker te i-ru. Since Shibata investigated the 

use of Japanese tense-aspect morphology in only one subject, the inconsistency found 

may not be strong evidence against the Aspect Hypothesis. Kurono (1996), investigating 

the use of Japanese tense-aspect morphology with respect to the Discourse Hypothesis, 

included only 4 non-native speakers of Japanese, which is relatively small. On the other 

hand, the 59 learners' narratives were examined in the current research, which could 

provide the fairly solid empirical evidence for the Discourse Hypothesis. 

Second, a majority of previous studies were conducted on English. Andersen and 

Shirai's summary (1996) shows 17 out of 19 studies on English. Since linguistic 

representations of temporality vary in different languages, it is necessary to investigate 

different L2 languages. The present study investigating the use of Japanese tense-aspect 

morphology found the similar patterns to those observed in English. That is, the learners 

initially mark activity verbs with the present durative form and achievement verbs with 

the past tense marker. On the other hand, the results in chapter 5, which were not 

consistent with those from the previous studies conducted on English data, suggest that 

the grounding may not be strongly marked by means of the Japanese tense-aspect 

systems. Although it is plausible to assume that the grounding (i.e., saliency of textual 

information) is linguistically marked in human languages, it does not necessarily mean 

that it is expressed with the same degree of salience. 
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Finally, examining the /e-conjunction sheds light on the functions of the nonfinite 

form in narrative discourse, which was never focused on in the L2 acquisition area. The 

present study revealed the semantic characteristic and the textual function of the nonfinite 

form -te. 

7J. Pedagogical implications 

I will mention the pedagogical implications in terms of past durative and modality. 

First, the way of presenting durative marking in the textbooks of Japanese should be 

reviewed. The less frequent marking with the past durative form -te t-ia shows that the 

learners might not be able to decompose it into -le t- and -ta. This could be due to the 

presentation of present durative in the textbooks. It is normally presented as the /t^-form 

followed by the auxiliary iru (e.g., Yookoso: An invitation to contemporary Japanese, 

1993) or iru 'to be, exist' (e.g., Japanese for everyone, 1990). This way of instructing 

present durative could make the learners wrongly internalize the morpheme as -te iru 

instead of -te i-ru. Explaining that -te i- denotes the durative meaning and -ru the 

temporal notion of non-past should be easier for the learners to decompose and 

internalize, so it may not be difficult for them to recognize pastness in past durative -te i-

ta. 

Another implication is in regard to the modal function of clause-linking. There 

was an interesting functional difference observed in the use of the /e-clause by the non-

native and native speakers of Japanese. Through the close examination of non-native 
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speakers' discourse, there were some cases in which intuitively a clause-linking particle -

to would be more appropriate to connect two situations than the /e-clause. 

(7.1) Intermediate 32 [picture 3]: 
Tsugi no hi ni asa ni inu to kodomo wa oki-TE. 
Next ROSS day on morning on dog and child TOP wake up-te 
ano, kaeru wa, kaeru ga i-masen. 
Well, frog TOP frog NOM exist-NONPAST:NEGATlVE 
"Next morning the dog and the child woke up, and there was no frog." 

(7.2) Advanced 51 [picture 22]: 
Hantai gawa o mi-TE. 
Opposite side ACC look-te 
Kaeru fritari wa i-mashita. 
Frog two TOP exist-PAST 
"(The boy and the dog) looked for (the frog) behind (the log), and found two frogs 
there." 

Watanabe (1994) reported that the ro-conjunction marked action/event discontinuity since 

the following clause indicates the unpredictable action/event from the previous one. Fujii 

(1993) also claimed that the /o-clause provides a new setting where the subject or the 

narrator discovers a new situation, which s/he cannot control. Following this framework, 

it is more appropriate to connect two clauses in (7.1) with the /o-conjunction (i.e., oki-

RU-TO wake up-NONPAST-/o.' When a boy looks at the jar where he put the frog in 

the previous night (clause 1), he discovers that the frog is gone (clause 2). The 

protagonist does not expect the frog to escape from the jar at all. Another example is 

where the protagonist finds the frog behind the log as described in (7.2). When he looks 

for the frog behind the log, he does not expect to find it although he does hope to do so. 

The initial event described in clause I (i.e., the boy looks behind the log) gives a setting 

for the discovery in which he finds his missing frog, which is expressed in clause 2. 
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Fujii (1993) examined the narratives by ten adult native speakers of Japanese 

using the same picture storybook as my research. She reported that they showed a strong 

tendency to use the /o-constraction in their narratives. As she mentioned, this picture 

storybook has various discovery scenes. In each scene, the clause-linking to is used to 

provide a new setting in which the protagonist discovers a new situation. 

In terms of the notion of unexpectedness the /o-conjunction marks the narrator's 

intent. The speaker's attitude or state of knowledge about a proposition is normally 

expressed with a modality marker. The ^>conjunction indicates the speaker's 

unexpectedness or her/his assessment of the content of the proposition denoted in the 

clause following the /o-clause. The -te form was overused in the situation where the boy 

finds the frog gone from the jar in picture 3 and the boy finds it behind the log in picture 

22 as shown in (7.1) and (7.2) above. This use persisted at the later stage of acquisition: 

2 out of 3 uses in novice learners, 5 out of 7 by intermediate learners. 8 out of 13 by 

advanced learners. Their behavior shows that modal functions of verbal inflections do 

not emerge until the much later stage of acquisition. Thus, the instruction should be 

provided to help develop the modality markers. 

7.4. Future research 

The extensive use of past might be due to the nature of third-person narrative. 

The narrator can move the story line forward without giving any peripheral information 

and/or her/his comments but rather describing individual main events in the story. In 

other words, the backgrounded expressions may barely occur in the third-person narrative. 
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Although the current research and Bardovi-Harlig (1998) found both the Aspect 

Hypothesis and the Discourse Hypothesis necessary, both analyzed the story that the 

narrator created about the third person's experience. In my study, the narrators narrated 

the story about the boy's journey of searching his missing frog, and in Bardovi-Harlig 

they narrated a part of Charlie Chaplin's film Modern Times. Most previous studies used 

interview or retrospective narratives of self-experience as data in order to test one of the 

hypotheses. The first-person narrative plausibly produces background more than the 

third-person narrative since the narrator might be eager to bring vividness and express 

emotion in their story when they narrate their own experience. It is necessary to 

investigate the use of L2 tense-aspect morphology in other genres with respect to the 

influence of both lexical aspect and narrative structure so as to confirm the findings in the 

present study. 

' Their Ll languages are as the following: 4 Bengalis, 6 Chinese, 1 Thai, 1 Tamil, 1 Nepalese. 1 Indonesian, 
I Sinhalese, and 2 Marathians. 
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APPENDIX A: SUBJECT PROFILES BY GROUP 
Subj. 

# 
age SPOT 

score 
Group Length of learning 

Japanese 
The place to start learning 

Japanese 
I* 38 12 1 3 years *• Niigata, Japan 
1 19 14 1 3 years high school in US 
3 21 17 1 2 years university in US 
4 20 18 I 1.5 years university in US 
5» 48 21 1 3 years Nagoya, Japan 
6 19 22 1 1.5 years university in Australia 
7 21 29 I 3 years university in Australia 
8 19 30 1 6 years secondary school in Australia 
9 20 1 2 years college in US 

10* 26 35 1 8 years ** Okinawa, Japan 
11 20 36 1 3 years university in Australia 
12 23 38 1 1.5 years university in US 
13 23 39 1 4 years university in US 
14 22 39 1 4 years high school in US 

15* 32 40 1 5 years university in US 
16 23 40 1 1.5 years US 
17 20 44 1 5 years high school in US 
18 33 44 1 2 years university in Australia 
19 20 44 1 3 years college in US 
20 20 45 2 3 years university in US 
21 20 45 2 5 vears high school in US 
T) 21 46 2 5 months university, Japan 
23 20 47 2 1 year 5 months university in US 
24 20 48 2 7 years high school in US 
25 21 48 2 5 months university, Japan 
26 20 48 2 2 years university in US 
27 20 48 2 4 years high school in US 
28 23 49 2 4.5 years university in US 
29 21 49 2 5 years high school in US 
30 20 50 2 3 years university in US 
31 29 50 2 2.5 years university in Australia 
32 20 50 2 6 years high school in Australia 
33 20 50 2 7 years high school in US 
34 23 51 2 8 years high school in US 
35 19 51 2 1.5 years university in US 
36 20 52 2 2 years university in US 
37» 27 52 2 4 years ** Japan 
38 20 54 2 2 years college in US 
39 24 54 2 2.5 years college in US 
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40 24 55 J 1.5 years Ireland 
41* 42 55 J 18 years ** 
42 21 56 J I year university in US 
43* 33 56 3 8 years ** Saga, Japan 
44* 30 56 J 7 years university in US 
45 20 56 3 5 years high school in US 
46 20 56 3 2.5 years university in US 
47 21 57 3 3.5 years university in US 
48 20 57 J 1.5 years university in England 

49* 37 57 J 2 years university in Japan 
50 29 57 J 5 years university in Japan 
51 20 57 J 2.5 years college in US 
52 23 57 3 3.5 years Japan (study abroad program) 
53 22 58 3 7 years high school in Australia 
54 20 58 J 10.5 years American high school in Japan 
55 20 59 J 2.5 years university in US 

56* 40 59 -> 
J 2 years *** university in Japan 

57 -T) 59 J 2.5 years university in US 
58* 28 59 J 8 years university in Japan 
59 36 59 J 15 years university in Japan 

*They had been working in Japan. 

** Subjects 1, 10, 37, 41, and 43 had never received any formal instruction of Japanese. 
They have learned Japanese through self-study. 

** *Subject 56 had 2-year formal instruction of Japanese. He had lived in Japan for 13 
years. 
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APPENDIX B: TEST ITEMS FOR A MULTIPLE-CHOICE TASK 

\ D ootti/i'b -oii^-C^ o-roit 

T 1/ \, 
(Please choose the most appropnate verb form and circle it in order to complete a conversation.) 

1. A: Ztn'kjUu, 

B; ;t;i. ! 

A.'^1. L/i B. ti" C. D. 

* \ffJ=doll 'Kitt?t!l= hatlcry = Look I 

ftriil : -o0^o;t-c </i v 
(How confident are you in your answer"" Circle one from 1 to 5.) 

0% 25% 50"/„ 75% 100% 
I 2 3 4 5 

2. A: I 

B; U — /u-Ci-.t,: 

A. f1-:o -CI ^^ B. o /•- C. f1-:o"CI ̂ D. ff:5 
• llj'ji,' = smell = dinner I — =cun^ 

TtifSl : t-tM-. ' - o 0 ^ o : t - C < \  
(How confident are you in your answer ' Circle one from 1 to 5.) 

ii'-b ' :5% DO"-;! 15% ii)()»''o 
1 2 3 4 5 

3. A: 
B: ^ i: ^ ^ i"tlr>v-

C: 4kii. /'•) i] U tU- h ^ . 

A.if#ii- C. D. 
• =lhismonung Mil?® = libran' T  A  ' )  - f j  X ' ' t -  = Ammcan literature 

— h = report 

m  :  b l  ' 0  - - o 0 ^ o : t - c <  / " f ^ t  V  
(How confident are you in your answer? Circle one from 1 to 5.) 

0% 25% 50% 75% 100% 
1 2 3 4 5 

4. A;4|ii. 

B: 

A; Mk 
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B. L/ i  C. t i^Lt- f  p .MLSL/i  
*'I'S] = this moramg father VEii'S = Look' = next month = look ibnvard to 

Itfin : -oC^o'.tT< f£5i. ^• 
(How confident are you in your answer"' Circle one from 1 to 5 ) 

0% ' ' 25% 50% 75% 1(K)% 

I 2 3 4 5 

A ;  4 ' [ i ( " • n r . ' F i l  

B: 
A; }:'-) h-. 

A. ^  L/ i  B,  C.  "C'v  * i~t"  D.  "C1 i  L/i  
* i5t S S'« = a placc !'or a locturu <".'(•!•.)• = reception i; i'lii = lecture 

t f / o  2 5 %  i o " ; ,  " D " ; .  u x r ^ i  
1 2 3 4 5 

6. A: o^ir'v MM'-c-tn, 

B: ;i;i. 

^•'ll !1> b T Vu'C'f": 

A.  B.  ®Co-Cl^/ i  C.  D : . t9  
* O b't " ill = a\M'ul voicc i ' >'•< = loud voice Z' r O'^ifi t' = have a sore throat 

0% 25% 50% 75% 100% 

1 2 3 4 5 

7. A: i 'HM 
B: -

B.  C.  WL-Cl .^ i - r  
* ife = younger sister !!fi-5}' = singje 

0% 25% 50% 

1 2 3 

8. A: 

B: t'0 LXX'-f-/)^. 

A; U -.mtX' rf SJ $r 

A. Mts B. t̂A/fz C. D. ĉ/xyX^̂ ti 
* = sleepy f'SSJI = Snow country, a Japanese novel vvntten by Yasunan Kawabata 

D. Lt 

75% lOCK-i 

4 5 



0% 25% 50% 75% 100% 
-) 

J 4 5 

9. A: 

B: 

A; 

t'zr'-r^\ 
!5b. ! 

= Jiagusung ; i";-"!);!;; = in from of the houic '. -.t 'j = fn)(i I £-'j = l.ook' 
th -c Z. = ovtT ihete 

i)% 25% 50% 75% li)it% 
1 2 3 4 5 

10. A. fit 

(I'f /!)' A 

A . B .  ' ^ - l O  i i -  C  ' i S - n t L f z  

•  ®ff  = bank bank account  i ! f  =  ID card  HI8£ = personal  seal  
0% 25% jO"-;! 75% 100% 

1 4 5 

11. A: 

B: ;t;l. Ffe-CM^-C. tj J^X-Y 

A: V'a ? 

A. 'j^\i ^ V «B '^K C. ^ V ^o D ^tz 
= be tired i: )'^"t"= Iwik like itfi Ffif = underground shoppinji area 

£  k  I -

•) = gel lost '^i = really 

W ; ^Pry(n'4±'i^t'ti< 'bt^rrCi-;4^<fc'9 -oO^oifC <v 
(How confident are you in your answer'' Circle one from I to 5.) 

(J% 25% 50% 75% 100% 

1 2 3 4 5 

12. A; X > X ti h 

B: ;to? 

A; K 'f "CX # ti p^'C :t3L 

B: h. L/c;0^ 

A. ^'o-n^tLfc B.^oTV^ii" 
. m -. : t 

• IR = song h ^ = be good at h Y U = toilet = loud voice 

= feel ashamed 
0% 25% 50% 75% 100% 

I 2 3 4 5 
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13. A; >-5v. 

A.B .  k t L t z  C . k x ^ ' i - r  D. ffX^^iL/--
* iSX.^ = the coming of age ceremony k K = women ^ = all of them = kimono 

feiS = rccentlv f1P-)K = Westein clothes .'i \ 5 /v = a lot 
0% 25% 50% 75% 100% 

I 2 3 4 5 

14. A; llink g/'-'l'T'Lfctlo 

B: -fo Ltl.l, 

-ci,9 %\ K-C h '0 <n A t -

A. B. L/l C. D.Mi iLfl 
- • r , i ' 

* 'iC = house TEii'S't" o = telephone i>/'^f = he not at home t = all the time 

V <7 = e\ening <1- f = outside b 'C = neighbor 
0% ;5% 50% 75"  ̂ 100"-,, 

I 2 3 4 5 

15, A; ,i; L f'/uI ̂ iV-, 

B: 'Vn , 

A: ^vX'-tAK tfzUVi'lil^lLti', 

A. Xo-ri^i1- B. C A'O i-f D A'ntLfz 
= bath = agiiin T' = later = telephone 

f t h  :  ") i-f75>- •oO'fro:-r-C< 
(How confident are you m your answer"* Circle one from 1 to 5.) 

0% ' 25% 50°'o 75% 100% 

1 2 3 4 5 

16. A; 

B: 4^H{±. An^7i»bA[I$t-e 

'M'k A'i .-
A.hiOtLtz B. h-oX\^^ti- C. hnt-t D. ^5-o-n^i Lfc 
*S=tught aftPI = movie = feel sorn = class 

0% 25% 50% 75% 100% 

1 2 3 4 5 

17. A; . 

B: 0 LXX'-t/^', 

A: OHP CO y!> ^ 'J — tXh 4^ ̂  X-T-. 

B: ^0X-t^\ 
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A . L 7 t  E . ' l & ' O t - t  C . ' ^ m L t r  D .  
*51® = lecture = glasses ^')—> = screen = characters = small 

()% 25% SO^-i 75% 1(K)% 

1 2 3 4 5 

18. A: h c/) Mi !i> f|{](^{V^ 

B; i.M, Tc, ['Ujr.^[Ju f-

7^7 r 

A. B. 'ik-oX'-^'ti C D. 
4 t • _ 

* U : t : — K  =  r e p o r t  C i t t i  =  s u b m i s s i o n  I H l i Z  I ' Y ' )  =  b e  i n  t i m e  ' f  i ' " < = o i r i c c  

; ir 

!:I)'M'll= cecepUon 
()% 25% 5(1% 75% 1(X)% 

1 2 3 4 5 

19, A: -C/u.v^.4- fj'h. 

B: !-

A: ;t;t, -tf l> i:'o-r. 

A. B. C, D 

*  ' ^ =  h o u s e  =  b y  a i l  m e a n s  
0% 25°/o 50<i-'o 75% 100% 

1 2 3 4 5 

20. A: h X ^'[l, fuiJftcO ifU'jcn ^ 

h ') ''k 

B: '4 = 

A .  L T l  B .  ' & %  L  i  L / i  C .  # j i i  L n L t i  

* = lesson 5 
0% 

1  . . .  

'HIS Y '^= vocabulary' qm/ 
25% 50% 
-> t 

75% 

4 

D. L t-t 

100% 

.. 5 

21.A; EEl'-t^^^^±. 

B: '> Lc 

A. ^B. -e#iLfc 
* ̂  Y > J§ = Spanish 'J-' L = a little 

C. D 

PJi : -o0^oitT</-c$^v 
(How confident are you in your answer? Circle one from 1 to 5.) 
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0% 25% 50% 75% lixm 

1 2 3 4 5 

22. A: X TK—Vv 

B: ^ ') 'C-t'Ti^ E li, k- P -- f •L t "t", 

A .  A o T V ^ t - r  B .  A i ' J i L / c  C .  A i ' J t - f  D  A o T i ^ ^ i L t  

* = last week ncarbv %— y > i. = cVm fttiS = nxcntlv 
•  i  . r  

= lack ot'cxLTCisc !R't' = a walk 
0% 25% SQ'/o 75% 1(X)% 

1 2 3 4 5 

23. A; Ml. ^ ! 

vi>oOiT'(I ! 

B: ,-0>IiVu(/•)'"['It, 

h . X ^ X ^ ^ t L t L  B .  A o - C V ^ i ^  C  A n t - f  D .  X ^ i L t z  
* .fiix= oh, no! '?'kliE = student lO 'V'Hj =thismtiming = purse 

= inside = bag i:'') C'"'"/•!)>= I low about 

()°'o :5% 5()°'o yj '̂o 100% 
1 2 3 4 5 

24. A: X ^ fHj-C-t-TiK 

B: 

l ' h k  ̂  % = 
A: -f 

A. B. Si/uX'\. C Ltz D Ltz 
=niajor = Japanese literature 'h^ = novel ffi- = one volume 

+ 11.^ = be impressed 
0% :5% 50% TS"'!! 100% 

I 2 3 4 5 

25. A: Ak 

B: ;t±, B^lic 

A; 

B; 

A. B. C. D .  S - ^ ^ L t l  
* = linguistics ^ ̂ — f- = report 
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nm : ^) -oO^oitT < 
(How confident are you in your answer'' Circle one from I to 5.) 

u% 
1  . .  

23% 
T 

50% 

J  . . .  
75% 

4 .. 
1(X)% 

.. 5 

26. A: imi]. 

B :  ^ i o  

"5ti@ (D uWn !i, 'J 

A. c  m ^ t L t z  
* = in from of a train station 

0% 

1 

• I -

S = biHiksiorc 

25% 50% 

J  . . .  

75% 

4 .. 

D. Ltz 

100% 

.. 5 

2 7  A :  t j  L  L = 5 r — S  y  i t | " ' ' t ' ' C ' i - -

B: 

A: ^ ii±/vA)> 

A: 

A, ,'!• # t-t B ,>r-l ^-CV »t-t C. ,'H ^"Cw >i L t 

* fi% = weather %'ti = a walk i'S.2; T"'" = feel sorr\ 
L-'}: — K = report 

0% 

t ^  ) 4  =  n e x t  t u n e  
25% 
-> 

50% 

J -.-

=histor\' 

75% lOO^  ̂

4 5 

28. A; i\ 

r^tlj 

A. B. St^tLtz C D 
* .> .i'sT-* 't# 

• = novelist = spring break r"*ililji = Snow countr>'. the novel written by Yasunan Kawabuta 
0% 25% 50% 75% UXy/o 

I 2 3 4 5 

29. A;^^)i$^, 

^-\'>/NX$r "CL i 9 ? 
B: 

A: 

B; ;t;t. 
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A. %< B. C. D. 

* Jf ^ = campus iS '1 = wong K = person 
()% 25% SO®-;. 75% 11)0% 

1 2 3 4 5 

30. A: L "C t, I ^'v 

B :  7 i » b >  

/Liil'Ni, t' 
A: 

A. A-5 B. Ao'Cv^/'c C. Ao'Cl^o D A'^fi 
*= lonijthl VEu^"'"'j = tclL-phone T tj I»T"t"'j ' = Is ii ( )IC iI'I Jo ~ = hath 

!̂1:. b" ) T'+."j' = How about-' 
0% :5°'ij 50% 75% 100% 

1 2 3 4 5 

3 1 , A .  £ f !  

A .  f f t - r  B  f f t L / i  c  D J n ' ^ ^ t L f z  
•  J j i i - ' f ]  =  N e w  Y e a r ' s  l ) u y  i T i l ! U =  W e s t e r n  c l o t l i e s  

'ftilJl; ;c  t'h < -J I M'l '0 ' -oc < /•- '  5  V 

(How confident are you in your answer'' Circle one from 1 to 5 ) 
0% ' 25% 50% 75% 10()°'b 

1 2 3 4 5 

32. A: i L i 9, iOil(^> tf-tc 

B: 

.t. 

A .  B .  ^ o - C V ^ i - j -  C .  D  
t > 

* tt T = Let s hurrv'upl •£/•;'= sull IHIlCa-T = be m tune 16 i< = presentation 
0% 25% 50% 75% 100% 

1 2 3 4 5 

33. A:E£l"cp$^. t'ZX'-t:/^^ 

B; ^A.h'.i'tziDX' . 

A; ! ? 

A. B. C. D. Lfc 

* goldfish 5)</5 T =weU = The truth is that = food ^"iS = really 
0% 25% 50% 75% 100% 

I 2 3 4 5 
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34. A: 

B-It^Flii, '- P cf'l:xfj?fe-C- ^ -, 

A .  L X ^ ^ i L t z  B .  M ' k  t t - t  C  L i L t z  D .  L T t ^ ^ L / - !  .-, t i ->• 
* ') -) =home - H tf' = all Jay long W #fiT = librar> 

0% 25% 50% 75% 100% 

1 2 3 4 5 

35, A: 'k K , 
B: L(S6r< t';^L 

A .  i ^ i - r  B .  
* ik =car KT = dixir fi-o ! =C)h! 

C.  imtLfz  D m^X' .^ iLtz  
"I" A", "fe-ttn^ ,i' = Sorn to bother you but 

frfiil : n'i' 0  ' - o G ^ o : t - C <  v 
(How confident are you in your answer? Circle one from 1 to 5 ) 

0% 25% 50% 75% l(K)% 

1 2 3 4 5 

r /  ij f z<  

iif'iM li -f y y r s > ;j I/:) X " f ' ,  

36. A 

B 

A 

B 

A. 

* Wft*; = immnirant 
0% 

1 

^ < ~ > J  9  .7i», 

B. .1^ 
Ii'i 8i = parcnls 

25% 
1 

' i L f z  
( '/ ') >'alt = Italian 

50% 75% 

4 
100% 

5 

37 A: lit-El. ib'-fL^, 

'> L i:' 9 . 
B: .h 0 

A. fii'o-CV>t L f z  
* t f : i  = still 

0% 

1 

B. i^'O i Lt c. \V-'n i-t D. 
= a lot 

25% 
-) 

= a little 

50% 

. . . 3  . . .  
75% 

4  . . .  
100% 

.. 5 

38. A; i^?L'C-i"75\ 

B: = 

A. W^Lt-t B. '^'l^LtLfz C. 
* = May I ask '.' single 

D. L/i 
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0% 25% 50% 75% 100% 

1 2 3 4 5 

39. A; M L'v t 

fel t z < ^ / x . ( D ' ^  f t  ^ ̂  X'-r. 

A. B. C ^1^ D, ^c/uX'^'fz 
1 r . ' ' I . ' 

* ff L I Hi^l = piKir countnes £E-^I^ = Ibixl £'' '..H ' = not many iitii = eM.T>'dav 

fii s = many t h'h = children Ot'l* = awful 
0% 25% 50°'o 75% UXm 

1 2 3 4 5 

40. A; hrt, 

B: X.X.. t) 

A. B. 
* = vocabulan '< !• = i 

'̂ '!^fi = this mormnii 
0% 25°'o 

r*-f 75 

L t - t  C  
K L K = rcaiiv or be prepared 

50% 

3  . . .  
75°'o 

4 

D. #jii L t L t i  
•. ') /\. = of coursc 

U)()% 

5 

41. A; f — ^ c/:) h X ^ jf'j ri; (i, (I'J X"ti) \-. 

B: -tr 0 fi l±. "C' , 

A. B. L/C c. d. Lt 
i .1 

* %  h t  " A  =  s t r e s s  < ! r  i H  j i ;  =  s o l u t i o n  - r  5  i . i  =  [ . c l  m e  s e e  ' • I ' . ' f ' . *  =  u s u a l l y  

rrfiii: iPfy(n'̂ 'Z'iZt'ti< ''-oo^o!tx</;$vv 
(How confident are you in your answer'' Circle one trom 1 to 5.) 

0% ' 25% 50% 75% liK)% 

1 2 3 4 5 

42. A: 

B ;  r t ' f & x - V — ^  . t .  
a  X - t f i ' ' ,  

A. B. C. D. 

* 3!® = room 
0% 25% 50% 75% 100% 

1 2 3 4 5 
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43. A; i, y t h U—^, 

B: ^ 9 'C"t"/1s 

A. B. D. 
* K'?-'i{^S'f= dunng mv collcgehooU v " J #_> = always = leans 

i- = sweat shin 
0% 25% 50% 75% 100% 

1 2 3 4 5 

44. A:#MI±. , 
* 1 >>y> 

X ' t .  ^H{±.  

B: 

A. B . k ; t i - f -  c J i ^ i i L f i  D .  ^ i ; t X l ' t L f i  ^ f T ^ ^ r.^ 
*lM =sca ifl/O'PS'j =rain ^ = impus.sible ''K.2". = JisaprH)immg 

0% 25% 50% ^j'-o 100% 

1 2 3 4 5 

45. A: hiH'^ T' ^ ') 

B: 1/^o-C"t"/"5^ 

A; X'-t, 

A. B. c umi,x\.'ti D. iimtxi^^^ 
t r. 

* 4i|i = older sister 

ftflSl : tyr^<r>''^x.\L i'n < b I n'! ^ t i-As -oO-2ro:^-c < ti 5^-. 
(How confident are you in your answer? Circle one from I to 5 ) 

if/a 25% 5(m 75% my/o 

1 2 3 4 5 

46. A: XL^') ? 

B: 

A. B. ^-< C. D. >ii. >f-

*IJij =look [3 iSI!B= library =intTontor k<nK = woman »i Ll.' =nc\v 
0% 25% 50% 75% 100% 

1 2 3 4 5 

47. A: 0 COi^^CO-f X h(±, 

B ;  • 9 ~ ^ =  h i : ^ t t : > ^ ' ' O t - t A . . .  

A . B .  -e#tL / z  c. d .  
*7^ ^ h = test 

0% 25% 50% 75% 100% 

I 2 3 4 5 
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48. 

B: 9-/v. n|]0;±, 

A; "J 

B: ;tx., "I] FI,'±. U K ̂ , 

A. B. c. d 

= shopping '1 t o 1; = an expression for hesitation f' li- = plan = psychology 

U It— h = report 
0% 25% 50% 75% 1(K)% 

1 2 3 4 5 

49 A; 'fi t -h± .  ' )  h  X' l i l  i ,  ^  
B; ^ 9 

A. itt-r B. C. D. kxi^'i-Lfz 
«t ' 

* T') = home = always = kimono 
0% 25% 50% 75% lOO-ii 

1 2 3 4 5 

50. A: "lOj. i7I^ X'=i^y' ij .t, 

B; y 'J ilifeoO ̂  [ I n. 

A. ^iZiLfl B. C. D. 
*'SI| = morning fi'l'Tf =kitchcn zfJ;--/'! = cockroaches iiiffi = exlcimination 

i^^tl =cirecl 
0% 25% 50% Ti'-a 10()"'o 

1 2 3 4 5 

X't,. i 'n .  .  

B: ^tL(i. hj t  0/x^X'TX,  
A, B . h ' n t L t z  C. h^X'^'i-t 0.^5")^-^ 

I -  =test I I -3 I< ' " r=  about-- t 'of t )H ' t•tl:^ = say nothing i =surpnse 

(How confident are you in your answer'' Circle one from I to 5 ) 
ly/a 25% 50% 75% IO()°/0 

1 2 3 4 5 
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52. 

A: 1 Z 75^ b a LnLl t s 

B; 4p{i. 

A. B. k'^tLfz C. a;t'Cl'S-t D ax-Cl>tL/--

* = a bullet tram ^ inside S? t:Ul= Mt. !-uji ic X = weather 

i)% 15% 50% Td'/O I(K)% 

1 2 3 4 5 

53. A: n . fnltr.'Fil 9 h\ZU ") t L tzf) 

ib i T X h :7 r •'} 3 

A. B. L/i C. D fl^^L/:: 
*:• ^ 

* 1 'J  = home -1  t  1  !:' = that time  ̂ 1-  i  • ' —o/v  = host mother 

 ̂ , r*; -vf-' = Chinese dumpling 
0% 25% 50% 75% !()()% 

1 2 3 4 5 

54. A: ;tl\ tjLLL. 

B: HHFIli, fell 

A; i'Aiff r--C'-t-. 

B: t -9 Ltz-. 

=mamlibrar\- >nA)T = \velI 
()% 25% 5()% 75% I0<)% 

1 2 3 4 5 

55. (X U- f b) 

A: ~<n Fi'/fcA, n •> ra7f"C' -fc. 

B: %%tz ! i: i 9 TT'-f-ta. 

A. B. Li" C. D. 
*ScS^ffi. = an amateur's Singing contest = Russian = really o t = skillful 

(How confident are you in your answer? Circle one from 1 to 5.) 
0% 25% 50% 75% 100% 

1 2 3 4 5 
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56. 

B: hn.'pT-i-.. 

A. Lfl B. c. D. ii4o-ri 
t. 

* SftlSi = immigrant 
0% 15% 50% 75% 100% 

I 2 3 4 5 

57 A; M ^ X f'>! Fi f±. t'h f' X'-tT!) \, 

B: '^X' 

A. iJ-ji L i L fc B. ti'Jife L t L f z  C. te'^I L t L t i  D. felii L t L f z  
* f '  i£=plan f i  =  house  

i)°/o :5% 5(J% 75% 1(10% 

1 2 3 4 5 

58. A: '7y$/o.'±, i" -

B: X o ir , ^ :T -7 -i' -Cli :b. 

A. lii^' L B. ijfi Liu/"' C. L CI/ ^ i L Tz. D liS L ^ v * i"t" 
*  - f - I -  ^  =  o l T i c e  

()"'b 25% 50% 75% l(H)% 

I 2 3 4 5 

M l .  !)y^ . 

9 /v 'C 

T- i,, iti^"u (±, - /x. X'-t ^ •K 

59. A 

B 

A 

A. B |1H< C D 1)9^ ^-C! 
> « *. .*• 

i J i i ' L  t  =  W e l l ,  I t  IS weinll i!= ke\' iS j = wrong 
0% 25% 50<!''o 75% 100% 

4 5 T J 

60. A: ^ifi, ^CM<n'^k(nXi,ht 0 '?< 

B: ^ 9 -T'-f , 

FaJ f - X ' - t o  

A. B. C. D. ^^L-C'v>iLfc 
*. ,1,'. i->.Ai - .if 

• Stitt = recently ^ (T) K = women 'P-< = early i 1 (adjective) i-y:^ = not so (.adjective) 

= last nxMith l > i: C = cousin 
0% 25% 50% 75% 100% 

I 2 3 4 5 

h ' o r ^ t  9 Lfcc 
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APPENDIX C: RAW TOKENS FOR GROUNDING ANALYSIS 

Picture 1: Setting 
Novice Intermediate 1 Advanced Native 

Non-past 10 5 7 4 
Past 16 25 1 27 1 18 
Pre-durative 2 6 1 8 ; J 

Past-durative 9 1 10 i 9 
/e-form 1 1 J i 14 13 

Picture 2: Escaping 
Novice Intermediate Advanced Native 

Non-past 2 4 2 1 
Past 15 15 11 16 
Pre-durative 2 1 2 1 
Past-durative 0 1 0 0 
/£?-fonn 0 J J 2 

Picture 2: Sleeping 
Novice 1 Intermediate ! Advanced Native : 

Non-past ' 5 ^ 3 1 J 0 ^ 
Past 5 i 6 : 6 8 i 

Pre-durative 6 7 9 6 
Past-durative i 0 2 0 0 
/e-form 1 0 0 0 

Picture 3; Waking up 
Novice Intermediate Advanced Native 

Non-past 1 1 0 0 
Past 5 7 J 1 
Pre-durative 0 0 0 0 
Past-durative 0 0 0 0 
te-ioxra I 5 8 I 

Picture 22 & 23: Successful outcome 
Novice Intermediate Advanced j Native 

Non-past 14 11 4 1 6 
Past 27 28 32 34 
Pre-durative 0 1 0 J 
Past-durative 1 2 I 6 
/e-form 1 2 J 12 
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Picture 24: Ending 
Novice Intermediate Advanced Native 

Non-past 8 7 J 0 
Past 14 16 19 21 
Pre-durative 0 0 0 0 
Past-durative 0 0 1 0 
/t;-form J 8 9 18 

Foreground: Significant chronologically ordered events 
Novice Intermediate Advanced j Native 

Non-past 56 48 22 i 42 
Past 198 219 222 1 186 
Pre-durative 30 24 "•T ! j2 18 
Past-durative 20 27 33 I 7 
/t^-form 31 59 102 69 

Foreground: Motivation 
Novice Intermediate Advanced Native 

Non-past 5 7 J 0 
Past 10 16 9 2 
Pre-durative 0 2 0 0 
Past-durative 0 2 1 0 
/e;-form 2 1 4 4 

Background 
Novice Intermediate Advanced , Native 

Non-past 34 41 19 ! 8 
Past 61 82 67 1 36 
Pre-durative 4 4 7 1 2 
Past-durative 1 7 11 ! 4 
te-ioxm J 10 29 1 23 

Setting in the background 
Novice Intermediate Advanced Native 

Non-past 8 25 11 2 
Past 21 20 19 21 
Pre-durative 4 0 1 2 
Past-durative 0 2 6 3 
/£?-fonn 2 J 11 7 
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Reaction 
Novice Intermediate Advanced Native 

Non-past 10 5 4 1 
Past 30 39 29 10 
Pre-durative 0 J 4 0 
Past-durative 1 3 4 1 
/e-form 1 4 16 15 

Comments 
i Novice Intermediate Advanced Native 

Non-past 16 9 J 5 
Past 2 6 5 1 
Pre-durative 0 0 1 0 
Past-durative 0 0 1 0 
/ef-form 0 0 0 0 

)ther information 
Novice Intermediate Advanced Native 

Non-past 0 2 0 0 
Past 2 11 9 4 
Pre-durative 0 0 1 0 
Past-durative 0 2 0 0 
/t;-form 0 J 2 1 
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